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PREFACE

It is not the purpose of the present paper to attempt to

review the political or military history of England
during the Hundred Years' War. The story has been

told often and well. There are, however, some related

topics that have not yet been explored sufficiently

perhaps by the modern historian; and it is in the hope
of throwing some light into one of these dark corners

that the writer presents the theme, " The Financing of

the Hundred Years' War during the Years 1337-60."

Even in the thirteenth century, the old revenues of the

crown that had flowed largely from feudal sources had not

only proved inadequate to meet the expanding needs of

the State, but had begun to fall off seriously, owing to

changes that were taking place in the social order.

Edward I. had pointed the way to a new source of

financial strength by his Great Custom and his Carta

Mercatoria. But English commerce was still in its

infancy, and for obvious reasons the crown could not

push its right of levy here too far. The income which
the crown might exact from trade was necessarily limited

in the thirteenth century, and to meet the exigencies of

his Welsh or Scottish wars, Edward had devised nothing

better than to throw himself upon the generosity of the

estates.

The frivolous and inefficient Edward II. had done
nothing to assist in solving the problem, save by his

misfortunes to confirm the doubtful character of the

support aff^orded by direct parliamentary levies. The
constituency of Parliament was too changeful, its whims
too inconstant, the methods of levy too slow and expen-

sive for the crown to depend upon such grants solely,
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in meeting the sudden emergencies or the long-continued
strain of a great war.

This, then, was the double problem that confronted

the financiers of Edward III. at the opening of the

Hundred Years' War : how, on the one hand, to develop
regular and constant sources of revenue to take the

place of the old feudal dues that were passing, and so

meet the rapidly expanding needs of the crown; and
how, on the other, to devise some means by which in

times of special stress the crown might realise on these

revenues promptly without waiting for the slow process

of collection.

To set forth the various expedients by which the

Ministers of Edward III. sought to solve this problem
during the first period of the war, the vicissitudes of the

various agencies employed, and the success attained, is

the purpose of this writing.

The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness

to Professor Benjamin Terry, of the University of

Chicago, and to Mr. Hubert Hall, of H.M. Record

Office, to whose inspiration and encouragement he owes

any value to which this paper may pretend.

The few introductory remarks on taxation are

necessary to an intelligent understanding of the paper

which follows. The author disclaims all intention of

attempting any general treatise on the subject of

taxation, and takes this opportunity to acknowledge his

indebtedness to Dr. James Willard for suggestions

where that field has been touched upon. The work
that follows is rather a history of various financial

expedients and contracts.



INTRODUCTION
THE SOURCES OF ROYAL INCOME IN ENGLAND IN THE

THIRTEENTH CENTURY

The establishment and development of direct taxation — the

systematisation of the feudal revenue—the development of the

wool trade and the customs on wool—the rise of the Italian

bankers—the situation in 1297—the years 1297 to 1331-32

—

the condition of the royal income in 1331-32.

In the history of English taxation and finance, at the

beginning of the thirteenth century two things are to

be noticed : first, the growing dependence of the king

on resources other than feudal, which by way of dis-

tinction may be called national ; and second, the develop-

ment of a somewhat modern system of administration

and finance/ Under the pressure of foreign wars the

old theory that the king should live of his own was
gradually breaking down. As early as 1 188, Henry II.

had levied the Saladin tithe—the first instance of a tax

on personal property, and levied upon all classes of the

population. "^ The English kings were not slow to

recognise the value of a tax which drew so directly

upon the national wealth, and in the thirteenth century

this method came rapidly into use. In 1334 the rate

was definitely standardised at a tenth and a fifteenth.'

At the same time the tallages, carucages, scutages, and
seizures had become ever less profitable, and so, finally,

less frequent. The English kings endeavoured to meet
this decrease in what they still regarded as the normal

^ Cf. Adams, G. K., The Origin of the English Constitution^ on the
beginning of the change from feudal to national government and the gradual
articulation of the functions of government.

* Cunningham, W., Alien Immigrants in England^ P- 55-
^ Dowell, S., 'Taxation and Taxes in England, I., 97. Cunningham, W.

The Growth of English Industry and Commerce in the Middle Ages^ I., 273.
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source of the income of the crown by more systematic

and thorough methods of assessment, levy, and
collection. There can be no doubt that the Inquisition

of 1255 of Henry III. and the Hundred Rolls,' the

Inquisitions Quo Warranto^ as well as the distraint of

knighthood of Edward I.,* were thorough-going

attempts on the part of the crown to reopen the old

channels of revenue as well as to determine the

theoretical question of prerogative. Edward endeav-

oured also by every means in his power to increase the

landed estates of the crown. The case of Isabella de

Fortibus is one of the most notorious instances of this

" land-grabbing " policy.' Acquisitions of crown lands

by seizures of one kind or another in accordance with

the workings of feudal law were a more or less regular

source of feudal income. Even the extravagances of

Edward II. were more than counterbalanced by the

accessions of the estates of the Templars at the begin-

ning of his reign and of the " Contrariants " after the

fall of Earl Thomas.*

During the thirteenth century a new source of

national wealth was developing in the wool trade. For

a hundred years this trade had been in the hands of the

Cistercians,' and by the time of Richard and John it

had reached such proportions that it could twice yield

1 Dowell, S., Taxation and Taxes in England^ I., 167.
2 Stubbs, Constitutional History of England, II., 1

1 5.

3 Hall, H., Red Book of the Exchequer, III., pp. cccxii. and //.

* Tout, T. F., The History of England from the Accession of Henry III.

to the Death of Edward III., p. 255.
Mr. Clarence Perkins (American Historical Review, XV., No. 2, January

1910, p. 253) states that the total annual value of the lands of the Templars

was £4,720, which to him seems rather insignificant. This in itself, it is true,

does not seem large, but when this sum is compared with the £7,000 or

£8,000 received annually by Edward I. and Edward III. {cf. App. I.) from

the crown lands, it is apparent that it increased the royal revenue from

this source by one half. Even the sum of £1,542 13s. lod., which Mr.

Perkins computes was the annual average actually received from January
9th, 1308, to November 24th, 13 13, was an increase of one-eighth over the

incomes of Edward I. and Edward III. from Crown lands.
—

" The Wealdi

of the Knights' Templars in England and the Disposition of it after their

Dissolution."
^ Cunningham, Alien Immigrants, p. 57.
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considerable sums to the crown—once in 1
1 93 for the

ransom of Richard/ and again in 12 10 to recoup John
after his expedition to Ireland/ Henry III. made more
or less irregular levies upon the trade, and Edward L,

in 1275, by obtaining the grant of a custom from Parlia-

ment, established a regular method of drawing upon
this important part of the national resources/ The tax

itself was an advance upon the old system of direct levy

upon the lands or the personal property of subjects in

that it was a tax upon trade, the main incidence of which
fell upon foreign merchants.* This situation was
rendered possible by the fact that England was almost

the sole source for the supply of raw wool to the

manufacturing centres in the Low Countries.

Simultaneously with the development of the wool
trade and coming almost as a part of that development
was the establishment of the houses of Italian bankers

in England. As early as 1 199 an Italian house furnished

2,126 marks to the ambassadors of Richard at the court

of Rome.* The earliest financiers in England had been

the Jews. The king had learned their value in raising

money; but the methods of extortion by which the king

sought to get the funds from these agents can hardly be

called financial transactions. He merely forced them to

disgorge what they had wrung from his subjects with

his connivance; he did not borrow from them. More-
over, even at best their resources were limited. In 1230,
for instance, the ordinary levy on the Jews, together with

an additional extraordinary levy, amounted to only

14,000 marks.' In 1255 it took the entire property of

the Jews of England to secure the repayment of 8,000
marks.' The Italians had much larger funds to draw

1 Stubbs, I., 540.
2 Ramsay, Sir J. H., The Angevin Empire^ p. 426.
^ Stubbs, II., 113.
* Tout, p. 148.
5 The Italian Bankers in England and their Loans to Edward I. and

Edward II. Historical Essays by the Members of Owens College, Man-
c/iester, 1902, p. 138.

^ Ramsay, The Dawn of the Constitution^ p. 54, n. 5. '' /^»i., p. 151.
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upon. Not only did their actual property in England
soon become large, but by means of letters of credit

they could draw upon the capital of the Continent.

They had come to England originally as collectors of the

papal taxes, but had soon found other more lucrative

ways of employing their energies. At first they bought
up the wool of the Cistercians,' and of other orders, and
then branched out into all forms of banking enterprise.

Henry III. borrowed from them occasionally," but it

was not until the time of the Edwards that the crown
began really to depend upon them. During the reigns

of Edward I. and Edward II. it is estimated that the

loans of the Italians to the crown reached an aggregate

of ;^42o,65o 4s. 9^d.' From 1274 to 1292 the

Frescobaldi of Lucca handled the customs in return for

loans made the king.* They also contracted at times

to handle the parliamentary grants and purvey wool for

the king.^ In 13 14 Anthony Pessaigne, of Genoa, was
granted the pre-emption of tin. Altogether he handled

the king's money up to ;^i 11,505.* September 15th,

1290, the Bardi first appear as making loans to the king.

From that time until 1326 this particular house advanced

the king ;f76,63 1 5s. o^d.' The expulsion of the Jews
in 1290 gave the Italians almost a monopoly of the royal

banking business.' Their later rivals, the German
Hanse and the Hanse of London—the latter consisting

of the French and Flemish merchants—had been but

recently founded, and neither they nor the new class of

native English merchants could as yet be considered as

competitors of the Italians.'

1 Cunningham, The Growth of English Industry and Commerce in the

Middle Ages, I., 185.
^ Extracts from the Liberate Rolls, relative to Loans supplied by Italian

merchants to the kings of England in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

E. Bond, Archaologia, XXVIII., 267 //.

3 Italian Bankers, etc., p. 156.
* Ibid., pp. 140-154. Stubbs, II., 560.
^ Italian Bankers, etc., pp. 142, 162.
' Ibid., p. 1 53. Cf. also Chancery Miscellaneous Documents, File 6, No. 13.

' Italian Bankers, p. 53.
8 Stubbs, II., 560. » Lavisse, Histoire de France (A. Coville), IV., 29.
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The crisis of the year 1297 strained the resources of

the English crown to the utmost, and Edward, in trying

to overcome the resistance of his barons, used every

means accessible to him. The Parliament that had met
in November, 1296, had granted a twelfth and an

eighth.' But on January 13th, 1297, the clergy refused

to make a grant, under pretext of the prohibition of the

pope. January 30th the king outlawed them. February

6th the clergy of the northern province who had yielded,

obtained letters of protection, and on the 12th the king

took the lay fees of the province of Canterbury into his

own hands. Then came the refusal of the barons to

take part in Edward's French war. The king determined

to force them, or at least to render himself independent

of them. He ordered the wool of the merchants to be

seized. All who had five sacks or more were compelled

to give them up, receiving tallies in return as security

for payment, and those who had less paid a maltote of

forty shillings on the sack and retained their wool.

Besides this every county was compelled to furnish a

large supply of provisions.

The receipt rolls for the Easter term of 26 Edward I.

—April to October, 1297—will be sufficient to show the

extent of the resources thus called upon. Besides a

separate account of receipts through the wardrobe, there

are four rolls of receipt of the treasury; one, of the fines

of the clergy of Canterbury (de fine protectionis Regis

a terris suis retinendis)^ containing the receipts from
the lay fees, beginning March 29th and amounting to

^22,'8io 7s. 3d.' The fines of the province of York
(de fine pro taxationem domus sui), running from April

24th to September i6th, amount to ;^2,9o8 lis. lo^d.'

The levy of the twelfth and the eighth is not entered in

the great roll of receipt, but in a separate roll. It amounts
to ^17,070 7s. lod.,* and runs from April 24th to

1 Stubbs, II., 135 //. * Receipt Rolls. Auditors 73 and Pells 173.
3 Receipt Rolls. Pells in.
* Miscellaneous Receipt Rolls, 44. These totals are those entered at the

bottom of the rolls.
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September 13th. The great roll of receipt for the Easter

term 1297 amounts to £Z9>'^1Z ^^s- 7<^-' ^^ it are

entered the ordinary revenues of the crown. These may
be grouped under several main heads: (i) Feudal
Receipts—the income from the crown lands, the ferm of

the shires, and the various feudal fines and dues; (2)

The Incidents of Government, such as the repayment of

special loans made to royal officers, the repayment of

surpluses of money assigned for various expeditions,'

seizures of various kinds, particularly of beneficed

aliens, alien priors, and of alien merchants, fines of

justice, and receipts of the hanaper, the receipts from
the sale of victuals and supplies, the income from the

mint and exchange and from the mines, the

receipts from the royal officers in Ireland, Scot-

land,—later, Berewick,—the Channel Islands, Chester,

North and South Wales, Bordeaux, and Acquitaine; (3)
The National Resources—the customs, including the

maltolte and various miscellaneous dues, the clerical and
lay subsidies,"* and other grants; and (4) The Credit

Transactions—the loans, secured or unsecured, raised by
the crown.* These totals run: (i) £1^^^^^ 8s. 9d.;

(2) /ii,229 OS. 2d.; (3) /ii,999 los. 4d.; and (4)

^546 19s. 4d. respectively. To the third item should

be added the receipts from the lay subsidy and the fines

of the clergy, thus making (3);^54,7 8 8 17s. 3-^d. These

* Receipt Rolls. Pells no (actual total), cf. App. I. For use of Receipt
Rolls cf. Scargill-Bird, S. R., A Guide to the Public Records^ p. 218, "The
receipt rolls .... contain copies of the Tellers' bills, etc., as thrown down
by them upon the table of the Tally Court on the payment of revenues into
the exchequer.'*

* These are entered de prest or de plurihus dehitis^ and represent moneys
due the Crown on various back accounts: thesettlement of surpluses of money
allowed officers for expeditions ; the payment of balances due on the ferms
of customs, etc.; the repayment of special loans; in short any entry of money
due the Crown on unclosed accounts.

3 These are entered in separate Rolls until the reign of Edward III. Cf.
App. I.

* Loans are entered de mutuo. In some cases these are cancelled; these

have been omitted in the figures given. In the remaining cases they are

entered as a simple promise to pay, or paid by Letters Patent, of assignment,
or paid from the exchequer. These latter are entered in the issue rolls.
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totals then give a fair idea of the relative importance of

the different sources of income. To add to this is a sum
of ;^9,oi2 9s. i^d. received in the wardrobe.' Of the

;^9i,075 14s. 8d. thus raised, almost a fifth was still

from the revenue of the king as the chief feudal lord of

the country, and nearly one-third was obtained as a

result of the wholesale seizure of the lands of the clergy.

The incomes from the chamberlains of Ireland and
Scotland are rather the incidents of government and not

to be reckoned with in the estimate of the relative value

of the national and feudal resources of the crown. Only
the income from the maltolte and the twelfth and eighth,

in all about ^54,000, can be considered as showing the

extent to which the crown was levying directly upon the

wealth of the people.

But the greater part of this money, however, did not

come in till after the crisis of the year was over. The
receipts of the previous term amounted to some

;^ 70,000,' but the money levied expressly to meet the

emergency was slow in accruing. By July 7 th, when
the military levy of the kingdom was to meet Edward
at London,* only some £21^000 had been collected,

according to the great receipt roll, and the other grants

and fines were still more slow in coming in. Some
quicker and surer method, therefore, had to be found
for meeting a crisis than waiting upon the slow and
cumbersome machinery of mediaeval taxation. This

had now for a long time past been met, in a way, by
means of the Lombard bankers. They had been in the

habit of advancing large sums to the king, secured by
tallies on the various revenues of the crown.* There
was need, however, of an immediately negotiable asset

to meet the crisis. This was found in the wool," a large

1 Ramsay, The Daton of the Constitution^ p. 543, quotes Pipe Roll 27 E. I.,

fol. 13.

2 Ramsay, Ibid.^ p. 543. 8 s^^bbs, II., 140.
* Italian Merchants^ pp. 140, 142, etc.
'^ May I8t, the wool was ordered to be brought to the ports. (Calendar

of Close Rolls, 1278-96, 102.) The purveyance of the wool was not ordered
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part of the handling of which was entrusted to the
Italian merchants.' Still the system was not satisfactory,

and various other attempts were made, in evident antici-

pation of this, to raise loans upon the Continent. The
duke of Brabant was granted ^25,000 sterling from
the custom of the first wool exported by him, in return

for the loan of ^100,000 black money of Tours.' There
is also a receipt for ;^40,ooo of the same money to be
raised abroad.'* These loans, negotiated in February,

and a general commission to Reginald Ferrers to raise

^100,000 sterling, dated January 17th,* show the

extent to which attempts were made to draw upon the

credit of the crown.

Between 1297 and 1330 the country developed

steadily in spite of the troubled times of Edward II.

The Italian bankers grew more and more powerful and
rendered increasingly important services to the crown.

The tin mines, the parliamentary grants, and the customs
were constantly farmed out to them.' At the same time

the treasury was undergoing an administrative change.

As early as Edward I. the king's wardrobe was begin-

ning to absorb parts of the national service.' During
the reign of Edward II., Walter de Stapleton, Bishop

of Exeter, at that time treasurer, planned several reforms

and issued ordinances accordingly.' Only the weakness
of the central government prevented a thorough-going

reorganisation. But though not followed out, these

ordinances reveal the ideal towards which the exchequer

was working.

till July 30th (Pari. Writs, I., 394-395), and the receipts to merchants were
not issued until September 28th. (C.P.R. 1292-1301, 310-321.)^ Under
these circumstances a large share of the £12,602 mentioned by Sir J. H.
Ramsay {op. cit.^ II., 440, n. 2) must have been in the accounts of the

summer of 1297.
1 Bond, Archaeologia, XXVIII., 221.
^ Cf. App. II, for descriptions of coins mentioned.
3 Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1 292-1 301, 232.
« Ibid., 228.
^ Italian Merchants, pp. 144 //.

« Cf. Tout, T. F., E.H.R., XXIV., p. 496.
' For the nature of these proposed reforms, see Hall, Hubert, Red Book

of the Exchequer, III., 849.
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The year 1331 may be taken as a typical year, fairly

indicating the progress of national taxation and of the

development of finance since 1297. Edward III. had
now been reigning for five years and a reform party was
in control of the government. The country was at

peace; the income of the crown was steady. There were
no unusual demands upon the exchequer that would
have to be met by extraordinary means. On January

20th the Bardi contracted to deliver ;^2o a day to the

royal exchequer in return for the issues of all the customs
of England.' On November 1 5th this was renewed for

another year, but at the increased rate of i ,000 marks a

month. ' The receipt rolls of the Easter term 5 Edward
III.—April, 1331, to September, 133

1'—and of the

Michaelmas term 6 Edward III.—October, 133 1, ta

March, 1332*—give a fair idea of the direct levy made
on the national wealth. Of the ^17,295 19s. 8d.

entered in the Easter roll, £6,401, 15s. 8d. was from
feudal sources; ^2,829 2s. 6d. was from the incidents

of government; ;^55234 was from national taxes; and

;^2,828 1 6s. 6d. was raised on the credit of the crown.

For the Michaelmas term the amounts are ;^ 14, 530
6s. sid.; ^11,894 5s. id.; ;,^2o,5i8 19s.; and

;^8,874 I2s. 7^d.—giving a total of ,^55,818 3s. 2d.

for the half-year.'' The totals for the whole year then

run ^"20,934 2s. i^d. fi*om feudal sources; ;^ 14,723
I2S. 7d. from incidents of government; ;^2 5,752 19s.

from national taxes; and ;^ 11,103 9s. i^d. from loans.

The grand itotal for the year was ;^72,5i4 2s. lod.

As compared with the figures given for Easter 25
Edward I., the feudal resources show a larger proportion

—about one-fourth of the total as over against one-

eighth in the half-year of Edward I. The incidents of
government remain about the same. The proportion of

the national taxes to the whole is slightly greater than

^C.C.R., 1330-33: 281. Cf. Ramsay, Sir J. H., Customs Revenue of
Edward II., Eng. Hist. Rev., XXVI., 97, for probable value at this time.

^Ibid., 413. C.P.R., 1330-34: 228.
8 R.R.A., 127. * R.R.P., 268. « Cf. App. I.
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in 1297. The credit transactions and the maltolte make
up the proportion before represented by the seizure of

the property of the clergy. The sum here entered under
maltolte should possibly be considered as a national

tax, because, though often levied without legal sanction,

its uniformity and regularity gave it the character of a

tax on the national trade. Under these circumstances

there is a slight advance in the proportion of the national

to the feudal resources, the real advance apparently

being in the development of the credit transactions of

the crown. As yet, the most of these transactions, if

not all, seem to be in the hands of the Italian merchants.

Such, then, were the financial resources of the English

government which shortly found itself drifting into a

war that was to last through the life-time of over four

generations of men.
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CHAPTER I

1337-1338

THE FIRST YEAR OF THE WAR

General outline of study—causes of the war—first scheme of finance:

Edward tries to secure the support of the English merchants

—

the financial situation in the beginning of 1 3 38 and the resulting

methods employed to raise money.

From the point of view just outlined the part of the

Hundred Years' War that precedes the treaty of Calais

falls naturally into four periods, distinguished not only

by the incidents of the war itself, but also by the general

methods of finance employed by the English, by the

development of the national resources, and by the rise

and fall of the different competing bodies of merchants.

The years 1337-40 are years of general competition

between all merchants—Hanse, Flemish, Lombard, and
English. The methods of finance of the English

government are slipshod and reckless. Edward III. was
eager to prosecute the war, and was blind to all remoter

consequences if only he might at once put armies in the

field against France. He encumbered the credit of the

realm with enormous debts and brought in hordes of

foreign creditors to carry away the wealth of the people.

This naturally raised a storm of indignant opposition,

and from 1340 to 1343 a pro-English reform party

struggled with the foreign creditors of the crown for the

control of finance. This is the period during which the

English merchants rose to power. In 1343 the first

English companies were organised for handling the

resources of the crown, and they maintained themselves

in power until the common catastrophe of the Black

Death ruined them. These years are marked by the

fall of the Lombard bankers, the ousting of the Hanse

3
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merchants, and the successful financing by the English
merchants of the campaign of Crecy and the siege of
Calais. After the Black Death there is a period of
readjustment, that ends in the installing of a new device
for financing the affairs of the crown, but still under
English control: the establishment of the staple for

wool in England. This was done in 1353. The system
of finance thus worked out continued in force during
the remaining years that preceded the Treaty of Calais.

During the entire period the steady increase of the

receipts from national taxation and the decline of receipts

from feudal and landed revenues is quite marked, as

may be shown by an analysis of certain typical years,

when the resources of the crown were taxed to the

utmost.

The causes of the Hundred Years' War is a subject

into which this study does not pretend to inquire. It

is sufficient to say that a complication of events operating
from three different directions were forcing France and
England into war. The ancient policy of the French
throne of acquiring the great fiefs was bringing matters

to an issue in Gascony, where Edward still held the

remnant of the Angevin continental empire, now all the

more attractive because of the lucrative wine trade of
the Gascon merchants.' His wars with the Scots had
given the French an opportunity to annoy Edward
which they had not been slow to seize. By timely aid

they had kept alive the Scottish national party and made
permanent conquest by the English impossible. Again,

in Flanders, the count, Louis of Nevers, a zealous ally

of Philip VI., was endeavouring to deprive the English

of their wool market. Edward III. was not the man
to submit tamely to such aggressions, and in the year

1337 he began definitely to prepare for war. His first

act was to build up a Continental alliance from which,

as a base, he could attack Philip. The object of his

whole diplomacy was to secure the active aid of the

^ Simon, History of the English Wine Trade.
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grandees of the Low Countries and the opening of the

Flemish market to English wool. Several commissions

were sent out to make special treaties of alliance and to

secure what privileges they could for English merchants.

To those who entered into alliance with him Edward
granted free intercourse and the privileges of English

merchants in England.

To these approaches of Edward the count of
Flanders alone proved obdurate. Affairs, in fact, had
already come to an issue here in 1336. August 12th

of that year Edward stopped the export of wool from
English ports on account of conditions in the English

Channel.' He then entered into negotiations with the

Genoese and others for additional ships,' and reinforced

the English fleet already at sea. The reply of the count

of Flanders had been to seize all English merchants in

Flanders.' This act had definitely broken the commercial
peace with England, and Edward had begun prepara-

tions to find a market elsewhere for the English wool.*

The parliament of March, 1337, also supported the

king by forbidding the export of wool pending the

establishment of a new rate of custom.'' Shortly after-

wards. May 24th, Edward lifted the embargo from the

Brabant towns,' but left it still in effect for Flanders.

Thus Edward forced an economic crisis in Flanders that

eventually drove out Count Louis and brought the

Flemings over to his side.'

By the summer of 1337 Edward's agents, chief of
whom was Henry de Burghersh, Bishop of Lincoln, had
succeeded also in forming an alliance with the Emperor
and his Low German vassals. To this Philip replied by

1 Rymer's Foedera, Record Edition, Vol. II., pt. ii., p. 943.
2 Ibid., pp. 946 //.
^ Ibid., p. 948.

\ /^if , pp. 939, 952-
^ Stubbs, II., 399; cj. also Chronicon Anghae, 1 328-1 388 ; Auctoro

Monacho quodum Sancti Albani, Roll Series, p. 6; Adam of Murimuth, p>

79 (R.S.)
..

« R.F., II., 11., 971.
' Tout, pp. 332 //. Lavisse, IV., 46 //.
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declaring Edward's French possessions, Gascony and
Ponthieu, forfeited, and began to overrun them, while
at the same time Norman fleets ravaged the English
coasts/

Edward and his counsellors seem to have realised

pretty clearly the nature of the problem before them.
Since the beginning of the year several loans of import-
ance had been secured from the Italians, amounting to

some ;^22,000/ This, however, was little more than

enough to meet the usual extraordinary needs of
administration and to pay the initial expenses of
Edward's various diplomatic commissions. There was
need of some large fund that would be sufficient for one
campaign, if not two, that could be raised immediately,

and would serve to tide over until the regular finances

could be placed upon a war footing. Accordingly early

in 1337 steps were taken to secure for the crown a

monopoly of the wool crop of the year. The first move
was made when the parliament stopped temporarily the

export of wool.'' After repeated conferences with the

English merchants, on July 21st Edward proceeded to

take the final steps in a scheme which had apparently

been maturing since March.*

By a stretch of the prerogative of purveyance' 30,000
sacks of wool were to be bought up at a price to be

fixed by the council,' and then to be exported to such a

place as the council should direct, there to be sold for

the profit of the king. The notable feature of this

scheme is that the entire afi^air was to be handled by

1 Tout, p. 333, Lavlsse, IV., 38.

2C.P.R., 1334-38: 348, 388, 379, 430.
^Stubbs, II., 390.

* Willard, Dr. J., Edward Ill's Negotiation for a Grant in 1337. Eng.

Hist. Rev., XXL, 727. C.C.R., 1337-39, 138-9. Report on the Dignity of a

Peer, IV., 475-7.
5 Cf. article in Encyclopaedia of Economics. Stubbs, II., 423 //. Cf. also

Knighton, Thomas of, II., p. i (R.S.) ; A. Murimuth, p. 80 (R.S.) seems

to think the seizure was permitted by the Parliamentary grant of a tenth

and a fifteenth, but as Parliament did not meet till September (Willard,

J. F., E.H.R., XXL, 727), this is obviously impossible.

•C.C.R., 1337-39: H8.
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English merchants. The several counties were appor-

tioned among them, and the prices to be paid for the

wool of each county were fixed. The merchants were

to have the assistance of the king's officers in making
their levies, and also protection for the wool fleet. The
king was to have ;^2005000, estimated as one-half of

the net profit.' Furthermore, in order to give the king

an immediate fund he was to have the entire profit on

the first 10,000 sacks, and the merchants were to pay a

custom of twenty shillings per sack, to be credited on
the ;^2oo,ooo.

Whether or not Edward deliberately planned to

secure the support of the English moneyed class—the

merchants—cannot be ascertained from the records.

However, such a purpose would certainly have been in

keeping with the policy of his grandfather and with his

own subsequent acts. It seems certain that if he had

had such a purpose in view he could hardly have adopted

a better plan to secure it, for such was the actual result

accomplished.

The final clauses of the indenture provided that the

ninety-six merchants mentioned in the contract were to

be treated en bloc through William de la Pole,"* of

Kingston-on-Hull, and Reginald de Conductu,' of

London, who alone were to be responsible to the king.

All business was to be done in their names and all the

contracting merchants were to be accountable to them
alone. Moreover, the merchants were to have the

privilege of meeting together at Northampton whenever
they should judge it to be to the benefit of the king.

Four days later, July 26th,* the merchants were given

writs of appointment, assigning them to their respective

counties and stating the amounts of wool to be levied in

iCP.R., 1338-40: 505. C.C.R., 1343-44: 423- Knighton, II., i.

Roll Series.

- Cf. Bourne, H. R. F., English Merchants: Memoirs in illustration of the

progress of British Commerce, for biog. sketch.
3 Cf. The Chronicles of London, Tr. by Edmund Goldsmith, III., 163, for

biog. sketch.

*C.P.R., 1334-38: 480.
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each county. At the same time mandatory notices were
sent out to the collectors of custom, who since March
had had " the coket " under seal, in order to stop the

export of wool. Notices were given to them to permit
the above merchants to export wool at the customs rates

quoted in the contract. For the present, however, the

merchants were limited to 10,000 sacks.'

In spite of the national character of the scheme just

described, Edward did not separate himself entirely

from his old friends, the Lombard bankers, but still

kept on good terms with them by granting drafts on
the tin of CornwalF—lead and tin being excepted from
the monopoly granted the English merchants—and also

by protecting the assignments on wool made earlier in

the year.

In June the usual war measure of seizing the goods
of aliens was adopted,' and on July 27 th* a writ wa»
issued for taking the property of alien priors and of
beneficed aliens into the king's hands. This was
re-enforced by a direction to the sheriffs on August 28 th

to collect the dues of the priors by force if necessary.*

Early in September a wholesale levy was made on the

Lombard merchants in London, excepting the Bardi and
Peruzzi.**

As the autumn came on, however, the great plan

failed to mature as rapidly as the king had hoped. More
or less opposition was encountered throughout the

kingdom. The wool was concealed,' and the merchants

were resisted in the levy.' But the need for money was

even more urgent than before, and Edward was com-
pelled to turn to other sources. In the latter part of

1 Cf. C.C.R., I337-39--97, 165, 169. C.P.R., 1334-38; S^S-
2 Cf. Lewis, G. R.: The Stannaries, ch. V., for discussion of revenues from

this source, kho ibid., p. 143. C.C.R., 1337-39: 67, 438.
^ Fine Rolls, 2 Edward III., Number 137, Membrane 18.

•* Ibid.., m. 28. Repeated August 3rd. C.C.R., 1337-39: 161.

^C.C.R., 1337-39: 175-
^ September ist, C.P.R, 1334-38: 506. September 3rd., Fmes 137, m. 18.

•C.P.R., 1334-38: 573- C.C.R., 1337-39: 184.

8C.C.R., I337-39-- ^73.
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August he took the receipts of customs of tin and lead

out of the hands of the English merchants/ and in

September began urging them to hasten their shipments

of wool/ However, there seems to have been little

exported until well along into November/ So stringent

indeed had Edward considered the situation that he had

not awaited the action of the parliament which he had

called for September, but in August had secured grants

from various county assemblies.* When parliament met
on September 26th at Nottingham it granted a tenth

and a fifteenth for three years, on which the amounts
already collected on the county grants were credited/

The convocation of the northern bishops at York in

September granted a tenth, and that of the southern

bishops at Canterbury gave the same in November/
The grant of the clergy, however, was only obtained on

the promise of the king to give up " the six yearly

papal tenth/' General orders were issued to credit

amounts already collected on the clerical tenth/

That Edward was exhausting every effort to raise

money is shown by the measures taken in October.

On the loth, orders were sent out to collect the arrears

in Cornwall, Surrey, and Devon, of the scutage of

I Edward III. for the Scottish war.' On the 25th an

advance of 1,000 marks was secured from the city of

London on the payment of the first fifteenth.' During
the month various large loans were raised, chiefly from

foreign merchants, amounting to some ;^ 80,000, the

largest loan being that of ;^6 2,000 from the Bardi on

October i8th." Since January Letters Patent had been

issued for ;^ 11 5,000 to alien merchants, and ;^ 14,000
to English merchants, for advances to the king." The

^C.C.R., 1337-39, 252. 2 Fines 137, m. 19. 3 c.C.R., 1337-39" »73-
* E.H.R., XXL, 730. Knighton, II., 3. » Ibid.
* Stubbs, IL, 397, n. 2. Murimuth, 80 ; Chronicon Angliae, 6.

' Fines 137, m. 31. » pines 137, m. 11.

»C.P.R., 1337-38:545. ^»/W., 541.
11 C.P.R. 1334-38 : 348, 379, 388, 413, 421, 432, 430, 466, 468, 486, 507,

5^5} 5.^7> 527, 523, 535, 538,541, 542, These loans were chiefly secured
by a simple promise to pay.
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greater part of this money was raised in October, and
must have been in preparation for the expedition of Sir

Walter Manny that took Cadsand in November.' His
command was possibly one of the armed wool fleets that

stopped off on its way to Middleburgh and Dordrecht,
where the staple of wool was located and whither the

lOjOOO sacks were being shipped/ In December Edward
agreed to postpone hostilities for another year.'

Thus far England had responded nobly to the

demands of the king. For the Easter term, from April

to October, the receipts had rolled up to the compara-
tively enormous total of ;^ 13 1,746 13 s. 11 d. Of this

sum /^S3ySSS 7^' ^2^- ^^3 t)een received from the

lay and clerical grants, while the customs only brought
in ;^323 i6s. 8d. Of the remainder, ;^73,i56 i6s. 6^d.

is entered under the heads of prests and mutuums as

raised on the credit of the crown. The remaining

^4,700 represents the value of the feudal receipts and
the incidents of government for the half-year.

For the Michaelmas term, October, 1337, to March,

1338, the receipts again reach a large total

—

;^ 1 27, 1 33 4s. o^d.* The lay and clerical subsidies

are even greater than in the preceding half-year

—

^60,088 17s. 5^d. The customs are only £2,6<^i

IS. 7^d. ^^57,008 2s. 7d. was raised on mutuums
and prests, thus leaving again only about ;^6,ooo to the

feudal revenue and the incidents of government. Thus
the pressure of war at once made clear where the

strength of the crown really lay. Against a total of

;^258,879 17s. ii^d. only ^10,565 15s. 2^d. repre-

sented the ancient feudal dues of the crown on which

Edward's ancestors had depended, the shrinkage even

1 Tout, p. 334. Murimuth, 80 ; Chronicon Angliae, 7. Marginal note

as to date is wrong. Also the naming of the island " Ageneys " instead

of Cadzand is confusing. Cf. also Chroniques de J. Froissart par Simeon
Luce, I., pt. ii., p. 1370 & //.

2 Knighton, IL, p. i. Exchequer King's Remembrancer Accounts,

Bundle 457, No. 8. Chronicon Galfridi le Baker de Swynebroke, ed. by
E. M. Thompson, p. 59.

3 Tout, p. 334. "* App. I.
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from the time of 5 Edward III. amounting to ;^ 10,000.

Rents could not be increased to meet the expenses of

the war. The failure of the attempt to levy the arrears

of scutage of i Edward III.—hardly ^40 was received

from this source during the war—^was typical of the

actual money value of these dues as a class. As the war
continued there was an attempt to systematise the feudal

revenues, and as occasion offered, such as the knighting

of the Black Prince, these claims were pressed to the

utmost. But the return was never commensurate with

the effort made, and there was always more or less

resistance. On the other hand, the various govern-
mental departments, such as the Hanaper and the Mint,
were soon put on a more businesslike footing and
yielded a regular and important income. The customs
were at first disappointingly small, but this is to be
explained by the failure of the early scheme, for handling

the wool, and also by the fact that in August, 1338,
when the staple was established at Antwerp, the main
receipt of the customs was at that point. The moneys
received do not seem to have been entered in the great

roll of receipt at all, but were accounted for by the

keeper of the wardrobe, into whose care they were
directly given.

The economic position of England in 1337 was
peculiar. In general, the country produced only raw
material. An examination of the customs schedules

shows that wool, hides, wool-pelts, tin, lead, feathers,

and iron were the staple products. Of these by far the

most important was wool. There was little capital in

the country; the greatest part of the exchange apparently

being used to import manufactured articles. A good
indication of this fact is the comparative slowness of
the rise of the class of native English capitalists before

the war by its huge profits encouraged speculation, and
roused them into unwonted activity. Yet the position

of England was really one of great strength, since she was
practically the sole producer of the wool used in Con-
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tinental cloth manufacture. Thousands of sacks were
shipped each year to the manufacturing centres in the

Lombard plains and in the Low Countries. Altogether
the situation was somewhat similar to that of the colony
of Virginia in the beginning of the seventeenth
century, when tobacco became so profitable that it was
planted even in the streets of Jamestown. Still there

was enough capital in England to prevent wool from
becoming the medium of exchange as tobacco did in

Virginia.

At the opening of the war the English were appar-

ently fully alive to the strength of their position, and
one of the initial acts of Edward, as has been shown,
had been to force the Flemings into an alliance by laying

an embargo on the export of wool. Altogether, the

first schemes for financing the war were laid with a good
deal of skill. Edward's advisers seem to have realised

that if once they could get the wool of the country in

their hands large profits for the government could be
raised by skilful manipulation, beyond the normal value

of the wool itself. Accordingly they planned to

" corner " the market. With the home price of wool
fixed by royal ordinance at the average of nine marks
or £^ per sack, they could dispose of the wool in

Brabant at a profit of ;^I4 per sack.' Unfortunately,

for some reason or other, possibly because of their own
cupidity, the merchants to whom the scheme had been

entrusted deferred the sale of their wool until the king

was compelled to take the entire affair out of their

hands.

However, the principle on which the money was to

be raised for the war was pretty clearly shown in this

transaction. The main object of the dealings of the

king with his subjects was to get their wool into his

hands. The most obvious method was by the direct

grant of a certain number of sacks by parliament. But
this was unpopular, for not everyone had wool, and the

1 Knighton, II., I.
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collectors practised a good deal of fraud in forcing the

people to compound for cash, although later the rate of

compounding was settled by royal ordinance. On the

whole, parliament preferred to grant a proportion of

the movables, as fixed upon in 1334, and only in crises,

such as in that of 1340 or again in 1347, would they

grant a definite number of sacks of wool. After some
experience, moreover, it was found that the annual crop

consisted of about 40,000 sacks. The crown endeav-

oured to get around this parliamentary restriction in

every way. There were many forced loans of wool, and

payment in kind had been recognised even at the

Exchequer from earliest times, in principle.' The
customs and maltoltes seem to have been almost entirely

paid in this way.

When once the crown obtained the wool, its next

effort was to enhance the price in the Continental

markets by eliminating private competition by enact-

ment or by confining the monopoly by licence to a few

favoured persons, who paid high for the privilege. This

system was greatly aided by the establishment of a staple

abroad as the sole and permanent market for the sale of

wool. Of course, smuggling was stimulated greatly.

Thus 2,500 sacks were exported illegally in connection

with the Dordrecht speculation. At first a merchant was

permitted to ship his wool under bond to the staple.

The customs could be either paid in whole at the port

of shipment or an instalment could be paid then and the

residue at the staple within ten days to three weeks after

the sale. The whole thing was in the hands of royal

ofiScers and most carefully inspected.

But even this system did not bring in money rapidly

enough to satisfy the eagerness of Edward III. And
with the failure of the first scheme he turned to the old

methods that had been employed since the time of

Edward I. He raised loans as he could and gave in

return assignments on the various royal resources

—

^ Dialogus de Scaccario, I., 7. Stubbs, W., Select Charters, 193.
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generally the parliamentary subsidies, or the customs,

or the wool in the kind's possession. The result was to

discount the king's pledges enormously. In the main
the transaction was made at the rate of the home prices

established for England, so that the contracting mer-
chants got the entire profit of the difference between
those prices and the prices on the Continent.

There were several methods to which the crown
resorted to raise money on its credit. Many loans were
secured simply by a general acknowledgment of debt or

a promise to pay. The next step was to secure the loan

additionally by an order on the treasury. Such orders

were then met by assignments on the different resources

of the crown or by cash payments. The assignments'

were often, however, made directly by the crown. In

this case they took the shape of orders on the royal

officers for wool, produce, or money collected in the

counties by the taxers and assessors, or of orders for

wool or money on the collectors of customs at the ports.

Sometimes these orders passed through the hands of the

treasury and sometimes they were levied directly, the

officers turning in the surrendered bills in their accounts

with the treasury. Much fraud was practised by the

officers themselves, and the crown was always lavish in

its assignments to grandees,^ though all this was later

stopped. The next step was to raise money in return

for the remission to the subject by the crown, at a dis-

count, of the various dues from taxes, feudal obligations,

and so forth. Money was thus advanced on taxes, the

rent of lands, and even on the marriage of heirs.

Customs were rebated in large amounts. From this

method it was an easy transition to grant the entire

income of the customs of one or more ports, and finally

to farm all the customs of England in return for lump
sums. Of the rebates of customs, not all were for the

^Hall, Hubert: The Customs Revenue of England^ II., 185-9, ^/- ^^^

discussions and explanations of.

2 Cf. App. III.
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entire amount due on the goods shipped; some were for

half or less. Some loans were paid by granting per-

mission to export, often at an increased custom, when
the monopoly of the trade had been granted to a com-
petitor. Sometimes loans were met by granting orders

for wool or money on the mayor of the staple. This

method was adopted ordinarily in meeting the king's

foreign creditors.

This confusion of method was the result of an unfor-

tunate series of circumstances. With the outbreak of

the war Edward and his counsellors were prepared with

a definite scheme for meeting the expenses of the

hostilities which they were planning. How this was
frustrated, and how Edward was compelled to raise

money as best he could, is the story of the next three

years.



CHAPTER II

THE FINANCING OF THE CAMPAIGN IN THE THIERASCHE

I338-I339

The failure of the English merchants—the failure of the Lombard
merchants—the establishment of the staple—the Low German
alliance—the financing of the campaign in the Thieraschc.

The financing of the year 1338 is marked by an effort

to develop to the utmost every possible source upon
which the crown could draw, in order to counterbalance

the failure of the preceding year, although without

much system. The plan of 1337 had evidently been
expected to suffice for the needs of several years, for of

the 30,000 sacks mentioned in the contracts of that

year with the merchants only 10,000 had been raised

during the first year. The tardiness with which the

first levies had been made had compelled the postpone-

ment of active hostilities by the English until 1338.
Yet it was not until the first two months of the year had
passed that Edward gave up hope of any immediate
income. This failure compelled the crown to resort to

more direct methods of raising money. The credit of

the king had been taxed to its fullest extent during the

previous year, the loans amounting to over ;^ 129,000.

Not only the immediate exigencies of the war had to

be met, but provision must be made to meet the debt

already incurred. The way in which Edward attempted

to solve this double problem is perhaps best shown by
an extended study of the writs of the Patent and Close

Rolls and the exchequer accounts for this period.

The serious military activities of 1338 did not com-
mence until February, when the French began to lay

siege to the towns of Agenois. At the same time

Edward discovered that a French fleet was fitting out

16
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in Genoa with the purpose of descending on the English

coast/ On February 6th Edward repeated his order of
the preceding October, directing the collection of the

arrears of scutage." The result was a disappointment.

A good deal of opposition was encountered, and many
letters of relief were granted,'* and only a small part of

the sum expected was ever turned into the treasury/

Meanwhile parliament in a meeting at Westminster,

February 3rd to 14th, had granted the king half the

wool of the realm'—estimated at 20,000 sacks/ Only
a few small assignments had so far been made on the

regular parliamentary grants,' though on January 5th

and 6th there had been two large drafts, one in wool,

for 1,500 sacks, and one in money, for 3,000 marks,

made for the Bardi on the merchants who had taken the

contract of the previous year/ At the end of the

month, February 24th, Edward summoned William

de la Pole and one hundred and six other English

merchants to confer with him on the safety of the realm,"

and with the opening of March—though he did not

openly break his treaties with France until May—began
serious preparation for the summer's campaigning. A
few small assignments were made to the Bardi and

Peruzzi on the tenths and fifteenths," and there were
also small drafts on the customs/'

The king for some time now had been encroaching on

the monopoly of the English merchants who had under-

taken to dispose of the 30,000 sacks of the previous-

July. The direct drafts made early in January in favour

of the Bardi, mentioned above, were probably instal-

ments on the large loans of the previous fall. On
January 26th the Lombards were given permission to

export 500 sacks from Southampton,'^ and in March an

^ Longmans, William, The Life and limes of Edward 111.^ I., 127.
2 Fines 137, m. 35. ^ Ibid. * App. I.

5 Stubbs, II., 397, n. 2. C.C.R., 1337-39: 279, 393. A. Murimuth, p. 82.

«C.C.R., 1337-39: 584. C.P.R., 1338-40: 244.
'C.C.R., 1337-39: 294, 307. ^ Ibid., 228. ^ Ibid., 384.
10 Ibid., 317, 318, 327. 1^ Ibid., 318, 322, 343. ^^ Ibid., 290.
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increasing number of assignments were made upon the

customs, and licences to export were given to English

as well as to foreign merchants/

On March loth the king finally decided to take the

wool trade into his own hands, and issued a proclamation

confining the export of wool to his special licence.'

Edward had become more and more impatient at the

failure of the English merchants to realise upon the

wool entrusted to them in the previous summer. By
the end of the winter or early in the spring the entire

10,000 sacks first ordered to be shipped had been sent

to Dordrecht—the point of shipment designated by the

council. But here matters stopped; the wool went no
further, and no money was turned into the treasury.

It was upon this wool that the king had endeavoured

to draw by the assignments made to the Bardi on

January 5th and 6th,^ and now, although still leaving

the 10,000 sacks in the care of the English merchants,

the king definitely broke their monopoly and turned to

the Lombard bankers—the Bardi and Peruzzi—for aid.

On the day after the proclamation of March loth the

king and council entered into a contract with the

Bardi and Peruzzi which entrusted to them the market-

ing on the Continent of all outstanding grants of the

previous year and the new grant of the spring of 1338
—altogether estimated at 25,000 sacks—and protected

them in turn by the usual monopoly, saving only 3,700
sacks assigned to Brabancon and German merchants.*

The king assigned 10,000 sacks to be sold at once.

The proceeds of this sale the contracting merchants

were to retain in payment of debts already incurred by

the king and as a ftind to meet future drafts. Moreover,

the king promised to ship 2,000 sacks of the back

assignments as quickly as he could. Upon all of this

wool the Lombards were to be quit of the custom of

iC.C.R., 1737-39,313//.
2 Ibid., 393. N.B.—Was also to secure new grant.
3 Ibid., 228. * Ibid., 400.
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forty shillings per sack, and enjoy the monopoly of the

export, save for the 3,700 sacks assigned the Brabancon
and German merchants. The merchants guaranteed to

make their first loan to the king as soon as 4,000 sacks

had been shipped, and at all events to lend the king

^15,000 by the time that he should cross to the Con-
tinent. No date was named for this event, it being

apparently left to the contingency of circumstances.

The king promised to make assignments to the Lom-
bards on the parliamentary grants for three years of a

tenth and a fifteenth, up to ^30,000 in the second year,

in recompense. Also he would indemnify them for

whatever losses might be inflicted upon their property

in France, since " in undertaking these things " they
" are put in rebellion to the king of France, and will be
in danger of losing what they have in his realm."'

The king in the meantime was doing his utmost to

secure the speedy delivery of the wool. In February
the collectors of the clerical tenth of the province of

Canterbury had been ordered to send the money at once
to London,"* and now on March 15th the collectors of

Surrey also were urged to turn in their money.'' On
March i6th all taxers and collectors were directed to

be at York " on the morrow after Easter next " to

account with the treasury for outstanding assignments

on the parliamentary subsidies, in order to see how
much could still be drawn upon.* Delinquent alien

priors were also admonished.''

On April 6th Edward fulfilled his agreement of

March 1 1 th with the Bardi and Peruzzi, granting them

;^ 1 8,000 and ;^ 1 2,000 respectively on the clerical and
lay subsidies.' There are a few drafts on the customs
in repayment of small loans,' but the most important

business of the month was the shipment of wool by the

^ M. Pitou [Les Lombards en France et a Paris, 1892) makes no mention
of any seizures by the French crown. There are no assignments to them in

the Patent or Close Rolls in compensation for such seizures.

2C.C.R., 1337-39: 295.
'/3«i., 329. */*»V., 392. ^ Ibid., 2S^- ^ J^id'j 349- "^ Ibid., 3^$-
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Lombards in pursuance of the contracts of March/
Permits were also given to the Brabancon merchants to

export, as had been previously provided for.' The Iduag

was also beginning to draw upon the Lombards. April

2nd, ;^900 on a promise to repay was drawn on the

Peruzzi," and April 20th there is an order on the

treasury for ^40 in favour of the Bardi, who had paid

that much at the king's request to William Cobham,
who was about to undertake an embassy for the

king.'

In the relations between England and France during
the spring the most noticeable thing is that, although
the two countries were still nominally at peace, hard
fighting was already going on between the English and
Norman sailors;^ the English coast was harried, and
Portsmouth was burned. At the same time the embargo
that had been laid on the export of wool to Flanders

was having its effect. Even early in the year James
Van Arteveld,^ the leader of the pro-English party, had
begun negotiations with Edward, with the result that in

June Flemish neutrality was established.' On May 6th

Edward, exasperated by the continued hostilities of the

French in spite of the treaties, formally declared all

truces and engagements with France to be at an end,

although he still continued diplomatic relations with

Philip into June.*

With this step taken and war now virtually assured,

Edward determined to wait no longer for the action of

the English merchants who had shipped their wool to

Dordrecht under the contract of the preceding July.

Accordingly, two days after breaking off the truce with

France, May 8 th, by the king's order William de la Pole

and Reginald de Conductu, the leaders of the company,

seized the entire store of wool at Dordrecht and Middle-

1 C.C.R., 1337-39, 355- ' Ibid'^ 354, 44^, 445- ^ C.P.R., 1338-40: 45-
4 C.C.R., 1337-39- 364. ^ Tout, p. 334.
* Ashley, W. J., James and Philip Van Arteveld, pp. 88, 91 //.

' Ibid., pp. 342 and 343. ® Ibid., p. 334. Longmans, I., 129.
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burgh'—some 1 1 ,500 sacks/ That this was a high-handed

act, and that the king was thereby breaking his contract,

cannot be doubted. But if the king broke his contract,

the merchants, in spirit at least, had broken theirs. They
had not sold the wool, and hence had not secured the

money which they had pledged to the king. What the

reason for the delay was can only be conjectured.

Possibly the embargo on the Flemish markets had made
it difficult to dispose of the wool. Yet Brabant was
open, and the king's agents, who also had wool to

dispose of, seem to have met no difficulties. Were the

contracting merchants endeavouring to force up the

market, and so secure an extra profit from the emergency
of the moment .f^ It is plausible, and if true, the king

was doubly justified. Moreover, contrary to the

generally accepted theory, it is certain that the seizure

did not entail a total loss to the merchants. For upon
May 22nd, July i6th, and July 22nd, altogether 342
letters of allowance or writs of obligation, amounting
to ;^65,86i 2s. 2;^d., payable by a rebate of customs on
wool to be exported in the future, were issued to these

merchants.'

Fortunately the accounts of this entire transaction

submitted by William de la Pole are extant.* By these

accounts it appears that the exact amount of the wool
seized was 11,497 sacks, i quarter, 2 cloves, and i

pound. This wool was disposed of mainly in two lots :

8,325-1 sacks, 12 cloves, 2 pounds, valued at ;if82,204.

7s. 9d., were delivered to Paul de Monte Florum, wha
accounted for them separately; 3,039-^ sacks, 12 cloves,

and 4 pounds were delivered to John de Charnels,

another one of the king's agents. Of the total value

of the wool thus disposed of, ^24,982 13s. 4d. was-

paid back to de la Pole, Charnels paying in ;f7,939 2s.

and Monte Florum ^9,107 3s. 8d. Some of this money
^ Ex. K.R. Accounts, 457/8.
2 Lord Treasurer's Remembrancer Miscellaneous Accounts, No. 10, Rot^

28. 3C.C.R., 1337-39:424//.
* L.T.R. Miscellaneous Accounts, No. 10, Rot. 28.
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was used to meet bills of the wardrobe, but the greater

part, ;^2o,983 9s., was paid back to the merchants as

an instalment on the value of the wool that had been
seized. Other payments increased the total amount of
money handled by de la Pole to ^25,276 2s. io|d.
How soon the king got the use of the money from the

sale of the wool cannot be determined from the accounts.

But allowing £10 per sack, and estimating from the

value of the wool given to Monte Florum, within a

few months ^110,000 must have been paid into the

treasury. Now deducting the ;^2 5,000 that had been
paid back to the merchants, the king must have realised

fully ;^8 5,000 from the transaction.

The king followed up the seizure of the wool by
other measures equally vigorous, though not quite as

successful. On May 8 th all the tin in Cornwall was
ordered to be stamped.' Later, however, this measure
had to be given up in Devon, by reason of the opposi-

tion of the tinners, who refused to work.' May 9th the

export of gold also was restricted to the king's special

licence.' But by the 24th, apparently, the returns from
the new grants of wool were beginning to come in. On
that date the king ordered the takers and purveyors of

wool in London, Boston, and Kingston-on-Hull to

receive the wool of the Bardi and Peruzzi, except for a

special grant of 250 pockets, as the latter should certify

to them.* How far the king had broken with the

English merchants as a class by the seizure at Dordrecht

is hard to ascertain, though it seems that it could not

have been to any serious extent. At most, the royal

displeasure, if any, was confined to the individual

merchants who were immediately concerned in the

failure of the project. Thus on March 28th William

de la Pole, who, though one of the principal contractors,

had yet been commissioned to manage the seizure for

the king, received a grant of the entire custom of

Kingston-on-Hull and Boston until he should be satis-

iC.C.R., 1337-39: 414. ^ Ibid., s^7- ^ Ibid., 4.14.. * Ibid., 41%.
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fied for moneys lent the king in 1337/ In May, again,

the merchants of the town of York made a bid for the

royal favour by undertaking to advance the king i,coo

sacks of wool in return for an assignment of ;^6,ooo

on the tenth and fifteenth/

After the proclamation of May 6th breaking the

treaties with France, the evidence goes to show that

Edward definitely decided on the plans of invading

France at which the earlier contracts of the year seem
to hint, in speaking of the king's passage to foreign

parts. On May 7th the contract of the Lombards was
changed to meet the new circumstances. An indenture

was drawn up containing the main points of the former

contract, but with the stipulation that ;^2o,ooo

additional should be delivered to the king upon his

arrival on the Continent, thus raising the amount for

which the king could draw on the merchants to

;^3 5,000.' The king, moreover, contracted to have a

total of 10,000 sacks shipped to the Lombards in

Brabant or Seland within four days at the latest after

his arrival on the Continent. For this wool the Bardi

and Peruzzi agreed to pay the king four marks per

sack within a month after delivery and the balance later.

This would give the king an immediate war fund of

j^6 1,666 13s. 8d. Further, in confirmation, there is an

exchequer account of ;^8,956 13s. 8d. paid in on the

^15,000 in eleven instalments between April 5th and

July 1 2th.* There are also to be found in the Close

Rolls two receipts of ;^2,i33 6s. 8d. and ;^2,35o, from
the Peruzzi and Bardi respectively, and entered May
26th, that must have been made on this account, making
a total which corresponds to the ;^ 15,000 stipulated in

the March contract.' But this money evidently had

not come in fast enough to satisfy the fiery impatience

of the king; and on May 12th he had issued a demand

5 C.P.R., 1338-40: 43. Ibid., 1334-38: 445.
2C.C,R., 1337-39: 365. 3 Ibid., 412.
* Ex. K.R. Accounts, 127-33, m. i-ii. ''C.C.R., 1337-39: 373.
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to the Lombards to hasten the payment of the ;^ 15,000.*
By June 9th, however, a good four-fifths of the money
had been raised, for on that date Edward gave the Bardi
a small assignment of ^410 on Nottingham, in which
he recognised the receipt of loans amounting to

^12,305 7s. lod/
As time passed the activity of the king increased.

Other smaller funds were raised for specific purposes.

Some London merchants lent him ;^2oo in the latter

part of the month,' probably to meet the demand of the

mayor of Bordeaux for his wages and expenses.* In

the last days of May and all through June Edward was
searching the monasteries of England for plate and
jewels to be used as security for loans. There are one
or two such loans of jewels in July, but after that there

are none. Yet it does not seem that this could have
exhausted the supply of plate, for scarcely more than

;^ 1,500 was raised in this way.*" On June 26th the king
ordered all the tin in Cornwall to be 3elivered to the

Bardi and Peruzzi, but was compelled to revoke the

order by the opposition of the miners.^ On the 29th
he issued orders for the investigation of a silver mine
in Ireland.' June nth the king leased a large amount
of land in Nottingham and York to William de la Pole

for sixteen years for the loan of ^6,000.' But there

were few leases or sales of land during the year;' the

king seemed to realise the impossibility of securing any

continued or extensive revenue from such sources, and

granted lands only as a special reward for services. On
June yth the king requested the mayor and aldermen

of London to hasten the payment of the /^ i ,000 which

they had promised for the " king's passage."" Other

Lombard companies besides the Bardi and Peruzzi were

^C.C.R., 1337-39: 420. ^Ibid., 421. 3C.P.R., 1338-40: 83.

4C.C.R., 1337-39: 370.
SC.P.R., 1338-40: 81. 83, 122. R.F., II., ii., 1,039 //• ^/- also

Treaty Rolls, 12, pt. i., m. 10. Knighton, II., 5.

«C.C.R., 1337-39: 438. ''Ibid., 436. ^ Ibid., 509.
» C.P.R., 1338-40: 23, 148, 193. 10 C.C.R., I337-39-- 4i9-
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making loans to the king. Thus on June 7th 2,000
marks were assigned to the Alberti in Canterbury and
Winchester for a loan of the like amount;' and on the

26th the king receipted for a loan of £100 from the

merchants of Lucca/
For some reason or other the contracts of the spring

had apparently shaken the credit of the Bardi and
Peruzzi. Thus on July 12 th, the day on which Edward
appointed his eldest son guardian of the realm, although

these companies had raised a good portion of the

^15,000 which they had undertaken in March, still

Edward thought it necessary to issue a general writ

acknowledging their services and confirming all grants

previously made by him/ This at first sight seems to

have been intended by the king as little more than an

assurance of protection during his absence on the Con-
tinent. But in the light of the events which followed

it seems rather that although the king continued to

confide in the Lombard merchants, he was already forced

to take from them the monopoly. In fact, Edward had
already determined upon a complete readjustment of the

entire scheme for handling the wool that he had adopted
in the spring. He proposed, in a word, instead of

raising money by a loan guaranteed by the grant of a

monopoly, to allow anyone to ship wool, but to restore

what was virtually the levy of the old maltolte of forty

shillings per sack, and for convenience in collecting to

require all shippers to ship to some designated port or

staple, in this case Antwerp.
Edward sailed from Orewell on July i6th;* his

Ministers, however, continued to push affairs at home
with unabated energy. On the 26th parliament met at

Northampton.*" There are no parliamentary records of

iC.P.R., 1338-40: 97. ^Ibid., III. ^ Ibid., 102.

*C.C.R., 1337-39: 520. A. Murimuth, 83. Knighton, II., 4. Chronicon
Angliae, 7. Baker, 61. Chronicon Walteri de Hemingburgh, ed. by N. C.
Hamilton, II., 315, n. i.

5 The clergy did not meet until October ist, when they granted a tenth.

Stubbs, II., 397, n. 2. Baker, 62. Murimuth, 85. Knighton, II., 4. C.C.R.,

1338-40: 511, 527.
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this meeting, but the writs issued at this time show that

the business transacted was a readjustment of the parlia-

mentary grant of the early spring. August ist the

treasury was ordered to levy the 20,000 sacks granted
at Westminster pro rata at ten stone or cloves for every
twenty shillings of the assessment of the fifteenth, each
stone weighing fourteen pounds,' The king was to

designate the points of delivery of the wool, which
were named in the accompanying writs. Apparently
only 2,500 sacks had been collected since spring. This
failure may explain the surrender of the wool contract

by the Lombards and the change of plan of Edward.
August yth John Wawayn, William de Kingston, and
Thomas de Baddeby were appointed to supervise and
accelerate the shipping of the wool.''

The plan for the staple had been acted upon as early

as July 9th, when a number of writs permitting the

export of wool to the staple were issued,' infringing

upon the monopoly granted the Bardi and Peruzzi,

which did not expire until August ist. The regulations

required that a custom of forty shillings be paid on each

sack, and that a pledge be given that the wool would
be shipped to the staple. The forty shillings rate had

been imposed by the king and council in 1337 " under
the shadow " of parliamentary sanction. Parliament,

however, was not reconciled to the levy. It smacked of

the hated maltolte. Yet the king now once more put

the exaction in force, and in spite of the repeated pro-

tests of parliament did not give it up until 1371/ Early

in August, 1338, the staple was definitely established

at Antwerp. The approximate date is fixed by the

appointment of William de la Pole as mayor of the

staple on August 4th,'' and by the order issued to the

sheriffs of England on August 14th to proclaim the

establishment of the staple and that anyone might ship

1 Ex. K.R. Accounts, 127/34, m. 6 and 7 ; 127/37, *»• i-4- C.P.R., 1338-

40: 245. C.C.R., 1337-39: 457.
2C.P.R., 1338-40: 189. 3 Chan. Misc., 13/5. * Cf. Stubbs, II., 554//.
5 C.P.R., 1338-40: 189.
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wool thither/ In September there was a complete
" shake up " of the customs officials in England. On
the 7th the mayors and bailiffs of the ports of Southamp-
ton, New Castle, Kingston-on-HuU, London, Sandwich,

Lynn, Chichester, Exeter, and Bristol, and the bailiffs

of Boston, Hartlepool, and Ipswich were ordered to

elect collectors of customs and send them to chancery

to take the oath of office.' On the 30th the newly-

elected officers were empowered to collect the customs.*

After Edward's arrival in Antwerp he stayed about a

month in the city, keeping court and communicating
with his allies. While here, chiefly by means of English

gold, he won a diplomatic victory in detaching the

Genoese from the support of Philip. He had already

sent an emissary to Genoa in 1336—Nicholas de Flisco

—and had assigned him ;^8,ooo for expenses." Some-
thing must have been accomplished, for on August 3rd,

1338, we find Edward granting 280 marks to Anthony
Bache for the wages of certain Genoese in English

service,* and on September 24th he delegated full power
to de Flisco to hire Genoese ships.*

During July and August Edward did his best to

cement into a firm league the alliance with the German
princes of the Low Countries that had been made by
Bishop Burghersh in 1337, but with indifferent success.

His object was to raise an army to attack France by
subsidising the Low German princes. To attain this he

was most lavish in his expenditures. He had already

awarded large pensions to the count of Juliers,' and
Robert of Artois,' and in August, 1337, he entered into

an alliance with the emperor by which he agreed to

pay 100,000 gold florins of Florence per annum for the

service of 2,000 men. The Calendar of Diplomatic

Documents contains many receipts for such subsidies.

^C.C.R., 1337-39: 527. ^ Ibid., 501. 3/3,-^, and Fines 141,111.29.

*C.C.R., 1333-37: 714. Cf, also Baldwin, James: The King's Council
from Edward I. to Edward III., Eng. Hist. Rev., Vol. XXIII., 9.

^ Ibid., 1337-39: 458. «C.P.R., 1338-40: 190.
' R.F., II., ii., 890. 8 i]jid^^ ^6^.
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The beneficiaries, however, were by no means confined

to the Low Countries. By the fifteenth year of his

reign, Edward was in debt to Bernard d'Ezzi, lord of
le Bret (Albret) to the amount of ^14,692/ The
Calendars of the Patent and Close Rolls for these years

also abound in contracts for such subsidies and orders

for payments and receipts/

About the middle of August Edward left Antwerp
and proceeded through Brabant, Juliers, and Cologne
to Coblentz, where, on September 5th, he held his

historic interview with the emperor, Louis of Bavaria,"*

whom hostility to the pope, Benedict XII., made a

willing ally. When Edward left Coblentz, he found
himself " vicar-general of the Empire," with the power
to enlist such vassals of the Empire as would accept his

wages. Having thus, as he thought, removed the last

obstacle which feudal law might interpose in the way
of the scrupulous, Edward was ready to bring the forces

of his league to bear upon Philip.

Meanwhile the king's ministers in England had been
doing their utmost to raise the money needed to meet
the various subsidies promised by Edward, to say

nothing of the expense incurred by the entertainment

of such high company as that which had greeted him at

Coblentz. Yet the utmost efforts of his ministers had
really accomplished little. In July and August some
small shipments of wool were made, chiefly by the

Lombards. The ministers in England tried to meet the

delay by raising loans of wool guaranteed in the old way
by the' assignment of subsidies. They did not meet
with much success, however, until September; when
1,500 sacks were assigned to several English merchants

1 Ex. K.R. Misc., 507/22, m. 2.

2 Baron Kervyn de Lettenhove gives lists of these noble beneficiaries of

Edward III. They include beside the names of the Emperor, the Duke of

Brabant, and the Archbishop of Mayence, some forty-eight pensioners of

less importance. (Baron Kervyn de Lettenhove, Les Relations d'Edward
III. avec de la Belgique, etc. Bulletins de I'Academie de Bruxelles. Second
Series, Tome 20 (1865), pp. 671 // and 674.)
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on the subsidies of the counties of Kent, Cambridge,

and Sussex, in return for advances in cash and wool/
The bishop of Ely and John de Pulteney," at one time

mayor of London, also made advances to the crown.'

These pittances, however, could not atone for the

general delay,^ and on August 20th Edward, driven to

desperation, ordered that all the wool that could be

found in England be seized and sent abroad/ On
September 8 th, so pressed was he, he ordered all the

salaries of public officers to be stopped except in cases

of great necessity,* and on the 30th, when the new
collectors of customs were installed, they were ordered

not to recognise any quittances of custom, " because the

king is in great need of money for the defense of the

realm and the recovery of the rights of the crown."'

Other attempts were made to secure money by loans.

Thus on September 3rd an order on the treasury for

1 ,000 marks was issued to Anthony Bache for a loan of

that amount.* On the 25th John de Roos and Reginald

de Donyngton were empowered to raise loans for the

king to the amount of 100,000 florins of Florence on
the security of the goods of the realm.' Roos, however,

died soon after, and his executors were released from

the contract on November 20th." In spite of the

exigencies of the situation, Edward felt able to grant

Paul de Monte Florum 2,000 sacks of wool on August
1 1 th, partly in payment of previous loans and partly as

a reward for services, probably in disposing of the

Dordrecht wool." The first assignment of 200 sacks,

made on the port of London, was given him at once."

In September a large amount of wool was handled by

iC.CR., 1337-39= 464.
2 Cf. The Chronicles of London, III., 15, and Appendix.
^C.C.R., 1337-39 •• 463, 530.

, ^ ,
* Contrary winds and fear of the French further protracted the

shipping of wool that winter. Murimuth, 88.
5 R.F., II., 1057. e C.C.R., 1337-39: 467. ' Ibid., 501. » Ibid., 466.

»C.P.R., 1338-40: 191. ^^ Ibid.. 194.
11 Chancery Warrants, Privy Seals Series, I., File 248, No. 11284.

12C.C.R., 1337-39 ••467.
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the Lombards, 5,000 sacks being granted them on the

8 th of the month in return for advances.' This was
followed on the i6th and 25th by permission to export
instalments which they had bought up or had received
on assignment." Real activity in shipments did not
begin until October. On the 4th the collectors of New
Castle, Great Yarmouth, Boston, and Kingston on Hull
were directed to turn over a total of 2,900 sacks to

William de la Pole, to be " shipped abroad by him for

the king's needs."' On the 13th William Dunort was
given an assignment of 2,500 sacks on London, Boston,
Kingston on Hull, and Lynn for advances made to the

king.* It took about a month for Dunort to get his

wool together, since he was not given his licence to

export the first instalment until November loth.'

October 17th Monte Florum was given an assignment
of 800 sacks more on his 2,000 sacks.' October 20th
the citizens of London advanced 600 marks on the 800
marks due on their fifteenth,' and on the same day,' and
on the 27th,' assignments were made the Bardi and
Peruzzi for important loans.

Assignments and allowances run on through the

month of November. Thus on the 2nd, loth, 12th,

and 25th" writs were sent out to the various collectors

of wool in the counties to hasten their shipments to

London. On the 2nd and 14th five loans were raised

from English merchants on the general credit of the

crown, amounting to ^22,000." Of this ^19,500 was
advanced by de la Pole, possibly the receipts of the

2,900 sacks shipped on the 4th of the previous month.
November loth Pancius de Contorone was given an

order on the treasury for ;^2,35o advanced to the king

through Monte Florum." These assignments are not,

however, to be taken altogether as an evidence of the

increased financial strength of Edward, since many of

iCP.R., 1338-40: 129. ^ihid., 154. 3C.C.R., 1337-39= 567.
^ Ibid., 506. « Ibid., 568. « Ibid., 507. ' Ibid., 545. 8 Ibid., 547.
^ Ibid., 544. ^^Ibid., 554-564, 565-569. ^^C.P.R., 1338-40: 191-192-

^*C.C.R., 1337-39= 566.
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the transactions simply close up earlier accounts.'

Money was really as scarce as ever.

The most important transactions of the month are the

acquittance given Monte Florum on the 20th' and the

adjustment of the accounts of the Bardi and Peruzzi

on the 22nd and 23rd.' The acquittance to Monte
Florum sets a limit for the time of the handling of the

proceeds from the wool seized at Dordrecht. It is

probable, though, that his account was turned in in

August, when the grant of 2,000 sacks was made to him
as a reward for his services. The two writs to the

Bardi and Peruzzi, on the other hand, give an oppor-

tunity to estimate the amount of money loaned by them
to the crown. On September 2nd, 1337, the king's

debts to the Bardi had amounted to ^50,000, for which
he had made them various assignments. Since then this

company had advanced ;^ 12,000 additional, making a

total of ;^62,ooo. The original ^"50,000 was paid or

assigned by November 20th,* 1338. On that date the

king gave them an order on the treasury for ;^ 12,000.

The outstanding grants of wool due the Bardi and
Peruzzi amounted by this time to 5,000 sacks. On the

same date the king gave them a draft on the collectors

for what was still unassigned. November 23rd he again

issued a special writ for the sums paid before July 12th,

1338—the date which seems to mark the breaking of

the contract of the spring. This was done because the

officers of the treasury had refused to make payments
on the ground of a previous ordinance, though what
the ordinance was the writ neglects to state. It could

not have been the writ of assurance issued by the king

on July 1 2th, but rather one of the subsequent orders

sent from Antwerp when Edward was in desperate need
of money.

1 Ibid., 559. 2C.P.R., 1338.40: 194. 3C.C.R., 1337-39= 561, 565.
^Ibtd.j 561. This probably paid off the debt of £62,000 acknowledged by

the King in Letter Patent Act 18, 1337. The payment of the loan in the
spring of 1338 has been accounted for above.
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Not much business was transacted in December.
Perhaps the item of most significance for the history of

the next five years was a licence to export 200 sacks of

wool, issued to the Hanse merchants on the loth/

Such in the main is the detailed story of the financial

history of the year 1338 in England, as told by the

writs and accounts. Through the mass of detail a

steady progress is apparent. In March the king had

turned to the Lombard merchants for aid, and agreed to

allow them to market the wool of England in the Low
Countries and Lombardy in return for the privilege on

the king's part of drawing upon them to the amount of

^35,000. Then early in May the king broke off

relations with France and the contract with the Lom-
bards was slightly changed to meet the contingency of

the king's going to the Continent. At the same time

the wool of the English merchants who had failed to

fulfil their contracts of the previous year was seized at

Dordrecht. Even this activity, however, does not seem

to have availed in meeting the needs of the king, and

although he had expressly granted the Bardi and Peruzzi

a monopoly of the export of wool until August i st, long

before that date he began to infringe upon their contract,

and finally took the monopoly away from them altogether.

In July Edward had sailed to Antwerp, made his tour

through the Low Countries, probably following the

steps of Burghersh of the year before, and arrived at

Coblentz on September 5th, where he secured the

alliance of the emperor. About the 7th or 8th he

started back to Antwerp. The rest of the autumn was

used in bringing his new allies into line and in turning

the neutrality of the Flemings into an alliance. The
success of this movement was becoming evident as early

as November. To meet this activity of the king the

English exchequer had been tasked to the utmost.

Apparently only 2,500 sacks of the 20,000 granted in

March had been collected by July. July 26th Parlia-

iC.P.R., 1338-40: 164.
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ment met to consider the disposal of the remaining

17,500 sacks, and appointed a special committee to

facilitate the levy and shipment. Even this was not

enough to meet the desperate need of the king, who, in

October and November, was compelled to borrow
heavily from foreign and English merchants.

During all this year the increasing importance of the

customs becomes more and more evident. The parlia-

mentary levies do not fall off from their position of the

previous year, but the feudal receipts are hardly in

evidence at all. As early as August the king had made
a strong effort to realise upon the tin of Cornwall and
Devon, but was balked in his purpose by the resistance

of the miners, who apparently went out on a strike.

In the winter of 1338-9, and in the spring and
summer of 1339 Edward stayed in Brabant and
Flanders, holding court there, trying to overcome the

indifference of his allies to his interests, for though they

were perfectly willing to accept subsidies, they showed
a great reluctance to exert themselves when it came to

actual fighting. In the meanwhile Edward's efforts to

raise money were unceasing. On January loth the

bishop of Lincoln, with Reginald, Count of Guelders,

William, Marquis of Juliers, and Bartholomew Burg-
hersh, were empowered to raise a loan of 300,000
florins of Florence.' Yet Edward apparently did not

put much trust in the enterprises of the count and the

marquis, for he also issued a separate commission to the

bishop of Lincoln and to Burghersh for the same
amount. On the 21st a loan of ;^ 10,000 was obtained

from John de Ponte Leon de Mirabeau, Lewis Pellet,

and Anthony Abolon.^ Though this was to be repaid

within two months of the king's return to England, it

was not until July of the following year that anything

was done. Such loans as these are the chief features of

Edward's transactions for the year. The loans were_____
^

2 Ibid.^ 376 ; and for actual receipts cf. Ex. K.R. Accounts, 137/34, m. 2.
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raised largely through the two Lombard houses and
William de la Pole. Early in January de la Pole was
assigned the entire receipts of the customs on wool,

hides, and fells in the ports of New Castle on Tyne,
Hartlepool, Kingston on Hull, Boston, Yarmouth,
Ipswich, Sandwich, London, Southampton, Chichester,

Exeter, Wynchelsea, Bristol, and Lynn. On January
25th writs were sent out to the collectors of the ports

ordering them to deliver the half of the customs seal as

a security to William or his agents.' On the same day
the Bardi who had for some time hitherto held the seal

of Southampton as surety for drafts on that port were
directed to deliver this also to de la Pole."" The grants

to the Hanse merchants, who had prepaid the custom
on certain large consignments of wool, and the claims

of the Dordrecht merchants to a rebate of half their

custom, were excepted from the grant to de la Pole.'

January 26th a few other previous assignments and
contracts were likewise protected.* Several drafts upon
the collectors of the ports were made on January 28 th

and 29th for Paul de Monte Florum, raising the amount
paid on his grant of 2,000 sacks to 1,176 sacks.'

February 3rd parliament met at Westminster.^ No
records are extant of the business transacted at this

session, and no new grants seem to have been made.
The three-year grant of a tenth and a fifteenth made in

the fall of 1337 was still running, and there is evidence

that the collection was still in progress during the

winter of 1339-40.' In 1338 the fifteenth was com-
muted by an act of parliament to 20,000 sacks of wool.'

It is possible that some such action was taken by the

parliament of 1339, but since the writs that empowered
the raising and exporting of wool of this year do not

mention any round total it is safer to assume that so

1 C.C.R., 1339-41 : 41. ^ Ibid. ^ Ibid., t,. « /^tW., 4, 15, 17.

^ Ibid.^ 3, 4. * Stubbs, II., 399, n. 4.

'C.C.R., 1337-39: 295, 556; 1339-41:29. C.P.R., 1338-40: 357.
« Stubbs, II., 379. C.C.R., 1337-39: 457-
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much was still uncollected of the 20,000 sacks com-
muted in 1338 that a new grant was not warranted.

The failure to raise wool in 1338 fully explains the

reckless borrowing of Edward during this year and his

immediate and strenuous efforts to get wool during the

late winter and spring. In January, 1339, ^^ ordered
de la Pole to ship 2,900 sacks at once,' and the council

took immediate steps to secure the delivery of 2,418
sacks. They seem to have undertaken a general plan

of securing wool, as in 1337, possibly by forcing the sale

and shipping it to the king. The next assignment to

de la Pole, however, does not appear until February
iSth."" In the meantime the French must have been
sweeping the Channel pretty thoroughly, for on February
4th the king ordered the collectors of London, Boston,
Kingston on Hull, Great Yarmouth, and New Castle on
Tyne to hold all the king's wool and other assignments,

amounting to 13,975 sacks, until further orders." This
embargo was not formally lifted until March 8 th, when
these collectors, together with those of Lynn, Boston,

Bristol, Ipswich, Southampton, Chichester, Exeter, and
Sandwich were ordered to cause all the king's wool,

together with that of the Bardi and Peruzzi, William
Dunort, William de la Pole, and Paul de Monte Florum,
to be shipped to Antwerp at once, and Adam de Lym-
burgh. Baron of the Exchequer, and John de Longtoft
were commissioned to see that the order was carried

out.* That this was simply a protective measure and
not an attempt to juggle with the market seems evident

from the numerous assignments of wool and the licences

to export that were issued in the interim between these

two dates. Of these licences and assignments the most
important were made on February 5 th and 12th, when
179 sacks were assigned on Shropshire and Staffordshire

to an agent of Monte Florum;' on the 28th, 250 sacks

on Gloucestershire to Anthony Bache," and on the 15th,

1 C.C.R., 1339-41 : 4- ^ Ihid., 8.

*/i«i., 5, II. ^ Ibid. f 22-

^ Ibid., 5, 29. *Ibid., 35.
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to William Dunort, 500 sacks on Lynn/ On the 5th,

6th, and loth also a number of English merchants were
given licences to export wool amounting to 1,858 sacks,^

while on the 26th the two Lombard houses received

permission to export 389 sacks on the grant of 5,000
sacks of the previous year/ Special receivers of wool
for the parliamentary grant were appointed on the 3rd
and the 28 th/ Further evidence of the general plan of

the council is given by a writ of the 27th that ordered

the earl of Surrey to send 64 sacks 1 5 cloves of wool to

the Bardi to be handled by them " according to the plan

of the council."' This was a part of an order to buy
200 sacks at seven marks a sack, and towards which the

earl had received ;^300. An interesting sidelight is

given in an order of the 28 th to the treasury and barons

of the exchequer, by which they are directed to consider

the king's seal called " griffon " sufficient warranty for

any order/

In the meantime also Edward was encountering great

difficulties in getting his allies to take the field. It was

now nearly two years since the diplomacy of the bishop

of Lincoln had laid the foundation for the league, and

as yet Edward had received nothing but promises. He
found his allies willing enough to take his money, but

not willing to fight his enemies. When it came to the

question of moving in force against France, nearly all

had raised difficulties, and some had refused to follow

him outright. Even Edward's brother-in-law and

closest ally, Duke John of Brabant, was more intent on

getting Mechlin than on invading France,' while not a

few who were more closely bound by feudal obligations

to Philip than they were to Edward as it now appeared

never had any intention of attacking their lord. The
pensions and subsidies that Edward had promised,

moreover, amounted altogether to an enormous sum.

Many of these subsidies also had been running since

iC.C.R, 1339-41:40. ^ Ibid., 16, ij, 20. ^ Ibid., 60. * Ibid., g, 2^.

« Ibid., 60. « Ibid., 25. ' Tout, p. 336.
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the spring of 1337. Added to this were the expenses

of an extravagant court that Edward felt called upon to

keep up at Antwerp. The result was that Edward
found himself now in even more desperate straits than

in the preceding year.

Edward met the situation by borrowing recklessly

wherever he could find money; his subsidies must be

kept up, or the league would go to pieces. His chief

reliance seems to have been on de la Pole and on the

Bardi and Peruzzi, who not only advanced him large

sums of money at timely moments but also aided him
greatly in negotiating loans with foreign bankers, by
pledging their credit when necessary.

The attempts of the crown to raise money during the

spring and summer of this year may be classified thus

:

first, to raise money on the export of wool by the

English merchants; second, to raise money on the export

of wool by the Lombard merchants; and third, to raise

money by loans placed abroad on the credit of the realm.

Yet through all this there was very little attempt at

system. In the March entries the drafts on the parlia-

mentary subsidies run as follows : on the 6th, Dunort,

139 sacks on London on the instalment of 1,000 sacks

on his grant of 2,500 sacks;' on the 6th, Nicholas Pyk,
100 sacks on the same port;' also certain merchants of

Acquitaine were allowed £4-6^ i8s. i^d. for wine
seized by the king's butler;' and on the 15th Paul de
Monte Florum was granted a few sacks on the tenth of

Canterbury on his grant of 2,000 sacks.* A few small

rebates of custom were also granted during the month,
the most of them being in allowance upon Dordrecht
claims.^ On the 20th the collectors at London were
ordered to permit the free export of wool on the payment
of the custom of forty shillings and sixty shillings.*

On the 22nd occurred an incident that shows one reason

why the custom was not more productive. The col-

1 C.C.R., 1339-41 : 26. 2 Ibid., 24. 3 /^jj. 4 ji,i^ 56.
^ Ibid., 16 ff, SI' ^ Ibid., ^2.
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lectors of London, Boston, and Kingston were ordered
to stop all shipments until Queen Isabella should have
her yearly allowance of 500 sacks on the customs.' One
has only to follow the assignments made to the grandees
in Edward's armies, or to the members of the royal

family to realise how large a proportion of the proceeds

of the wool taxes must have been used for other pur-

poses than the war.

April 8 th and i6th, licence to export altogether some
1,800 sacks of wool was granted to certain English
merchants acting individually.' April 8 th- 14th, there

are six permits to export with rebates of custom amount-
ing to about ;^3,3oo.'' On the 15th the order of January
28 th for Paul de Monte Florum on Lynn was repeated,"

and on the 20th he was given a new order for 115 sacks."

The collectors of the counties and ports were pressed

constantly to meet the assignments made on them."

April ist the collectors of Bristol, Exeter, Winchelsea,

Chichester, Sandwich, Newcastle, and Hartlepool were

notified of the assignment of the customs to William

de la Pole.' Some of the rebates have been mentioned.

Of the others the most important was a permit to the

Hanse merchants on April 17th, allowing them a rebate

up to ;^i,o6o 13s. 4d.'

There is hint of a large loan also raised in England
during this period in an entry in the Issue Roll of

April 14th, transferring to William de Northwell 1,000

sacks due from the city of London on ;^40,ooo to be

raised in the kingdom, although it is impossible to

estimate how much was actually realised.' On April

7th, 20th, and 22nd there are some small orders on the

treasury in payment of loans." The first of these was

an allowance to William Dunort of twenty marks for

his expenses in shipping 2,000 sacks of wool; an entry

iC.C.R., 1339-41: 63. ^Ihid., 44. C.P.R., 1338-40: 380.

3 C.C.R., 1339-41 : 42; 43, 44, 6i, 69. « Ibid., 70. « Ibid., 68.

« Ibid., 64, 81, 82. ' Ibid., 42. 8 C.P.R., 1338-40 •• 380.
» Issue Rolls, Pells, 183. Cf. Chronicles of London, 111., 27, n. i

; 57, n. i.

loC.C.R., 1339-41: 63, 73, 78.
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which seems to indicate the final satisfaction of the

grant.

Yet with all these efforts the wool was not coming to

Flanders fast enough to meet the needs of the king, and
on May 6th he issued a general revocation of all pre-

vious assignments, and of the respites of debts owing
to him in England, " in view of the damage to the

realm if money intended to be transmitted to the king

be delayed." The Bardi, however, were excepted fi-om

the above,' and on May 3rd William de la Pole was
given a draft on the collector at Boston for 296 sacks

7 stones on the 2,418 sacks to be shipped by him."*

May loth the king promised de la Pole that he should

have 1,000 sacks of wool delivered his attorneys in

England at a reasonable price in order to make his profit

in Flanders in return for meeting a demand of 32,000
florins of Florence owed by the king on several

accounts.' From the last of April until August i8th,

1340, many rebates of custom were granted as instal-

ments on claims for wool seized at Dordrecht. This

was a wise measure, for it not only repaid the king's

debts, and so fostered confidence, but it also encouraged

the export of wool and brought in a considerable revenue
from the remaining half of the custom. Between June
I St and January 20th, 1340, there are 167 writs of

receipt for small amounts of wool ranging from one-half

sack to fifty sacks, and in each case promising to repay

the value of the same in instalments.* July 5th Robert
Parnying and William de la Zouche were given a writ

de intendendo to raise loans in the country " north of

the Trent,"^ and on July 27th Anthony Bache was com-
missioned to raise a loan of ;^40,ooo.* July 30th the

king gave his bond to William de la Pole for loans

amounting to ;^76,i8o.'

Through August the same extraordinary efforts to

1 C.P.R., 1338-40: 585 and 255. 2 C.C.R., 1339-41 : 81 and 43 //.
3 C.P.R., 1338-40: 384. * Ibid., 288-298. 5 jtid., 271.
6 Ibid., 389. ' Ibid., 388.
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raise money were continued. August ist the collectors

of the tenth and fifteenth in Middlesex were commis-
sioned to call for an advance payment by Martinmass.'
August 1 2th and 22nd two additional commissions to

raise loans of ^40,000 each were sent out/ On August
14th the Hanse merchants were granted licences to

export 400 sacks of wool quit of the custom in repay-
ment of previous loans/ September ist the collectors

in Leicester were directed to secure an advance of taxes.*

On the same date the Hanse merchants were granted a

draft of 1,500 sacks on the king's wool for this loan.*

On the 5th5 York was made a port of shipment, and
an office for the collection of customs of wool was
established as a reward for the activity of the merchants
in loaning money."

This, on the whole, outlines the amounts of money
raised for Edward by English merchants. The grants,

regrants, and cancellations make it impossible to give^

with any confidence the sums of money thus secured.

The best that can be done is by naming the grants as

above to give some idea of the methods and sources.

So far the king seemed to be working without any plan

or policy save to get money for each separate emergency;
and what is true of his English loans is true of the loans

secured by the Lombards, whether in England or on
the Continent, and of the loans of others on the Con-
tinent. For the English merchants were by no means
the only ones called upon to help bear the burden of

the war.

Thus March 12th, the Bardi and Peruzzi had loaned

the king 2,000 sacks from the 5,000 assigned them in

payment of drafts honoured by them.^ For this they

were to have the receipt of " the old and new customs '^

at London for a year, with a part of the seal as security.

Also they were granted leave to export 8,000 sacks of

their own wool from any port. March 12th, they were

1 C.P.R., 1338-40 : 357. 2 ibid^_^ 3^1^ 3^2. 3 ii,i^^^ 3^2. « Ibid., 357.
* Ibid., 392. * Ibid., 393. ' Ex. K..R. Accounts, 127/4.1.
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granted leave to ship 850 sacks from Bristol/ This was
repeated on April 6th with additional grants, raising

their allowance to export to 7,000 sacks—these ship-

ments to be quit of the custom/ April 6th the residue

of the 5,000 sacks due the Bardi and Peruzzi, that in

spite of repeated assignments on the various instalments

had not yet been paid, was ordered to be collected in

the counties of Kent, Bedford, Essex, Wilts, Warwick,
Hereford, and Cambridge/ April i8th a similar draft

was given on Somerset/ April 6th and 26th orders to

permit exportation under these grants were sent to the

ports of Bristol and Lynn/ April 1 2th there is a receipt

from the lord of Beaumont for 2,000 florins of Florence

received from the Bardi/ April 8th, the collectors at

London were notified of the grant of the customs to the

Bardi and Peruzzi for one year, and were directed to

deliver to them the same/ April 20th the exchequer

was ordered to balance the accounts of the two Italian

houses and to make them assignments for what should

be found to be due/ May loth the Peruzzi were given

licence to export from the port of Bristol 1,000 sacks

due them on the contract of 8,000 sacks; the customs
were remitted/

In June there were considerable shipments of wool by
the Bardi and Peruzzi. June ist, the king granted them
especial protection to ship wool from Bristol to Lom-
bardy, and appointed John de Stretford to supervise

their wool/" The Italian houses apparently had a com-
plete monopoly of this important market. June 19th

and 20th, the king issued two guarantees to some Hanse
merchants for two loans of ;^ 1,03 5 5s. 4d., and

£SS9 ^^' 4^-3 iTiade by them to the Bardi and Peruzzi

respectively, payable at the feast of St. James and of

St. Peter ad Vincula." June 28 th, Edward promised
to give the Bardi ^"30,000 and the Peruzzi ;^2o,ooo as

iC.C.R., 1339-41: 80. ^Ibtd., 70. ^
^ Ibid., 62. * Ibid., 70,71. ^Ibid.

* Exchequer Treasury of Receipt, Diplomatic Documents, 1362 (new list).

' C.C.R., 1337-39: 69. 8 Ibid., 68. 9 Ibid., 84.
10 C.P.R., 1338-40: 285. 11 Ibid., 387, 388.
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a reward for their services.' However, although this

gift was recorded as an accomplished fact, in view of
subsequent events it seems fair to believe that the

money was never paid. On September 2nd the mayor
of London was directed to receive loans from resident

Lombard merchants up to ^i,ooo;' and on September
1 6th the wool at Boston that belonged to the Achioli,

Albertini, Nicholas Marny, Thomas Dothe, and Johann
Tusk, foreign merchants, was ordered to be seized.'

Besides these loans advanced by the Bardi and
Peruzzi, Edward also raised other large sums on the

Continent. February yth, /^S^oyi los. was received

from John, Andrew, Bartholomew, and Pigellus de
Portenari of Florence.' On the 14th, the king gave his

note for 2,803 florins d'escu to some merchants of
Brussels, to be repaid by Easter.^ On April 9th there

was an attempt to raise 340,000 florins of Florence in

Strassburgh from Vivin le Rous.' The project, how-
ever, apparently fell through, since the writ was vacated

shortly afterwards. On May 13 th, the king issued a

promise to pay from the first wool that should arrive

from England 8,600 small florins for a loan of the like

sum.' May loth, a general receipt and promise to pay

for a loan of 140,000 florins of Florence was given to

Nicholas Bartholomew of Lucca, payable at Bruges in

Flanders on All Saints' day.' The Portenari received

an assignment for the £6,000 remaining of the

;^8,o72 I OS. loaned by them, ;^2,072 los. having

been previously assigned them as a rebate on the

custom and subsidy of 691 sacks." This was like-

wise on the loth. On the nth the king gave

the Bardi and Peruzzi a general promise to repay the

loan of 10,000 florins of Florence, paid at the king's

request to Gabriel de Monte Magno of Asti.'" July 6th

another general promissory note was given to John

1 Ibid., 388. 2 Fines 139, m. 9. » Ibid. * C.P.R., 1338-40- 379-
» Ch. Misc., 13/9. « C.P.R., 1338-40: 371- ' ^bi^"> 385- * ^bi^'i 372-

» C.C.R., 1339-41 : 84. 10 C.P.R., 1338-40: 372-
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Richier, William Kermon, and Walter Campsor of the

town of Maline, in Cambrai, for a loan of 54,000 gold

florins of Florence.' Not more than half of this, how-
ever, could have been paid; the contract and the sub-

sequent payments made on the loan only speak of

28,000 florins/ Later the loan was raised to a total of

42,000 florins of Florence or gold florins.' July 1 5th,

there is a joint bond of the archbishop of Canterbury,

the council, William de la Pole, and the Bardi and
Peruzzi • for ^38,816 received from "Matthew
Cavason "* and his fellow-merchants of Ast.' There
were also several small loans raised in Bruges, Ghent,

and Ypres, as well as in the Italian towns. Apparently

no loan was so small as to be despised by the royal

financier.'

As a result of these activities of his ministers, Edward
was able to muster an army of his Low German allies

at Brussels early in September, and on the 20th he

marched from Valenciennes.' October 7th, he was on
French soil, and by the middle of the month he was face

to face with Philip. Now occurred the usual comedy
of challenge and fanfare characteristic of mediaeval war,

with the usual mediaeval result that both armies marched
away without doing much damage to anyone but the

innocent peasants over whose lands they passed. On
the 25th Edward began the return march. The " good
friend "' in Flanders whom Edward mentions as giving

him such timely aid must have been de la Pole, to whom
Edward gave bond for ^76,000, and on September 8th

a commission was appointed to hasten the survey of

lands granted him for his services.' These grants were
confirmed November loth.

iC.P.R., 1338-40: 372. 2ch. Misc., 13/6. 3Ex. K.R. Accounts, 127/40.
* This is evidently Mathew Canaceon.
^T.R. Diplomatic Documents, 1681 (new list).

«C.P.R., 1338-40: 372. 'Tout, pp. 339 //.

8 The " good friend " here mentioned has been commonly supposed to be
James Van Arteveld. The lack of any record of receipts of money from him,
or acknowledgment of indebtedness to him, and the known activities of

de la Pole and the frequent expression of gratitude of the king to him form
the basis of the above conclusion, * C.P.R., 1338-40: 393.
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During September there was a lull in the raising of
loans. There were some shipments of wool, which may
be passed over. On the whole, affairs were as chaotic

as in the summer, and only a few of the more important
transactions need be noticed. November 8 th, the Bardi

were given leave to export their wool at Kingston on
Hull and at Worcester.' November 3rd, William de
Sherebourn and three other citizens of York were given
a draft on the customs at York for 2,000 marks in return

for a loan."* On the same date William de Keldesby and
two others were commissioned to raise ;^2o,ooo in

loans.' On November 27th and December 2nd, similar

commissions for ;^40,ooo each were issued to Bartholo-

mew Burghersh and Robert de Ashley.* In December
a series of promissory notes were issued in receipt of

loans, doubtless as a result of the activity of these com-
missions; besides a number of small receipts from
English merchants," loans were received from Conrad
Clyppyng,^ and the merchants of Lucca.' The Bardi

were promised 55,000 florins of Florence in return for

loans."

The methods of finance used during the year which

has just been passed over seem to have been made
without any attempt at the organisation shown in the

previous year. Aside from the special commission to

William de la Pole to ship 2,900 sacks in January, there

is no attempt at a thorough handling of the situation.

Contracts for shipments were assigned to the man who
made the best bid. The king sent out his agents to

borrow money recklessly, and contracted to repay with-

out any apparent idea of the amount of money that he

might have to depend upon in the following year. The
loss to the community by reason of the forced prices

of the general purveyances of wool made from June,

1339, to January, 1340, must have more than balanced

any profits from the freedom of trade which the loose

1 C.P.R., 1338-40 : 331. 2 ibid.^ 330. 3 /^,-^.^ 3^5. 4 ihid.^ 3^8.
^ /i*i., 401, 403, 404. */^iW., 401. "^ Ibid., ^02. ^ Ibid., \02.
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system of handling wool permitted. The period

is interesting as one of general competition among the

merchants and as lacking any system whatsoever on the

part of the crown. The steady increase of business of

the Hanse merchants, conducted along conservative and
safe lines, is in marked contrast with the reckless

borrowing of the English, for the first time directly in

contact with the rich centres of capital in the Low
Countries. It is a fact to be noted that the Hanse
compelled the king and the Lombards to bond each

other for any loans made to them.



CHAPTER III

THE PROTEST OF THE ENGLISH

The parliament of Michaelmas, 1339—the parliament of Hilary,

1340—the parliament of Mid-lent, 1340—the parliament of

July, 1340—the scheme of the council—the failure at

Tournai—the struggle with Stratford and the council.

When the year 1340 opened apparently there was to be

no change in the system just described. The conduct

of affairs during the first months was in no way different

from that of 1339. January 5thj Matthew and George
Canaceon were given an order on the treasury for the

payment of loans amounting to ;^ 12,047 ^^-^ January

26th the great and petty customs in the ports of New-
castle, Hartlepool, Kingston on Hull, Boston, Lynn,
Yarmouth, Ipswich, Sandwich, London, Southampton,

Chichester, Exeter, Winchelsea, and Bristol were

assigned to William de la Pole in payment of his loans

to the king, the only stipulation being that the remit-

tance of one-half the custom of the Dordrecht merchants

should be respected."* To secure this, a mandatory

letter was straightway issued to the collectors of the

ports,' and the next day a special writ was issued to the

Dordrecht merchants that formally granted them the

rebate of one-half the custom on their wool until

Michaelmas, and after that date the entire custom.*

It was hardly possible, however, for the reckless and

unbusinesslike methods, by which Edward had thus far

conducted the financing of the war, to pass much longer

without a challenge on the part of the people upon

whom the burden of these operations fell. Opposition

had been, in fact, already beginning to make itself felt

in the autumn, even when Edward was in the field.

1 C.C.R., 1339-41 : 610. 2 C.P.R., 1338-40: 408. * Ibid. * Ibid., 409.
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On October 13 th, parliament met at Westminster/ The
bishops of Canterbury and Durham and William de la

Pole represented the king. De la Pole, although he

held no office in the treasury, yet seems to have been

the king's confidential financial adviser, and was probably

a member of the privy council/ After explaining the

embarrassment that had been caused the king by the

tardy shipments of the grants of wool, the ministers

announced that Edward had incurred obligations to the

extent of ^300,000, and requested an aid of a tenth/

The magnates complied at once,* although they pro-

tested against the maltolte, but the Commons were of

a different temper. They admitted the necessity of the

king, but declined to assume the responsibility of a

grant, and requested the king to call a new parliament.*

The date was afterwards fixed on the Octaves of Hilary

following.^ The Commons requested also that the

parliament consider especially the general safety of the

realm, a money grant, and the state of the war with

Scotland, whence a raid was expected some time in the

immediate future.' The condition of the shipping of

England also called for attention. The Commons then

proceeded to present a series of petitions against the

management of affairs;' the peace of the land, the con-

dition of the coinage, the guarding of the northern

border and the coast, the maltolte, and the excesses of

purveyors, all were mentioned. Immediate action was
demanded in the protection of the northern borders.

Parliament then dissolved, and on November i6th the

writs were sent out summoning the new parliament."

The special parliament thus petitioned for met on
January 20th of 1340, and sat until February 20th."

^Stubbs,II., 399, n. 4. C.C.R., 1339-41,237. Rolls of Parliament, II.. 103.
* Pole was appointed second baron of the exchequer, October 28th, 1339-

C.C.R, 1339-41 : 210. For discussion of this body—the council

—

cf. Baldwin,
James F., " The King's Council from Edward I. to Edward III.," Eng. Hist.

Rev., XXIII., I.

3R.P., II., 103: 4. «/3iW., 5. 6/3iW., 105:8. ^ Ibid., 106:2s.
' Ibid., 105:9. 8 7^,-^,^ 10

ff^
9 C.C.R., 1339-41: 277.

^° Stubbs, II., 400, n. 4.
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Since the October parliament events had crowded upon
one another on both sides of the Channel, and the

situation had become even more critical. The great

alliance from which Edward had expected so much had

proved a costly fiasco. The subsidies which he had so

recklessly pledged had brought him nothing but a huge
burden of debt. In the fall of 1339, these obligations,

as stated by Edward's ministers, had amounted to

;^300,000, and in January, three months later, they

must have been still greater. When the new parliament

assembled, therefore, a general feeling of criticism pre-

vailed. The council particularly had returned to their

work more fully determined than ever to secure the

reforms which the misgovernment of the last three

years had made necessary. The ministers of the absent

king stated briefly the purpose of the summons as

detailed in the October parliament, and repeated the

request for a grant.' The Commons, however, were in

no mood to comply until they had first freed their minds,

and for an entire month debated the situation. On
February 19th, parliament was ready to reply to the

ministers."* The magnates renewed their grant of a

tenth,' but the Commons were determined to force a

change in the methods of the government. Their

terms were generous. They offered 30,000 sacks of

wool on condition that a list of petitions be granted.*

On the protest of the ministers that something must

be raised at once to meet the situation," they granted

2,500 sacks to be raised immediately by loan,' but still

insisted on the petitions. They requested also that a

body of merchants be summoned to meet the king in

person at Mid-Lent to consider the raising of a further

loan.' The ministers must have accepted the grant

under the conditions prescribed, for the petitions are

enrolled as acts." These acts in brief provided for the

defence of the coast, the munition of Berewick and

1 R.P., II., 107:1 //.
a ihid.^ 6, 7. 8 Ibid. « Ihid., 107: 7.

^ Ibid.,%. ^ Ibid., 108: 9. ''Ibid., 10. ^ Ibid., IX
ff.
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other places, with the necessary purveyances and com-
missions of array. Parliament apparently contented

itself with performing only the most necessary acts, as

the maltolte and the general financial situation were not

taken up, pending probably the expected return of

Edward. One measure, however, for the better adminis-

tration of the possessions of alien priors in the hands

of the king,' not only shows the general character of

Edward's administration, but also that the parliament

had by no means forgotten the stand taken in the

previous October, but was only biding its time.

Events on the Continent in the meanwhile had
slightly changed the parliamentary situation, for on the

very day after the probable adjournment, February 2ist>

writs were sent out,"" not only summoning the merchants,

as petitioned for,' but a full parliament as well, to

consider the assumption by the king of the crown of

France. Edward's embargo on the Flemish ports had
at last borne fruit.* The popular party in Flanders,

driven to desperation by the loss of the English wool
which was the sole source of their livelihood, had
organised under Van Arteveld and had broken away
from the policy forced upon them by their count. The
first step had been taken in June, 1338, when Van
Arteveld had persuaded Philip to recognise the

neutrality of the Flemings. Since then the English

and the Flemings had been coming nearer together.

November 15th, 1339, Edward had appointed commis-
sioners to treat for an alliance with the count of Flanders

and had even empowered them to consider some repara-

tion for the damages inflicted on the Flemings at

Cadsands.' Late in the year a general understanding

had been entered into between the English king and
his new friends. Edward had promised that he would
win back for them the four towns of Lille, Douai,
Bethune, and Tournai, and the county of Artois; that

iR.P., II., Ill: 44. 2 C.C.R., 1339-41: 456. 3R.F., IL, pt. ii., 1115.
^ Tout, pp. 342 //. 5 C.P.R., 1338-40: 397.
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he would establish a staple at Bruges; and that he would
protect the Flemings from Philip and the pope by
assuming the title of King of France/ In January
Edward entered Flanders and on the 25th, in the market
place of Ghent, proclaimed himself Kinp^ of France.'

During the remainder of the month and until February

20th he remained in Flanders, strengthening his relations

with Van Arteveld and his allies. The formal treaties,

however, embodying the points agreed upon, were not

drawn up until after his departure.

In spite of the evident dissatisfaction of parliament

there was as yet no change in the methods of Edward's
financiering. The discontented elements had taken no

decided steps, and in all probability Edward was ignorant

of their strength. There were many attempts to

raise money. On January 26th, the king acknow-

ledged the receipt of ^10,000 from John de Ponte,

Leon de Mirabeau,' Louis Pellet, and Anthony Abolon.*

On February 2nd there are similar letters for 65,982
florins of Florence loaned by Gabriel de Monte Magno
and Matthew Canaceon."" In the early part of February

a number of small loans of wool came in, for which

orders were given on the treasury.* There was some

exporting of wool during January' and March.' March
I St six commissions were issued to twelve men in groups

of two each to borrow money for the crown.' Among
other important names were those of Henry, the bishop

of Lincoln, the earl of Derby, and Robert Parnyng.

February i6th the Bardi were paid by drafts on the

customs ;^35057 and the Peruzzi ^"7,750, and again on

the 22nd, together they received /'5,48i," and on

1 Tout, pp. 343 //.

2 This is the same day of the month on which he began his reign in

England in 1327. C/. Tout, p. 302.
3 The writ gives Leo de Mirabella, but the name is evidently that of

Leon de Mirabeau, who appears above, p. 46, in company with the same
partners.

* R.F., IL, pt. ii., 1106. 5 jhi^^^ 1107. « C.C.R., 1339-41: 35^ //•

' Ibid., 362. 8 7^,-^.^ 375. » C.P.R., 1338-40: 431-
10 Iss. R., 14 Edward IIL, No. 186.
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February 15th the king gave a receipt to William de la

Pole for ^1,384 13s. 4d/
The French in the meanwhile were making it increas-

ingly difficult to ship wool. Some attempts had been

made in 1339 to improve the English naval strength;

funds had been appropriated, but nothing substantial

had been accomplished. The French, on the other

hand, had increased their strength, and with their

strength their insolence, and were now contesting the

control of the Channel on equal terms. So great was

the fear of them that now in his contracts for raising

money on wool Edward was compelled to guarantee a

safe conduct to the Continent. On February i6th, the

lord keeper prohibited the export of any wool until the

return of the king, on account of the captures made by
French privateers.'' So bold and sanguine had the

Normans become that they were even planning a " new
Norman Conquest " of England."*

Edward must have been in close touch with the

progress of events at home, for on the very day of the

answer of the Commons, February 20th, he sailed from
Sluys, leaving Philippa and two earls as hostages for

his debts.* On the 21st he landed at Orewell, and at

once took matters into his own hands. He sent out the

summons for the new parliament, to meet at West-
minster on the Wednesday after Mid-Lent, and he

also ordered to be published impressions of his new
seals as king of France."

On March 29th parliament assembled.* Edward put

the situation squarely before them. His finances were

in a desperate state; either he must have money or he

must return to Brussels as personal security for the

debts which he had incurred in the prosecution of the

war.' He had been compelled to follow loan with loan,

iCP.R., 1338-40: 425.
2 C.C.R., 1339-41 : 450. Repeated Apnl 12th, R.F., II., pt. ii., 1 120, and

then only on condition of their own responsibility. C.C.R., 1339-41 : 386.
3 Tout, p. 345. * Ibid., p. 344. 6 R.F., IL, pt. ii., 1 1

1
5.

« Stubbs, II., 400, n. 7. ' R.P., IL, 112: 5.
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and when the promised security of wool had failed to

come from England he had been forced to borrow again
to meet his first creditors. Fortunately these second
loans had been somewhat consolidated in the hands of
Edward's friends—de la Pole and the Lombards—but
the amount due other creditors was sufficient to warrant
the statement made to parliament. To this appeal the

nation could not be deaf, and on the same day both
Magnates and Commons joined in a grant of a ninth

and a fifteenth for two years/ but the Commons would
not give up their petitions, and made them a condition

of the grant. The king accepted the offer, and
appointed committees to hear the petitions. These
covered the business postponed from the last parliament

of 1339, and in all their essential features were accepted

and enrolled as acts. The Scottish war, the relations of

the English and French crowns, and of the English and
the Flemings, were provided for, and the treaty with

Flanders ratified."* Of more immediate interest are the

acts that bore on the financial situation. A special com-
mittee was appointed to discuss with the merchants, who
had been separately summoned, the debts that the king

had incurred at Brussels."* At the same time an

inspection of the accounts of de la Pole, John de

Charnels, Paul de Monte Florum, and the other English

ministers, as well as those of the Bardi, was demanded
and provided for.'' The merchants who had been sum-
moned for the Monday following the Wednesday after

Mid-Lent were prorogued until the morrow of

Ascension, for the purpose of transacting business con-

tained in the writ of summons.' The details of the acts

passed by Parliament need not be entered into. In

brief, a general good feeling seems to have prevailed,

for all requests were granted and provisions were made
to carry them out. There was a noticeable absence of

complaint about the subject of the wool taxes. Appar-

iR.P.,IL, 112: 4. 2 C.P.R., 1338-40: 511. 3R.P., II., 113: 14, 15.

* Ibid., 114: 27, 28. s Ibid., 116: 38.
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ently the king's presence and the immediate necessity

for money had united all parties. Edward even

succeeded in getting the maltolte of forty shillings per

sack, irregularly levied since 1337, extended for over

one year.'

April passed quietly. On the i6th the merchants

came together as provided for in the last parliament."

It is probable, however, that nothing much was done

here beyond an attempt to secure bids for the vending

of the ninth. Various small loans of wool were received

from time to time. In the early part of the month
some advances of taxes were secured.' Following out

the reform spirit of the parliaments, on April 28 th a

general investigation of the collection of customs was
ordered on the charge of embezzlement.*

Up to this point the king and his ministers seem to

have worked together harmoniously. In spite of the

fact that Edward had contracted large debts in prosecut-

ing his campaigns, the nation had come forward to meet

the obligations thus incurred. Since the autumn of

1339, however, a steady opposition had been growing.

Yet there is no evidence of any of that bitterness which

was shown the next year. Objections had been raised

and measures forced upon the king by the steady refusal

of the Commons to make grants without some promise

of reform; and Edward had yielded gracefully, and the

crisis had been passed. Now, however, Edward took

the steps that finally ended in a rupture with his

ministers and practically in defeat for himself.

In the beginning of May, Edward instituted pre-

parations for another attack on France. May 8 th the

Hanse merchants secured the general farm of the

customs of wool and hides for a loan of ;^2 6,400, of

which ^8,300 were to be paid in Brussels and /" 18,100
were to be expended in meeting the king's debts.' On

^ C.C.R., 1339-41 : 407. Statutes OF THE Realm. Record Com. Ed.
1810: 289, I., 14 E. III., St. I., ch. 21.

2 Ibid., III., 492. 3 C.P.R., 1338-40: 443, 450, 526.
* Ibid., 507. 5 C.C.R., 1339-41 : 41 5, 420, 483-
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the same date orders were issued to the English
merchants who held the customs of the various ports to

turn them over to the new contractors/ Of these

William de la Pole held the farm of customs at New-
castle, Hartlepool, Kingston on Hull, Boston, Great
Yarmouth, Lynn, Ipswich, Sandwich, Southampton,
Chichester, Bristol, and Exeter; the Bardi held those of
London ; and John Goldbeater and three local merchants
those of York. The latter raised some difficulties

apparently about giving over their seals, for on the

30th the order was repeated, and on June ist a special

writ was sent to the mayor and bailiffs ordering them
to enforce it at once/ June loth a similar order was
sent out for Newcastle/ At the same time the king
began making large assignments on the new grants in

order to restore his shattered credit abroad. On May
17th Walter le Changeaur and Colus Coluche, two
merchants of Brussels, were given assignments in satis-

faction of 64,781 florins of Florence, ^9,717 3s.

sterling, on the ninth and fifteenth in Sussex, Surrey,

and Middlesex;* Matthew Canaceon was given 65,482
florins, ^9,879 6s., on Suffolk;* and Nicholas Bartholo-

mew, merchant of Lucca, for 140,000 florins of

Florence, ;^2 1,000, on Wilts, Southampton, Somerset,

and Dorset;' and Anthony Bache £1 1,720 2s. on Berks,

Buckingham, and Rutland, for sums paid out to the

king's allies in wages and for instalments on the royal

crowns held by the archbishop of Treves at Cologne.'

Each grant was accompanied by the stipulation that the

merchants were to make a careful accounting and to

turn in all surpluses to the crown. The crown, however,

would make good any deficits. Mandates were imme-
diately issued to the collectors. There were also some
small cash payments made to the king's foreign

creditors,* and an attempt was made to raise a loan in

England. On May 17th, the king ordered the sheriffs

iC.C.R., 1339-41:415)416. ^Ibid.,417. 3/^,'i.4c.p.R., 1338.40: 532.
» Ibid., 533. « Ibid. ' Ibid., 534. 8 Iss. R., 123.
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of London to place a loan of ;^5,ooo pro rata on the

royal credit/ This was done by June 14th, when the

king gave the mayor and citizens an equivalent on the

tenth of Kent." On May 28th, Matthew Canaceon

received an assignment of ;^25000 on the three-yearly

tenth/ In June there was also a number of small

assignments, amounting to ;^ 10,000, of which ^5,000
was in payment of the loan levied in London in the

previous month/ The Bardi and Peruzzi seem to have

had some difficulty in securing the delivery of their

assignments on wool from the exchequer; for on June

1 5th the king issued a special writ ordering the treasury

to make the assignments/ The next day writs were

issued for 5,000 sacks, of which the merchants agreed

to reloan the king 2,000 sacks/ As a special concession

they were permitted to pay the forty shillings customs

rate of denizens instead of the rate of sixty shillings for

aliens. On the same date' the Hanse were licensed to

export the first instalment of the 3,386 sacks of wool
which the king had contracted to pay them on May
8th/ Between July 2nd and 28th there are other small

assignments amounting to about ^4,000/ Among
other debts of the king was the note to John de Ponte

and Leon de Mirabeau for ;^ 10,000, made January

2 1 St, 1339. On July 1st the Bardi were requested to

repay this loan to Mirabeau and his partners/" On July

4th the Bardi received further assignments on the ninth,

and on the 12th paid over ;^6,ooo to the above

merchants. The balance is accounted for by the fact that

they received an assignment in the eighteenth year of

Edward's reign, when they paid ^4,000 to the Peruzzi,

who had previously advanced that sum to Mirabeau and
de Ponte."

On June 22nd the king sailed from Orewell to

iC.C.R., 1339-41: 372. 2C.P.R., 1338-40: 534. ^Ihid., 533.
4 Ihid., 540, 528, 547. C.C.R., 1339-41 •• 423, 428.
* Ibid., 419. 6 Ibid., 418. ' Ibid., 420. 8 Ibid., 415.
* Ibid., 423, 430, 438, 501. 10 Ex. K.R. Accounts, 127/39, "^- ^ //•
11 Ibid., m. 3.
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Flanders/ but before leaving he had thought it neces-

sary, on May 30th, in view of the danger from the

infesting of the Channel by the French, to issue writs

summoning the parliament that had been petitioned for

in Lent, for the Wednesday after the translation of St.

Thomas the Martyr/ June 24th came the battle of

Sluys,' after which Edward landed and set about the

campaign which ended in the siege of Tournai.*

There can be no doubt that the policy of the king was
very unpopular in England at this time. To add to the

odium of an unsuccessful war, a huge levy that rested

heavily on all classes had been granted in March, and

now Edward had left England to roll up further obliga-

tions. Local opposition had manifested itself in render-

ing as difficult as possible the collection of the grant;*

even people of considerable importance had associated

in hampering the collectors. The temper of the people

was pretty well shown by the parliament that met on

July 1 2th." Parliament had assembled and was provid-

ing for the vending of the ninth,' when messengers of

the king appeared, bearing a letter under date of July

9th at Bruges, announcing the magnificent victory at

Sluys, and his plan to attack Tournai with 100,000 men
and to send Robert of Artois towards St. Omer with

50,000 more; the king was in great need of money, for

the army would not march until they were paid.*

Edward's messengers then asked for a new loan of wool.

The Commons were inclined to raise difficulties, but

when the prominent men promised to aid in raising the

loan, parliament granted 20,000 sacks, to be purveyed,

at the prices established at Nottingham, wherever the

wool could be found.' The merchants exporting these

sacks were to pay the custom of forty shillings, and the

iTout, p. 344- ^C.C.R., 1339-41 = 472-
, , , ^ , ^,

3 News of the presence of this fleet was brought by Conrad Clyppyng,

a Hanse merchant mentioned above. C.P.R., 1338-40: 39.

*Tout, pp. 346 //. '^C.C.R., 1339-41: 434- " Stubbs, II., 400, n. 4.

'R.P., II., 117.5. ^ Ibid., iiS.6.

9 Ibid.. 10. This was afterwards credited on the ninth of the second year.

C.P.R., 1340-43 : 30-
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sheriffs of England were to be ordered to send merchants

from each "burgh," bailliwick, city, and county to bid for

the wool. For the time being, however, no merchant was

to buy wool until the king should be served.' Yet in spite

of the liberality of this grant we are not to think that

parliament was by any means kindly disposed towards

Edward and his war. Popular feeling against the con-

tinuous levy of endless taxes was becoming more and

more outspoken, and a further prolongation of the war

was deprecated by all classes. Archbishop Stratford

resigned his office as chancellor rather than be a party

longer to the continuation of the struggle,' and, judging

from the acts that followed during the summer, the

council itself now led in the attempts to control the king

and curtail the expense of the war.

Their first problem was to realise upon the new loan

in the most economical manner possible. Shortly after

the dispersal of Parliament certain merchants came
before the council and asked for contracts for levying

the 20,000 sacks." Accordingly, Thomas Graa, William

de Acastre, and John de Luteryngton were assigned

1,500 sacks on the county of York, to be bought at

^4 I OS. per sack.* In return they were to pay the king

forty shillings duty per sack on exporting the wool, and

3,000 marks by September ist, to the king's wardrobe

at Bruges, or at a point to be designated by him. Four
similar contracts for varying amounts were issued on
the same day, August 4th, involving a total of 2,800
sacks on the counties of Cumberland, Westmorland,
Nottingham, Derby, Shrewsbury, Stafford, Leicester,

and Rutland. For all of these the merchants were to

pay a duty of forty shillings per sack on exportation, and

varying amounts to the wardrobe at Bruges. Altogether

the king bade fair to realise ;^8,6oo on the customs and

1 R.P., II., 120, 18.

2 Robertus de Avesbury, de gestis mirabilis, Regis Edwardi Tertii

(R.S.), p. 311 ; also Stubbs II., 407, n. i.

3R.P., XL, 120, 18.

* Ibid., 20-2^. C.C.R., 1339-41 : 614//.
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;^4,2oo on the instalments to be paid at Bruges by-

September I St.

The next act of the council, August 8 th, was to sum-
mon the Bardi and Peruzzi before them and induce
them to assume obligations of the king amounting to

£^:>59S 15s- 2d. in return for grants of the ninth of the

first of the two years on the archdeaconry of Lincoln
and the counties of Hereford, Shrewsbury, Stafford,

Warwick, Leicester, and Hertford.' The ^28,000 was
distributed among the following creditors: Matthew
Dast, the merchants of Louvain and of Malines, Simon
de Hales, the Hanse, Hugh de Geneves, Ralph de
Hauteville, and John Deynard. By a special agreement
Matthew Dast was induced to take 1,200 sacks at one
mark less per sack than the Nottingham price, for the

delivery of certain jewels of the king held by him, he
to pay the forty shillings custom on exporting the wool.
Furthermore, he contracted to lend the king 10,000
florins upon receipt of the first 100 sacks. William
de la Pole also made a loan of 3,000 marks to keep his

assignments."" The council further made memoranda'
for the notice of the king, of the assignments made to

Anthony Bache for the redemption of the king's jewels,*

the assignment of the customs to the Hanse, and the

assignment of 500 sacks on Gloucester to pay bills of
the queen's debts of the wardrobe amounting to

£7^375' J^ty 30th and August 13th, the council sent

two letters informing the king of their proceedings and
asking him to give his assignment on the counties into

other hands than formerly, or he would get nothing
from them.' They also called his attention to the com-
plaint of the collectors of customs, who found fault with

the heterogeneous character of the drafts which they

were compelled to meet without notification and without

any security against fraud. The council sent William

^ Ibid., 61^; also 540, 591, 611. R.P., II., 121.
2 Ibid., Art. 27. C.C.R., 1339-41: 519. ^ Ibid., Art. 28.
* May 17th, R.F., II., pt. ii., 1124. 0^i7^° o" Berks, Buckingham, and

Rutland. '^ R.P., II., 122: 29, 30.
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Trussel with this mission, and requested the king

flirther to make known any needs to him, and expressed

their willingness to raise more loans when necessary.

Other contracts followed close upon these. On
August loth William de la Pole agreed to lend the

king ;^ 1 0,000 for the ninth of the first year in Suffolk

and for the ninth and fifteenth of the second year in

Norfolk and Suffolk.' On August 20th Anthony Bache

was given a new assignment for his loan of ;^i 1,720 2s.

mentioned in the memorandum of the parliament to the

king."" On August lothPancius de Contorone was given

^5,032 3s. on the ninth levied in Surrey, Hereford, and
Stafford for his loan.' On August 28 th Matthew
Canaceon was given a grant of ;^9,987 6s. for meeting

debts of the king.* This assignment was renewed in

the following year. The Bardi and Peruzzi, upon whom
many drafts had been made in the beginning of August,

were given on the loth, as an offset, assignments on the

entire clerical grants of the archdeaconry of Lincoln, and
the entire grants in the counties of Hereford, Shrews-

bury, Stafford, Warwick, Leicester, and Hertford;" and

warrants were sent out to the collectors.

That the council was keeping a sharp eye on this

horde of foreign contractors as well as on the English is

evinced by the order of August 8 th, which compelled

all aliens to swear upon exporting wool that it was their

own. Apparently the foreigners were taking advantage

of the situation to attempt to " corner " the entire crop

of the year.' At the same time the council was
endeavouring to bring order out of the chaos of the

king's finances. On August 8 th the Hanse received

permission to export the second instalment of the wool
assigned them on May 8th.' On August 20th certain

merchants, Anthony Bathenus, of Genoa,' and the

iC.C.R., 1339-41: 618. ^ Ibid., ^10. ^ Ibid., ^2^.
* Ibid., 622. Ch. Misc., 13/6, m. 6. ^ c.P.R., 1340-43: 2.

« C.C.R., 1339-41 : 616. ' C.P.R., 1340-43: 21.
^ From the similar connection of Anthony Bathenus and Anthony Bache

with the Portenari it is assumed that they are one and the same.
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Portenari, undertook to redeem the king's crown from
the archbishop of Treves for 22,000 florins of Florence/

The various assignments on the levy of the ninth

were continued through September. On the first, the

king began drawing on William de la Pole for the

stipulated loan of jf 10,000/ On the 7th, Walter de

Cherleton and some other merchants undertook to buy
1,000 sacks in Gloucester and Worcester on the terms

provided in August/ The rivalry of the difi^erent

groups of merchants was especially keen. Not to be

outdone by the contract of de la Pole in furnishing ;^2o
per week for the king's household, the Bardi and

Peruzzi made still further concessions to the council,

contracting on the 15th, upon the ninth of Leicester,

Stafford, Shrewsbury, Hereford, Warwick, Hertford,

and Lancaster to furnish 2,000 marks per month of

twenty-eight days, dating from July ist last until the

end of the year.* On the same date orders were given

to the takers and purveyors of York, Wilts, Southamp-

ton, and Somerset, in addition to the above counties,

besides the city of London, ordering them to permit

the Bardi and Peruzzi to ship their wool to such ports

as they might desire, as they had agreed to lend the king

their own wool, which was on hand, in return for the

king's wool, which was not ready." There are also a

large number of small loans and assignments, allowances

on customs and licences to export, but they are insignifi-

cant compared to the operations just described. The
small loans and advances continued throughout the fall

and early winter, but towards December the Bardi and

Peruzzi began to make great efforts to get a monopoly

of the entire output of wool by assuming more of the

outstanding obligations of the crown. October 4th,

licence was given them to ship the instalment of wool

1 Report on Rymer's Foedera, by C. P. Cooper. Record Com. App.

C, 102. September 7th. This wa« changed to 25,000 florins. Cj. ibid.^ 104.

2C.C.R., 1339-41: 513.
^ Ibid.y 617. This is probably the Cheriton of the later Writs.

* Ibid., 528. 5 Ibid.^ 529 ; also 540, 591, 597, 611, 614.
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allotted to the merchants of Louvain and to Matthew
Dast/ On the 20th they were given drafts on the

customs for ^1,160/ The day before they contracted

to ransom the earl of Derby, who was held as surety in

the town of Malines for a loan of 42,000 florins and

500 sacks of wool/ The Bardi and Peruzzi undertook

the contract for 1,000 sacks of wool quit of the custom.

On November 27th the king was compelled to borrow

again. A receipt for 44,000 florins, signed by the king

and the Lombards, was given to Sir Leon de Mirabeau,

lord of Pierelbeys, with the promise to repay at Easter.'

This seems to have been about the only loan raised on

the Continent during the campaign of Tournai. In

December the Lombards again made heavy loans. On
the 1 6th in return for the ninth and fifteenth levied on

Hertford, Hereford, Shrewsbury, Stafl^ord, Warwick,
Leicester, and the archdeaconry of Lincoln, they under-

took to pay ;^2o,695 15s. 2d. to the Hanse, besides a

smaller advance of ^1,900.' As the merchants had

already been granted the ninth on these counties by the

contract of August 8 th, the reason for the additional

loan is difficult to understand." It can hardly be supposed

that the fifteenth mentioned in the second contract could

have been worth ;^22,5oo. Either the merchants had

been released from some of the earlier obligations or

the council compelled them to lend that much in

addition in order to keep their grants.

The scheme adopted by the council for realising at

once, upon the grant of the ninth, sufificient money to

meet the expenses of the present campaign, depended
upon the efficiency of the English merchants, to whom
the contracts for vending the levy were awarded. As
has been seen, Edward had entered into arrangements

with the Bardi and other foreign capitalists for selling

the levy. This had been interfered with to a certain

extent by the pro-English party, of which it seems fair

1 C.P.R., 1340-43 : 45. 2 Ibid., 50. 3 C.C.R., 1339-41 : 639.
4 Ibid., 649. 5 ji,i^^^ 5^2. « Ibid., 614.
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to assume, from the actions of the council, that the

chancellor, John de Stratford, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, was the leader, in spite of the fact that he resigned

the great seal before Edward's departure in June. All

might have gone well but for the absolute failure of the

English merchants to live up to their contracts. Of all

the merchants who had undertaken to dispose of the

king's wool, only two, Walter Prest, of Melton
Moubray, and Hugh Cokheved, of Barton, had ful-

filled their obligations;' and even these two merchants

were hampered by the failure of the collectors to

deliver wool to them; for of the 600 sacks contracted

for, only 31 sacks 10 stone had come into their hands.

As a result of the backwardness of the merchants, and

of the general opposition of the country to the levy of

the ninth, Edward, who had proceeded to besiege

Tournai after hearing of the action of the July parlia-

ment, suddenly found himself absolutely without re-

sources. The town was in bad straits, and must have

fallen shortly, even though Edward did not know of its

condition at the time."" Yet the failure of the English

to support their king, the alarming success of the

French in Guienne and of the Scots on the northern

border, all together forced Edward to come to terms,

and on September 25th a truce was signed at Esplechin

until midsummer, 1341/ Then Edward turned back

to Flanders to face his creditors.

The Lombard merchants saved the situation for him.

Notwithstanding the fact that the pro-English anti-

war party at home had forced them to engage their

credit heavily in favour of Edward's more pressing

foreign creditors, the Lombard merchants again ad-

vanced large sums to Edward. The most important of

these was the sum raised by the pledge of their credit

to Mirabeau on November 27th. It was probably only

as a result of this advance that Edward was able to get

away from Flanders at all. It was in no very gentle

1 C.P.R., 1340-43 : 258. 2 Longmans, I., 177 //. ^ Tout, p. 348.
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mood, therefore, that Edward landed at the Tower after

nightfall on November 30th. On the next morning

he proceeded to wreak his wrath on the ministers, on

whom he had mistakenly placed the responsibility for

his failure on the Continent.

While it is possible to sympathise with Edward, who
had seen the victory that was nearly within his grasp

made impossible by the apathy of the English, it can-

not be denied that the rights of the struggle that

Edward now undertook were with the ministers whom
he attacked. The expenses that had been incurred since

1337, and the money that had been raised were fabulous

for the times. The total receipts in England from

March, 1337, to September, 1340, were nearly

^700,000, while the expenditures and obligations in-

curred soared far above these figures. The entire

expenditure to March, 1340, was over ^400,000. In

October, 1339, Edward had placed the amount of his

debts at ;^300,ooo, and since then he must have in-

curred fully ;^ioo,ooo more.' In the spring of 1340,
the nation had indicated its willingness to meet the ex-

penses incurred, but the departure of Edward once more
to renew hostilities seems to have exasperated both the

nation and his ministers. As it was, the council had taken

matters in hand, and tried to bring some order out of

the confusion, and at the same time to finance the new
campaign. Popular hostility, however, was evidently

so strong as to prevent them from raising the levies,

and the merchants who had undertaken to handle the

sale of the wool refused to take any risks.

The details of the controversy between Edward and
the anti-war party need not be entered into here.

Neither is it necessary to discuss the grave constitutional

questions involved in Edward's methods of anticipating

the levies of parliament. This has been done else-

where.^ The struggle lasted all through the winter, and
^ Cf. below, p. 64.
2 Cf. Stubbs, II., 402 // ; also Year Books, 14 and 15 Edward III. (R.S.),

d. by L. O. Pike, in particular pages, xvii.-xxx. and //.
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into the spring of 1341. The contest was embittered

by the fact that the Lombard bankers, whose support

enabled Edward to face the angry nation, were very

evidently endeavouring to get the whole wool output
of England into their own hands. The final success,

however, of the anti-war party; the truce of Esplechin;

the development of events in England in the following

year; and Edward's practical acceptance of the situation

even before the assembling of parliament in April, make
the failure of the siege of Tournai and the return of

Edward to England a point of departure for a new
period of the war.

The expenditures and receipts of the period just

closed merit a somewhat detailed examination. For the

years from Easter 11 Edward III. (March 28th, 1337),
to Michaelmas 14 Edward III. (September 27th, 1340),
the Receipt Rolls of the treasury at London show a total

of ;^46o,892 9s. 7d.,' against which the Issue Rolls

show a total of 2^441,852 is. 8d. to Easter (March 24th,

1340), the Easter roll of that year being defective.' A
very noticeable thing is the fall of the total of the

Receipt Rolls from ;^ 13 7,000 and ;^ 12 9,000 in the two
terms of 1337 and 1338 to sums varying from ^26,000
to ;^6 1,000 for the remaining period. This is to be

explained by the removal of the wardrobe office to

Antwerp, and afterwards to Bruges, where it was kept

permanently until Edward's return to England in the

fall of 1340. From July 12th, 1338, the day that

Edward appointed the duke of Cornwall as guardian,'

until May 27th, 1340, the wardrobe was in the hands

of William de Northwell.* During this period the

receipts amount to £262^']2i i8s. 3-^d., of which

^86,076 4s. 6-|d. was received through the treasury,

leaving a balance of £ 1 76,645 1 3s. 9d. to be added to the

;^46o,892 9s. 7d., giving a total of ^637,538 3s. 4d.

iR.R.A. 148, 166, 152, 155; R.R.P. 183, 184, 93 ; R.R.A. 159.
2I.R.A. 114, 113, 115; I.R.P. 182-6; I.R.A. 126.

3 Tout, p. 335. * L.T.R. Enrolled Accounts, Wardrobe 2, Rot. 15.
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raised during this period for the expenses of the war,

and for running the government. Roughly speaking,

about one-third of this was raised on the credit of the

country; the other two-thirds represented the actual

income of the government.

The two chief sources of income were the lay and
clerical grants and the maltolte. The size and import-

ance of the grants has already been brought out by the

study of the writs of assignment in the Patent and
Close Rolls, and by the tables for the two half-years,

1337 and 1338, given in the appendix. The customs,

however, do not seem to have amounted to much until

the summer of 1338, in consequence of the Dordrecht
fiasco; the assignnient of March, 1338, to the Lom-
bards apparently did not begin to pay customs until the

summer. The entries in the Receipt Rolls are not very

large, because the custom was generally paid at the

staple on the sale of the wool. It then went through

the hands of the keeper of the wardrobe. For this

period Northwell enters a total of ;^ 143, 143 2s. o^d.,

as having been received directly from the customs, thus

giving an average of about ;^7o,ooo per annum.
The intense rivalry of the merchants of the different

nationalities during the first years of the war is very

evident. Edward started out with the plan of develop-

ing the English merchants, and relying chiefly on them
for financing his operations, thus hoping to escape a part

of the odium which the heavy expenses of the war
would entail. They, however, were not yet strong

enough for the burden, and Edward was compelled to

fall back on the Italian houses that had supported his

father and grandfather. Into the strife of these two
contending bodies of merchants a third party enter

—

the merchants of the Hanseatic League, who by care-

ful steps won their way to a position of pre-eminence

by securing the farm of the customs in 1340.
The means employed in realising upon the resources

of England during the period reflect the loose methods
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of the time. After the first fiasco there is no general

attempt to give all the resources of the realm into the

hands of any one company. The contracts were fairly

well divided among the different competitors until the

fall of 134O5 when the Lombards, apparently taking

advantage of the struggle between the king and his

ministers, made a strong bid to get a major part of the

business into their own hands. It is probable that at

this time they aroused the bitter hatred on the part of

the English, which becomes apparent in the next few
years, and ultimately caused their failure. But they

were severely pushed by the English merchants. The
Hanse also were firmly entrenched in the control of the

customs, from which they were not ousted until 1343.
The attitude of the parliament of the summer of 1340
was ominous for the foreigners. When parliament met
in July, the king had already granted to foreigners

assignments on all the southern counties. Parliament

took effective measures to put the rest into the hands
of Englishmen, and to force the chief recipients of the

royal favour—the Bardi and Peruzzi—to meet a large

share of the obligations of the crown. Moreover, the

council, when informing the king of what had been

done, warned him that in future he would have to entrust

his grants into other hands than before if he wished

to realise upon them.' This was evidently dictated by
de la Pole and the English merchants, who, by reason

of their increasing strength, are now beginning slowly

to get the better of the foreign houses.

1R.P., II., 112-125.
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CHAPTER IV

THE SECOND FAILURE OF THE ENGLISH MERCHANTS

The situation in the spring of 1341 : Edward's hand is forced by

the probability of war—the parliament of April 23rd, 1341,
victory ofJohn de Stratford. The summer and winter of 1341 :

the reformed administration, balance of accounts, prosecution

of defaulting merchants—the first attack on the Lombards
and their partial recovery through the aid of the king—the

expedition to Brittany in 1342.

With the temporary cessation of hostilities in 1340, a

new period of the war begins. For several years

England was comparatively at peace. During this time

the crown was making more or less sincere efforts to

pay up the debts incurred during the two campaigns in

the Low Countries. With the peace came a general

quickening of trade, with a corresponding increase of

prosperity. In the first years, however, matters were

complicated by the crisis of 1340. The attitude of the

parliament called in July of that year had been dis-

tinctly hostile to the war and to the king's financial

operations with foreigners. Although the council

warned the king that he must employ other agents in

handling the wool, and protested against the waste and
extravagance of the system of loans that had been built

up, still they responded fully to the king's need, and
provided for the immediate raising of ample revenues

by authorising the forced levy of 20,000 sacks. The
manner in which these were raised is to be noticed.

The entire transaction was placed solely in the hands of
English merchants.

After his return in November, Edward was occupied

69
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by his struggle with Archbishop Stratford/ At the same
time he was trying to realise on the parliamentary grant

of 2O5OOO sacks. Receipts were coming in slowly, for

on January 26th of the new year the king issued a

mandate to the assessors and vendors of the ninth and
fifteenth, giving full directions for the assessing and
vending of the ninth, and ordering them, under pain of

heavy forfeiture, to levy the subsidy so that the proceeds

should reach the receiver in the Tower by Mid-Lent
Sunday/ At the same time he ordered the sheriffs to

proclaim that all those having license from the king to

ship wool should do so before the first Sunday in Lent;
and that those not shipping their wool by that date

should present it to the king's receiver before Easter, on
pain of forfeiture and punishment. As a part of the

grant of 20,000 sacks,^ February loth,* the king gave
orders to the treasurer and the barons of the Exchequer
that henceforth all monies of the farms of the towns,

and the issues of the counties, should be brought

directly to the treasury of receipt at Westminster to go
through the hands of the treasurer and chamberlains;

and that thenceforth no payments should be made other

than by them, except with the king's especial license.

This reform was the result of one of the many petitions'

of the parliament of July, 1340. Its general utility

need hardly be dwelt upon. However, it is to be

noticed as a step in the administrative develop-

ment of Edward's reign, and aside from the saving in

dispensing with German and Flemish mercenaries, is

probably one of the chief causes for the great reduction

in the expense of the later campaigns, as compared with

those of 1339 and 1340. March 12th,' Edward issued

^ This lasted into April, and was only settled by the complication of

foreign affairs forcing Edward to a compromise. Edward was not satisfied

with prosecuting high officers alone, but sent out commissions to search

out and punish dishonest collectors of the grants, and all others connected
with the levy and collection of taxes and revenues. Baker, 73 ; Murimuth,
118; Year Book, 14 and 15 Edward III., pp. xx. and //.

2C.P.R., 1340-43: 124. ^C.C.R., 1341-43: 99- ^J^i^'^ H-
5R.P., II., 122: 29. «C.C.R., 1341-43: 82.
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one hundred and seventy-one drafts on William de

Edyngton, the general receiver of the ninth from the

counties south of the Trent, for amounts varying from a

few shillings to ^200 or more as instalments for wages
on the Continent. In the latter part of March and the

beginning of April many merchants took advantage of

the proclamation of January 26th.'

During the spring the king tried a new device to

enhance the customs receipts. On April ist he ordered

the takers, purveyors, and receivers of wool in all

counties to cease the levy of the 20,000 sacks of wool,

and to proclaim that on the request of certain merchants

the king would permit the export of 20,000 sacks by
" merchants, lieges, and other friends of the realm,"

on the payment of forty shillings custom. The points

of export were to be London, Southampton, Boston,

Kingston on Hull, and Newcastle.^ The collectors of

the remaining ports were ordered to permit no wool to

be exported.^ April 8 th, the king ordered the sheriffs

to proclaim that all those having wool were to export it

at once, that the king might have the benefit of the

custom. This was to be done before Ascension follow-

ing for after that time all wool would be forfeited as

before.^ This had the desired effect of increasing the

customs receipts, for many licenses to export were

granted in the next few months. April 1 1 th," special

writs were sent out to collectors of four counties, order-

ing them to deliver the proceeds of their collections at

once. The reason for this extreme activity is explained

by a writ of April i8th, ordering the levy of a large

amount of bows, cords, and arrows to be delivered at

Orewell by Whitsuntide.' As yet, Edward was un-

certain whether hostilities would be resumed at mid-
summer or not. The conclusion of a peace at

midsummer, however, prevented the departure of the

expedition.

iC.C.R., 1341-43: 47//. ^ Ibid., $2. ^ Ibid. * Ibid., s^.
* Ibid., 57. 8 Ibid., 56.
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April 23rd/ the parliament, for which writs had been
sent out on March 3rd/ met at Westminster. This
was the crisis of Edward's struggle with Archbishop
Stratford, ending in the victory of the latter/ The
session was a stormy one, and lasted until May 26th/
The key to the situation is that Edward expected the

war to be renewed at midsummer, and needed money
badly. He asked that parliament take measures for

levying the second year's instalment of the grant of

1340, and also to provide for the collecting of the

arrears of the first year.*" Under these circumstances

the king was forced to accede to the requests of parlia-

ment in order to obtain any action at all on the much-
needed grant. Finally, Edward obtained the following

grants, though at the concession of the points at issue

with Stratford. The remainder of the 20,000 sacks

granted at the previous parliament might be collected

and shipped before Michaelmas. During that time no

other wool should be shipped, though the king might
license the export of old wool on the payment of a

custom of forty shillings.' After Michaelmas anyone

might export on payment of that custom.^ The ninth,

however, was to be unchanged, and the chancellor and

the officers of the Exchequer were to take oath to levy

it according to the original form of the grant. As a

concession, parliament agreed that the king might raise

a loan of 30,000 sacks on the ninth of the second year,'

but careful allowance was to be made on the ninth for

any payments made on the 20,000 sacks.' Moreover,

the collection of the wool was to be entrusted only to

" bones gentz, and loialx du Pays."'" Special rules for

the levy were also enacted, and anyone refusing to pay

was to be proceeded against through the chancellor."

1 Stubbs, II., 406. 2C.C.R., 1341-43: 113. 3 Stubbs, IL, 408.
* Ibid., 406, n. 4. 6 R.P., II., 107, No. 5. « Ibid., 13I; No. 45.
' Ibid., 133, No. 59.
^ Ibid., 131, 42. N.B.—20,000 to be levied in the second year, 1341,

and 10,000 in the third year, 1342, at the rate of the three yearly tenth.

C.C.R., 1341-43, 255- RP-, n., 133, 55-
» Ibid., 56, 58. 10 Ibid., 56. 11 Ibid., 58.
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A special commission—the bishop of Chester, " Seig-

neur Wake," and Robert de Sadyngton—was appointed

to assess the 30,000 sacks/ These reported back an

assessment list to the amount of 22,431 sacks, eight

stones, two and a quarter pounds. The limitation of

the collection of the wool to subjects of the realm, and
the special statute against usurers, would seem to show
a rising tide of popular feeling against the king's foreign

creditors that, in a way, explains the events of the next

four years.

As soon as the regulations governing the 20,000
sacks of the second year were passed, without waiting

for the adjournment of parliament, the king on May
20th' issued instructions to the collectors of the ports to

stop until Michaelmas the export of all but the old wool
provided for in the act of parliament. Directions to the

sheriffs to proclaim the same were also sent out on that

date. On the adjournment of parliament. May 26th,

the assessors and vendors of the ninth were notified of

the change of the grant of the ninth of the second year

to 30,000 sacks, and were ordered to close the levy of

the ninth. At the same time the collection of the

20,000 sacks, the loan on the ninth of the first year, was
stopped.' Shortly afterwards the government began
issuing new writs of assignment on the 30,000 sacks on
the ninth of the second and third years, in place of the

old writs on the 20,000.* June 20th, commissions were
sent out to adjudicate cases arising from the shifting of

the grant.' On the i8th an attempt was made to force

the merchants exporting wool to deposit silver plate

with the treasury as security for delivery to the staple

—

a thing which had been petitioned for in the previous

parliament.' However, it was given' up in September,'

and on November 5th* the collectors were directed

simply to take the oath of the shipper that the wool

iR.P., II., 131.47. 2C.C.R., 1341-43: 142. ^ Ibid., 246.
* C.P.R., 1340-43 : 263. 6 Ibid., 314. « C.C.R., 1341-43 : 247-
' Ibid., 227. 8 jbid.^ 214.
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would be delivered to the staple. The collectors, how-
ever, were showing a good deal of laxness in enforcing

the regulations, and the king was obliged on June 15th
to repeat his directions of May 20th to close the ports,

with threats of punishment if they refused to obey/
July 1st, the king sent out an order taking the collectors

of wool to task for their laxness/ The kaleidoscopic

shifting of grants and assignments seems to have
puzzled even the crown officers—or, at least, to have
given them excuse to connive at a good deal of
smuggling. Now, the king, in contradiction to his

orders of May 20th, ordered that all levies until August
1st were to be accounted as part of the 20,000 sacks.

The sale of the new parliamentary grant began early

in July. On the ist' the first contract was drawn up,

providing for the sale of a portion of the allotment of

the 30,000 sacks for the year 1341—20,000 sacks.

The price paid by the merchants for the wool varied

with the quality of the wool of the several counties, but

all were to pay the ancient custom of one half mark per

sack. The merchants were to pay within a month after

the king had delivered them their letters of assignment

for such wool as they should have shipped by that date.

If the king's creditors refused to wait until that time,

the merchants were to deliver their wool to them at the

price at which they had obtained it from the king. If

the king should sell their wool at a smaller price than

the contract they were to be recompensed. The mer-

chants themselves were to have allowance of the custom

of forty shillings for all debts of the king to them,

except for such claims as they might have for wool taken

at Dordrecht. The king agreed to guarantee a convoy.

These shipments, however, were not to be made until

the king's 20,000 sacks, assigned him in the previous

year, should be entirely shipped. Between July ist*

and Michaelmas there are entered some twenty-two con-

iC.C.R., 1341-43: 242- 2C.P.R., 1340-43: 248.
* Ibid., 255 //.
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tracts for the sale of about 6,500 sacks. All of these

contracts were granted to English merchants.

Among other concessions that parliament had wrung
from the king was that commissions should be appointed

to review the accounts of his ministers and agents for

wool and money handled by them.' Other parliaments

had requested the same, but nothing had been done.

Now, however, the situation was changed. July i6th

a special commission, consisting of the bishop of

Durham and eight others, was appointed to examine the

accounts of William de la Pole, Paul de Monte Florum,

John de Charnels, and any others who had received

wool, goods, and jewels for the king. A separate com-
mittee was appointed for Mathew Canaceon and the

merchants of the Leopardi.'^ The trials dragged on for

several years. Charnels seems to have had no difficulty

in clearing himself. He was evidently at liberty in

1342, when, on July ist, a new commission was ap-

pointed to try Monte Florum."* The latter is again

free in February, 1343, when he is found undertaking

to secure the release of the king's crown.* De la Pole

was at liberty the next year, when he made some large

loans to the crown, but his accounts were not cleared up
until August, 1344, when he, together with Reginald de

Conductu, received letters of acquittance for all re-

sponsibility in connection with the transactions of 1337.'

With the new arrangements for the handling of the

30,000 sacks there came a new adjustment with the

Lombard houses. During the year 1340 the Bardi and
Peruzzi had taken very heavy obligations for the king,

and had been granted extensive allowances on the ninth

of the first and second years. The council, however,

had forced them to agree to reloan even these assign-

ments for the benefit of the king's foreign creditors.

On September 15th, 1340, directions were issued to the

takers and purveyors of the eleven counties, and of the

1 R.P., IL, 128, No. 12 : and 130, No. 38. 2 C.P.R.. 1340-43 : 313.
3 Ibid., 540. 4 C.C.R., 1341-43 : 23. « Ibid., C.P.R., 1340-43 : 423.
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city of London, on which the Bardi and Peruzzi had
assignments, to pay the wool into their hands/ By
October ist they were making their first shipments/

October 1 9th, they took on a special contract to ransom
the earl of Derby from the towns of Malines and
Louvain, where he was held in security for a loan of

42,000 florins, and 500 sacks of wool/ November
27th, they undertook to pay off the king's debt of

44,000 florins to Simon de Mirabel, Lord of

Pierelbeys/ January 5th, 1341, Mathew Canaceon

and the society of the Leopardi took this off their

hands/ January loth," and 15th,' and i6th' arrange-

ments were made for shipping the first instalments of

wool. The first note of difficulty is in a writ of

January 2ist' to William de Edyngton, the general re-

ceiver of the ninth, and the clerical tenth south of the

Trent. He was ordered to send the money at once to

the Tower, no payments as yet having been made to the

Lombards, while the latter were delivering the king

2,000 marks per month. March 8th," a new adjust-

ment of the situation was made. The two houses now
had responsibilities amounting to ;^ 10,500 13s. 4d.

The assignments were changed to the fines of the

counties of Hertford, Oxford, Berks, Kent, Surrey,

Sussex, Gloucester, Southampton, and Wilts, with the

residue on the other counties if they should amount to

more—to be paid in three instalments by midsummer.
March 12th,'' license for the shipment of 1,800 sacks

was made to the Italians on payment of the custom of

forty shillings. Nevertheless, it was necessary on

March 26 th' to order the takers and purveyors to let

them get their wool out of the counties where it had

been assigned them. April ist, the order for the pay-

ment of the first instalment on the fines was sent to the

treasury.'' June 14th, another order was sent to

iC.C.R., 1339-41: 328. ^ Ihid., 539. ^ Ihid., 639. * Ibid., 649.
^ Ibid., 660. ^ Ibid., 606. "> Ibid., S99- ^ Ibid., 604. ^ Ibid., 611.

lOC.C.R., 1341-43: 117. ^^Ibid., 26. ^^Ibid., 36. ^^Ibid., 59.
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William de Edyngton.' By this time the Lombards
must have delivered £2,269 ^^^' ^^- beyond their

receipts from their assignments. A second writ occurs

on this date, containing the first allusion to the fact that

the two houses were being hard pressed. Their total

assignments on fifteen counties had been so slow in

coming in that the king now granted them 20,000
marks sterling " for the relief of their estate, which is

much depressed in these days by large payments made
and undertaken for him." Assignments on the wool
of the new grant were made them at once to

the extent of 1 5,000 marks." Again it was necessary to

go beyond the ordinary step of issuing writs of assign-

ment. July 1 5th, Peter de la Mare, John de Kynewell,

Hugh de Hastyngs, and Simon Simeon were appointed

to see that the king's commands were carried out/
The king was in earnest in trying to maintain the credit

of the Bardi and Peruzzi. July 27th* he issued an
order to the sheriff of Cornwall to see that the arrears

on the stampage of tin, granted the Lombards on the

7th of May, 1340, amounting to ;^2,499 4s., should be

paid. For the time being Edward seems to have been
successful. Writs of assignment were sent out, and
permits to export, showing that payments were received,

became more frequent. At last the two houses seem to

have tided over the crisis, but it was only the staunch

backing of the king against an apparent combination of

the English merchants and the royal officers, taking

advantage of the general discontent of the people over

the levy of the ninth, that prevented the Lombards
from going down before the rising tide of popular

feeling.

Edward continued to prepare for the renewal of

hostilities until the middle of August. On the 7th^ a

special purveyance of wool was ordered for the contem-
plated voyage of the king. However, preparations do

1 C.C.R., 1341-43: 164. 2 C.P.R., 1340-43 : 263. 3 Ibid., 247.
* C.C.R., 1341-43 : ^06, » C.P.R., 1340-43 : 274.
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not seem to have gone on very vigorously. Finally,

on September 27th/ the king sent out orders to the

sheriffs to proclaim the continuance of the truce until

June 24th following. Edward, very evidently, did not

want war during this year. He kept up preparations

for such an event, but he also seems to have been keep-
ing up active negotiations to secure the continuance of

the truce. Apparently he had no desire to repeat his

experiences outside Tournai. One writ of July 25th,

1 34 1,'' gives a slight inkling of the real situation, and
how far the English merchants, who had undertaken
the contracts in August, 1340, had been inspired by
patriotic motives. The king is making a gift of

twenty sacks of wool to Walter Prest, of Melton Mou-
bray, and Hugh Cokeheved, of Barton. The writ

states :
" The king, having consideration of this, that

they paid the 600 marks, at the time of his great

necessity, at the city of Tournai, when he was besieging

the same, when no other merchants of the realm, who
had bought wool of other counties on the like condition,

had been willing to pay anything for wool so bought by
them, but entirely infringed their covenants with

him . . .
."

Four days before the end of the time granted the king

for the exportation of the 20,000 sacks of 1340,
September 25th,' Edward sent notice to the collectors of

customs of the grant of forty shillings custom per sack

of wool of the spring parliament. This established the

custom of 46s. 8d. for English merchants, and 50s. for

foreigners. The Hanse merchants still continued to re-

ceive the extra half mark and ten shillings. Letters of

protection for shipments were issued as early as

September 7th.*

With the prolongation of the truce, Edward pro-

ceeded to clear off his remaining debts. October 9th,*

Hugh de Ulseby and four other merchants were re-

iR.F.,II.,pt.ii., 1 177. 2C.P.R., 1340-43: 258. 3C.C.R., 1341-43: 238.

* C.P.R., 1340-43 : 25- ^ C.C.R., 1341-43 296.
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quested to go on a bond to the duke of Guelders for

the payment of 40,000 gold florins before Christmas

of a total of 1 10,000 florins owed him by the king. Of
the money thus owed 40,000 florins were to be paid as

before stated; 35,000 florins by midsummer, 1342, on

the wool of Lincoln and Nottingham; and 35,000
florins by midsummer, 1343, on the customs of London,
Boston, Hull, Lynn, and Zuythouth/ The duke of

Guelders was the brother of Queen Philippa, and had
apparently been invaluable to Edward during the first

years of the war in acting as surety for his many loans;

his name is mentioned on many of the king's notes as

one of the guarantors of security. October i8th,*

further assignments were made to him. October 24th,

the king assigned ^10,000 to the merchants of Lucca
on " all fines, amercements, and issues forfeit adjudged

before the king in the Bench," in the counties of Nor-
folk, Sufl^olk, and Essex.' In December, Edward pre-

pared to take advantage of the permission of parliament*

to levy on alien priors and beneficed aliens. Eighty-

eight alien priors and thirty-nine beneficed aliens were

summoned on December 6th to meet the council on the

Octaves of Hilary following. At the same time orders

were sent out to the sherifl^s to warn the priors and
others included in the writs, residing in their counties,

of this same meeting."

It IS almost impossible to give any exact idea of the

amounts of the financial transactions of this year, as the

extant receipt rolls are defective and present no totals.

There are very few loans (mutuums) entered, and these

of small amounts. The issue rolls are small, the totals

of the two terms amounting to ;^ 18,728. The grants

for this year, which were quite large, were apparently

turned directly over to the English merchants; and since

these paid in their money to the staple at Bruges very

iC.P.R., 1340-43: 295: cf. ibid., 303; C.C.R., 1341-43: 439) 563, SH-
C.C.R., 1343-46:70, 182.

2 C.P.R., 1340-43: 303. 3 Ibid., 270. 4 R.P., IL, 131, No. 46.
5 C.C.R., 1341.43:358//.
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little of the grants of the year went through the London
office.

During the winter of 1341-42 trouble was steadily

maturing in Brittany over the disputed succession to the

duchy/ The Montfort faction allied themselves with

Edward, who was glad to find new friends against

Philip. In February, Edward began preparations for

an expedition"" that was to sail in March. March loth,'

the king received a loan of ;^ 1,000 from the Duchess.

At the same time he sent over Walter de Manny to take

charge of the county. There was also an attempt to coin

money there. It was not until June, however, that the

fleet arrived off Hennebont to relieve the hard-pressed

Duchess, who was besieged there.* The spring and
summer wore on with increasing bad feeling, and
finally, after sending a second expedition in August,

Edward proposed to take the field in person early in

October.^

The steady shipment of wool to the king's foreign

creditors continued during the first months of 1342.
The wool was delivered to the mayor of the staple at

Bruges, Hugh de Ulseby, who in turn superintended

the sales. The money thus received was turned over to

the king's receiver, William de Kelleseye, upon whom
the king issued drafts for wool and money. A writ

issued March i6th,* to the mayor and receiver gives a

very fair idea of their duties of inspecting and checking

the importation and sale of wool, while any one of the

numerous drafts explains the relations of the two.'

The licenses to export and the rebates on custom run on

about as usual, there being no grants in any way remark-

able for their size, or for a change of method. The
customs were still in the hands of the Hanse. April

2nd, they were ordered to give in their accounts since

Whitsuntide last.* That this action was taken as a

1 Tout, 352 //. « R.F., II., pt. ii., 1 187. 8 Ibid., 1 189. * Tout, 353.
« R.F., II., pt. ii., 121 1 and 1212. • C.C.R., 1341-43 : 393-
' Cf. also ibid. 227 for relation of two offices. * Ibid., 501.
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result of their own complaint is evident from a writ of

April loth.' The king then granted them the levies

due him, on the 10,000 sacks to be received by him in

1342, in the counties of Wilts, Southampton, Norfolk,

and Suffolk—about 1,343 sacks. The merchants com-
plained that they were unable to get sufficient returns

from their drafts on the customs, because of the king's

assignments to grandees. July 2oth,^ the order was re-

voked, and the assignment on the customs increased to

one mark per sack until January 24th.

During these months of comparative peace anyone

was allowed to export who paid the custom.' There
seems to have been a good deal of trouble about smug-
gling wool and embezzlement of receipts by the

collectors. Several commissions of inquest as to the

smuggling of wool had been sent out in the previous

year. January 21st,* the collectors of sixteen ports

(London and Kingston on Hull are not in the list) were
ordered to bring the seals of their office to London on
February 3rd and 15th following. March i8th, a long

list of writs of attachment was sent out"* against col-

lectors of wool, though on April 20th many of them
were released on agreeing to deliver an account of their

proceedings and stand trial.' The general charge was
brought by Hugh de Ulseby, the mayor of the staple

at Bruges, accusing the collectors of shipping under
weight.

The collection of the second instalment of the 30,000
sacks granted in 1341, 10,000 sacks, began in May.
May 5 th,' the sheriffs and assessors of wool were
ordered to attach all the wool to be found, so that every-

one should have a chance to buy wool pro rata for the

amount owed the king on the levy of 10,000 sacks.

May 15th,* the king found it necessary to warn the

sheriffs that he did not want to seize all the wool of the

country, but merely to stop the export of it, so that the

IC.P.R., 1340-43: 413- *Ihid., 415. 3C.C.R., 1341-43: 396,412.
* Ibid., 365. ^ Ibid., 493, 505-8. « Ibid., 539. "^ Ibid., 430. 8 /^,-j_^ ^^^^
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1O5OOO sacks might be levied. May iSth, the king be-

gan to make contracts for the sale of the wool.' The
first writ granted was to the Bardi. The Hanse and

other foreign merchants were likewise permitted to take

up wool, though the English merchants kept a large

proportion in their hands.

Thanks to the backing of the king the credit of the

Lombard houses seems to have been re-established. In

the latter part of January the Bardi and Peruzzi began

again exporting wool and receiving a rebate of thirty

shillings a sack in payment of the king's debts to them.'

March 22nd5 they were given a special order on some
English merchants who had been delinquent in deliver-

ing some contracted wool." April 15th, the treasury

was ordered to pay ;^2,ooo to the Peruzzi.'' April

28 th/ the king appointed John de Mounceux and

Francis Johan, sergeants-at-arms, to hasten the delivery

of the 1,199 sacks of wool granted the Bardi and

Peruzzi as payment for their 1 5,000 marks. The con-

tract undertaken by the Lombards on May i8th for the

sale of a portion of the 10,000 sacks has already been

mentioned. The total value was ;^i 1,282 4s. 4d. Of
this ;^5,3io 17s. 4d. was to go to the merchants in pay-

ment of old debts, and the remainder was to be paid to

the earls of Arundel and Huntingdon' for their wages,

and to Clays le Due, of Brussels, for a loan of

^660 9s. 8d., for which the king and the earl of Derby

were responsible. The hostility of the people to the

Lombards is shown in the careful guarantees given by

the king for the collection of the wool. This is in

marked contrast to the contract with the English mer-

chants, where the only promise is that of a monopoly of

the market for the 10,000 sacks, and a guarantee that

the king will not arrest their ships for the use of his

armies.' By July 8th the Lombards were beginning to

1 C.C.R., 1341-43 : 542 //. ^ Ibi<^n 410, 378, 4i4> 421, 417-

3 Ibid., 406. * Ibid., 421. » C.P.R., 1340-43 : 454.
6 Cf. also C.C.R., 1341-43: 535- ' -^^'^-^ 54^-
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make shipments/ July 13th, they undertook another

contract to the value of ^'7,600, of which they were to

have ;^2,533 6s. 8d. on the sum owin^ them/ For

this contract the chancellor, treasurer, and keeper of the

privy seal bound themselves as security. July 20th and

30th orders for fresh instalments on the grant on the

fines were given them.^ The popular opposition,

though, seems still to have remained very bitter, for on
August 20th'' and 26th^ it was again necessary to issue

special writs to secure the payment of these assignments.

Towards the middle of the summer the king began to

prepare to take part in the war in Brittany. March
20th,' he had sent out order to the bailiffs of all the

ports to watch for French spies. June 20th,'

142 merchants were summoned to meet him at West-
minster on the 8 th of July. Merchants had been

summoned several times before,' and the chief business

accomplished seems to have been to accelerate the taking

up of the contracts for the sale of the 10,000 sacks.'

Thus preparations for war were going on in earnest.

July 20th,"' the earl of Northampton was commissioned
to raise a loan of ^40,000, and on the 21st" the

treasurer in Acquitaine was forbidden to pay back debts

from moneys raised for the conduct of the war. The
change in the assignment to the Hanse merchants

occurred at this time. September i6th," the assign-

ment on the fines given the Lombards was divided with

John de Pulteney for a new loan. September 5th, the

Bardi and Peruzzi undertook to lend the king 12,000
florins of the shield, ;^2,ooo sterling, to be paid to Paul
de Monte Florum." August 21st, the merchants of

Lucca were granted twenty shillings on the custom of

every sack shipped from England until midsummer."

iC.C.R., 1441-43: 561. ^ Ibid., 545. ^ Ibid., <,J7.
* C.P.R., 1340-43 : 507. ^ C.C.R., 1341-43 : 649- « Ihid., 485.
' Report on the Dignity of a Peer, IV., 540. ^ C.C.R., 1341-43 : 477.
9 Ibid., 464. 10 R.F., II., pt. ii., 1206. " Ibid., 1205.
^«C.C.R., 1341-43: 583.
13C.P.R., 134C-43: 507. C.C.R., 1341-43- 619. i*C.P.R., 1340-43: 521-
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In October and December the convocation met and
granted a tenth/ October 20th, the king wrote the

archbishop of Canterbury thanking him for the grant,

and requesting the clergy to make the delivery of their

grant shorter/ The king apparently tried to realise

upon the grant at once, for on November 12th he sent

out requests to thirteen bishops and twenty-three abbots
to lend him ;^2oo apiece/ In December—the 31st

—

a systematic attempt was made to levy on alien mer-
chants by placing them on the same footing as English
merchants/

In general the year 1342 shows a decrease in the

hostility manifested in 1340 and 1341 to foreign

merchants. The Hanse merchants seem to have come
through the crisis unharmed, while by midsummer the

Lombard houses were again on their feet. The English
merchants as yet were certainly not to be depended on.

Trials and imprisonments for embezzlement and smug-
gling were frequent, as is shown by the many com-
missions of investigation. The foreign merchants may
have charged high interest for their money, but at least

they could be depended upon to deliver the loans, while

of the English merchants who contracted to sell 20,000
sacks of wool for the king in the fall of 1340 apparently

only two made any payments. The same difficulties

were encountered in the following year. In January
there seems to have occurred a wholesale prosecution of

the men who took up wool contracts in the fall of 1340.'

On July 6th the sheriff of York was ordered to seize the

goods and attach the person of Hardlevus de Barton, one

of the first to come before the council of 1340 to request

a contract for handling wool.' October loth, there were

similar seizures for failure to deliver wool for the wages
of the troops on the Scottish border.^ It was the supine-

1 Stubbs, II., 411, n. 2. 2C.C.R., 1341-43: (iTJ. ^ Ihid., 684.
* Fines, 142, m. 2. * C.C.R., 1341-34: 362.
* August 20th, seizure of William de la Pole. October 28th, Audit

Accovmts. Ibid.., 656, 672. '' Ibid.^ 699.
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ness of these merchants that was largely responsible for

the failure of the siege of Tournai. This might have
been excusable. But the failure to fulfil their contracts

to furnish money to the northern troops brands these

merchants as guilty of the most contemptible and short-

sighted selfishness. Edward, whose wrath had first been
turned upon the council, turned now all the more hotly

upon the English merchants, with whom he had been
formerly lenient. Not all the cases can be traced on
the records to the punishment of the culprits. How-
ever, on November 25th,' 1343, fines amounting to

4,000 marks were levied on the king's ministers in

Sufi^olk on the charge of extortion.

For the Michaelmas term of 16 Edward III. there

are no totals on the receipt rolls, and the mutuums,
though thirty-two in number, amount only to about

;^8,ooo.'' In the Easter term, when Edward was
preparing for the October campaign in Brittany, the

receipts swell to ^60,618 i6s. 3^d.' The mutuums
amount to £^,^<^i 3s. 4d.

January 19th, the truce of Malestroit was concluded,

which lasted for nearly two years,* and in the spring

Edward returned to England. February 20th, the

sheriffs, the bishop of Durham, the justiciaries of
Ireland, Chester, and Wales, and the warden of the

Cinque Ports were ordered to proclaim a truce with

France until Michaelmas 1346.'' Shortly afterwards a

truce was concluded with Scotland for the same period.*

1 Fines 143, m. 7. 2 r.r.a. 167, R.R.P. 229. 3 r.r.A. 165.
* Tout, 355.

s R.F., II., pt. ii., 1219. « Ibid., 1225.



CHAPTER V
THE VICTORY OF THE ENGLISH AND THE FALL OF THE

LOMBARDS

The second attack on the Lombards—the Parliament of 1344

—

the formation of the English companies—the displacement of

the Hanse—the redemption of the crown—the centralisation

of the English company—the new coinage of 1344—the fall

of the Lombards—the diplomacy of the Hanse.

As soon as Edward left England on his expedition to

Brittany, the latent hostility to the two Lombard houses

—the Bardi and Peruzzi—broke out with even greater

violence than before. In the parliaments of 1340 and

1 34

1

these bankers had been the subject of violent

attacks. Their aid, however, had saved Edward in

Flanders, and had enabled him to return to England in

November, 1340, and after that they had continued to

advance him the money that had enabled him for a

while to face the reform party. In return, Edward had
protected them from parliament. Finally, by reason of

the impending hostilities in the summer of 1341,
Edward had yielded to Archbishop Stratford, but had

succeeded in protecting the Lombards. The latter seemed

about to regain their lost ground, when in the fall of

1342 trouble broke out again. The English merchants

were more determined than ever to handle their own
business. October 19th, a commission was appointed

to investigate the accounts of the Bardi and Peruzzi.

Yet in spite of the growing disfavour on December
23rd' the Lombards received an order on the treasury

for ;^2,ooo on the new clerical tenth in payment of the

loan of 12,000 florins of Florence for the king's

passage to Brittany. However, January 24th, the com-

iCC.R., 1341-43:619.
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mission was appointed that lasted for two years, and
finally wound up the accounts of the merchants.

Robert de Wodehaus, Archdeacon of Richmond, John
de Pulteney, William de Stowe, W^illiam de

Brocklesby, Gervase de Wylford, William de Kirkeby,

Ivo de Clynton, William de Northwell, and Robert de

Pleseley were appointed to inquire into the accounts of

the merchants of the societies of Bardi and Peruzzi,

Achioli, Albertini, and other merchant strangers, " of

wools, jewels, money, and all other things of the king

received in parts beyond the seas as well as within the

seas, from the beginning of 20 Edward II. to the present

time."' Few payments seem to have been made to them
during the spring pending the report of this com-
mission. The Bardi and Peruzzi probably did not do
much lending to private individuals, for the acknow-
ledgments of indebtedness by private persons are rare.

This is pretty well shown by the fact that during this

period, when they were hardest pressed for money, but
one or two payments of the kind are enrolled.

On February 24th,'' Edward summoned parliament to

meet him at Westminster on the Quinzain after Easter,

to consider the truce with France. When parliament

met the storm broke. After approving of the truce,

one of the first acts was to consider the taxing of

resident aliens. Apparently as soon as the protecting

presence of the king had been removed, the council

had revived the old law that any foreign merchant

resident in the country over forty days was to be

heavily taxed. The parliament, after consideration, re-

solved to apply this law to its fullest extent.' At the

same time the merchants* complained that the English

merchants were impoverished by the Bardi and Peruzzi

and other foreign companies, who held the greater part

of the goods of the English merchants in their hands.*

1 C.P.R., I340-43-- 588; cf. also C.C.R., 1343-46: 99, 45, ^06.

2 C.C.R., 1343-46: 94 //. ' R.P., 11;, 137.
* The merchants seem to have met simultaneously but separately. Ibid.,

143, 57. 5 Ibid., 58.
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The next act was to consider the question of money.
Complaint was made of the importation of false money,
and the consequent harmful effect upon trade. A new
coinage was arranged for.' The great question was that

of securing an adequate supply of bullion. Since

England did not produce precious metals in any appre-

ciable quantity, all that was used had to be obtained by
importation. A favourite device had been to place the

onus of this upon the merchants by compelling each

merchant upon exporting wool to deposit a certain

amount of silver plate to be coined into sterling money.
The inconvenience arising therefrom was so great that

the plan was generally given up as soon as adopted.

However, the parliament determined to try it again.'

March 14th, the king had found it necessary to order

the acceptance of gold money at the price current in

Flanders in lieu of the more popular sterling silver

money in payment of custom.' Evidently, there was

not sufficient money to meet the needs of exchange.

Parliament also took up the question of the regula-

tion of the wool trade. The first act was to establish

a new rate for the purchase of wool,* for which the

merchants petitioned.'' The Commons petitioned for

the abolition of the forty-shilling custom rate, on the

ground that it cut down the price of wool in England.*

Apparently the merchants granted this rate anew, for it

is entered as being conceded to the king until Michael-

mas, and thereafter for three years.' The king replied

to the petition that it was the merchants who paid the

custom, and that it did not affect the commoner. This

was quite true. The monopoly of the source enabled

the merchants to keep the price in Flanders and Brabant

at the rate they pleased. Various provisions were then

made for the collection of the customs. The petition

of the merchants for the establishment of a staple in

England is especially to be noted. Their chief reason

~iR.p.,ii., 137, h; 138, 15. ^ Ibid., 16. 3 C.C.R., 1343-46: 37- ^
* R.P., II., 138, 17. « Ibid., 143, 58. • Ibid., 140, 28. 7 Ibid., 138, 18.
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for this proposal was that it would shift the loss of goods

by wreck and by piracy on to the shoulders of the

foreign merchants. If, however, it could not be

granted, they asked that all ports should be open to

export, and that reliable customs officials should be

appointed/ The complaint against the Lombard mer-
chants has been mentioned. They also obtained the

grant that those merchants to whom the king was in-

debted for their wool seized at Dordrecht, should have
an allowance of twenty shillings on the custom of their

wool in payment of the same. These claims also were
to be transferable, and the claims of deceased merchants

were to be acknowledged. One request, that foreign

merchants should not be allowed to ship wool in large

quantities to the staple, in order to undersell the Eng-
lish, not only shows the hostility of the English to the

foreigners, but also the advantage that the latter, with

their organised capital, had over the unorganised

English. They further requested that the small towns

of Flanders, which were excluded from the market by
the three large towns, should also be permitted to buy
wool.^

That something more was done than is suggested in

the bare rolls of parliament is evident from the writs

issued at this time. A most intense struggle was going

on between the English, Lombard, and Hanse mer-
chants. The former were more than ever determined

to get affairs into their own hands, and were endeavour-

ing to oust their competitors. Since 1337 the English

had had a good deal of experience. Though Edward
had then tried to bring about the very situation which

they now forced upon him, they had, in 1337 and 1340,
twice failed lamentably when he had trusted them. But
the experience had brought out leaders, who now shortly

appear as the organisers of the new movement. On the

day after parliament assembled a contract was drawn up
between the king and twelve merchants, " elected and

1 R.P., II., 143, 58. « Ibid.
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attorned with full power by the community of the mer-

chants of England who came to Westminster before the

council by writs directed to them on Friday after the

close of Easter last, to confirm an allowance granted by
the king to the said community for certain debts due
to them for wool taken from them at Durdraght for the

king's use." The indenture then recites the allowance

of half the custom of forty shillings for a year, and of

one half mark for the second and third years, afterwards

made in parliament, and provided regulations for the

exporting of wool to the staple. The points of export

were limited to Newcastle, Kingston on Hull, Boston,

Lynn, Great Yarmouth, London, Southampton, and

Bristol'—a situation that had practically obtained since

the previous September.''

Since 1340, portions of the customs receipt had been

in the hands of the Hanse merchants, and since August

2 1 St, 1342,' the merchants of Lucca had had an allow-

ance of twenty shillings on the forty shillings subsidy.

May 20th, 1343, the Hanse merchants loaned Edward

45,000 florins with the shield, of which he agreed to

repay ^2,000 by midsummer, ^4,000 during August,

and the balance by Michaelmas.* Each florin of the

shield was reckoned at 43d. In case the king failed

in his payments the merchants were to have ten shillings

of the subsidy for their loan. During the next month,

however, there must have been a strenuous opposition

raised by the English merchants to allowing the customs

to continue longer in foreign hands. June 22nd,° the

collectors of London, Kyngston on Hull, Boston, and

Southampton were ordered to stop payment by mid-

summer following—June 24th. There is pretty good

evidence that the English merchants were organising

during this period. June 25th, Thomas de Melchburn,

a merchant of Lynn,* was appointed mayor of the

ic.CR., 1343-46: 217. ^ibid., 1341-43: S^• "C.P.R., 1340-43: 52»-

*C.P.R., 1343-45: 105- ^C.C.R., 1343-46 : 136.

«C.C.R., 1341-43: 694.
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staple on election by the merchants of England/ At
the same date'' Hugh de Ulseby, the old mayor, and the

constables of the staple were notified of the proceedings,

and Hugh was ordered to deliver the archives into

Melchburn's hands. July 8th, a definitely organised

company of English merchants, which, from its

membership, seems to have been developed from the

Dordrecht claimants, took over the entire customs of the

realm, except the prize and custom of wine at two
shillings per tun,' and 400 sacks still due on the grant of

30,000 sacks to the king. The merchants were to re-

ceive the half mark custom and the special subsidy of

forty shillings granted for three years, in return for

which they were to pay to the king the receipts of the

customs in the following manner :—1,000 marks to the

treasurer of the wardrobe on every month of twenty-

eight days, and the remainder in four quarterly instal-

ments. Learning the lesson of the previous years from
the king's arbitrary manipulation of the wool trade, the

merchants kept the appointment of the customers and
the custody of the seals in their own hands. More-
over, if at any time the king should interfere with the

legitimate flow of trade by an embargo or by seizing

ships for his use, the merchants were to have allowance

on their payments to the crown for the decrease in the

export resulting from such an act of the crown. The
merchants were to have the privilege of buying up
Dordrecht claims. The king agreed to instruct his

justices to free them from the duties of assizes, juries,

and inquisitions. It was also stipulated that in case any
of the goods of the merchants were seized abroad, the

king should protect them from damages. Also they

were to have all necessary writs and commissions quit of

the fee for the seal, provided that each person should

pay for his writs*—probably the expense for parchment

1 C.P.R., 1343-46: 43. ^ C.C.R., 1343-45/ Jo.
2 By September loth this was also in their h ands. Fines 143, m. 8.

^C.C.R., 1343-45: 266.
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and wax. At the same time the king made a special

contract granting these merchants a " moiety " of the

forfeitures that should come to him for wool sold under
the price agreed upon in the last parliament. The pro-

fit derived by the merchants must have come from the

handling of the surplus of the receipts over i,ooo marks
per month, since half the forfeitures alone could hardly

have been enough to have made the business worth their

efforts. Another possible profit, however, was in selling

the wool with which most of the customs were paid,

and this, after all, owing to the scarcity of cash, was pro-

bably the main source of profit to the merchants.

The business of winding up the accounts of the foreign

merchants continued. From time to time special pay-

ments had been made on moneys due to the Lombards'
and to the Hanse. July loth, the treasurer and barons

of the Exchequer were ordered to audit the accounts of

the Hanse.^ A settlement was made in the next ten

days. July 20th, the collectors of the ports of London,
Boston, Newcastle, Kingston on Hull, Great Yar-

mouth, Southampton, Lynn, and Bristol were ordered

to deliver ten shillings from the custom of each sack of

wool, and twenty shillings for each last of hides to the

Hanse merchants in payment of the sums owed them by
the king."*

With the settlement of the Hanse claims the king

next proceeded to carry out the contracts entered into

with the merchants and the reforms granted to the

parliament. July i6th, the king issued writs amount-
ing to ^44,796 13s. 2d.* to 221 merchants having

claims for their wool seized at Dordrecht. July 20th,

the collectors of the eight ports from which export was

permitted were ordered to take security from all who
wished to ship wool, that they would take their wool to

Bruges in Flanders, and nowhere else.* July 28 th, the

collectors were ordered to deliver all proceeds of the

1 C.C.R., 1343-45: 59, 167. 162. ^Ibid.j 159. ^Ibid., 74; cf. ibid., 190.

*Ibid., 138. ^Ibil, 77.
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customs, excepting the assignments to the Hanse, to

William de Melchburn and Walter de Cheriton,
" attorneys of certain merchants of the realm."' The
English merchants, however, seemed determined to

have the entire customs in their hands, and refused to

pay the Hanse the sums due them. December i6th,

the king ordered the treasury in a resigned way " to do
what is just " for Henry Mudpenying and the Hanse
merchants after viewing their claims.'' December
26th, the king gave them a receipt for his great crown,

which they had received from Paul de Monte Florum
on the delivery of the 45,000 gold crowns contracted

for in the spring. The king expressed his gratitude,

and acquitted them from all actions that might be

brought against them on previous accounts, excepting

the recent assignments on the customs."* The actual

delivery was not made until spring. March loth,

1344, Thomas and William de Melchburn were
appointed to receive the crown from Conrad Clippyng,

and bring it to England " secretly and safely."* The
good will of the king toward the Hanse cannot be

doubted, but the possession of the great crown must
have been a factor in forcing the English merchants to

come to a final settlement. This occurred February

15th, 1344, when the English merchants bought up
the last assignments to the Hanse."

During the latter half of the year Edward made a

thorough attempt to get at the property of resident

aliens." July 12th, the Cistercian and Premonstra-

tensian orders' had been directed to bring all the dues

which they owed to their superiors to the Exchequer.

October 26th, Edward ordered the sheriffs to take into

the king's hands all the property of such alien priors

and beneficed aliens as had hitherto escaped taxation.*

Finally, on November 15 th, the king sent out orders

iCCR., 1343-45
^ Ibid., 215. 5 7
* Fines 143, m. 5

, ,^^j ^y. 78. ^Ibid., 264. 3C.P.R., 1343-46: 154.
* Ibid., 215. « Ibid., 206. « Ch. Misc., 18/2. ' C.C.R., 1343-46: 74.
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to the mayor of London to raise a loan of ;^i,ooo

from the Lombard merchants/

The formal mutuums of the year from October ist,

1342, to September 29th, 1343, are, in general, small,

save for the second week. In that time there are receipts

for ;^63,299 received from William de la Pole/ Of
the ;^6 5,000 spent during the week ending October
19th, ^61,000 were drawn out for the expedition in

Brittany, as coming from William de la Pole/ The
receipt rolls give a sum of ;^63,299 thus raised,*

^21,709 were paid for lands sold to him, leaving

;^4i,590 as coming from moneys due the crown from
him on back accounts. The chief event of the year,

however, was the recovery of the English merchants

from the disaster resulting in the Dordrecht seizures and

their establishing themselves in control of the customs.

By August 30thL the new association of English mer-

chants was undertaking to pay off some of the king's

foreign debts. Their purchase of the claims of the

Hanse in February of the following year has been

mentioned.

The beginning of the year 1344 was marked by the

payment of one of the most important of the debts

contracted by Edward in 1339. February 27th and
March i8th,' 1339, the king had contracted through

the bishop of Lincoln with Baldwin, Archbishop of

Treves, Reynold, Count of Guelders, and others for

their assistance " to the Holy Roman Empire and the

king " for 6 1 ,000 gold florins of Florence, to be paid

by Vivelin Rufus, a " Jew, of Strasburgh," before Palm
Sunday, and 50,000 florins to be paid before mid-

summer, payment whereof was secured by the delivery

of the crown of England as a pledge. April 9th, the

king acknowledged his indebtedness to that same

Vivelin for 340,000 florins of Florence, to be paid

1 Fines, 142, m. 5. 2 R.R.p., 290, m. 3.

3 See J. H. Ramsay, Accounts of Edward III., Antiquary I., 156 //.

* R.R.P., 290, C/., also C.C.R., 1341-43 : 656.

5C.P.R., 1343-46: 115- «C.P.R., 1339-41: 371-
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within two months after Michaelmas on the forfeit of

something like two per cent, a month for three months,

and thereafter four per cent. This contract must have

fallen through, for the next extant writs speak of the

writ as being cancelled.' August 12th, 1339, the Bardi

paid 2,000 florins, " de I'escu," to the merchants of
Cologne.'' This gives some ground to the theory that

the loan for subsidising the archbishop was raised at

Cologne, and the crown pledged to him as payment.

The next payment must have been made to the arch-

bishop in the summer of 1340. May 17th', Anthony
Bache received an assignment on the ninth and fifteenth

in Berks, Buckingham, and Rutland for loans in pay-

ment of various debts of the king, among which were

25,000 florins of Florence, and 9,756 florins " de
I'escu " due for the king's crown, the queen's crown,

and another smaller crown pledged at Cologne.

August 20th, however, the king drew ;^2,ooo on the

money assigned to Bache, promising to give him other

assignments for the amount.^ August 9th, Anthony
Bathemus—Bache—of Genoa, and two others under-

took to pay 22,000 florins of Florence by the feast of
St. Bartholomew, August 24th, under the pain of
certain forfeits. They also guaranteed that the

Portenarii' should pay 3,000 florins at the same date.*

Only a portion of this 22,000 florins was paid, for on
September 7th the contract was renewed until the feast

of St. Remigius, October ist.

There the matter seems to have rested until 1342.
On February 14th the king wrote to the "judges,
shweffen, consuls, and university of the city of
Cologne," apologising for the delay in payment, and
stating that he had directed Paul de Monte Florum and
his merchants in Flanders to make the necessary pay-

ments at once.' At the same time he wrote to eight

citizens of Cologne who had apparently furnished the

I C.P.R., 1339-41: 371. 2/^»i.,39i. ^Ibid.,S34- *C.C.R., 1339-41:510.
5 Report on R.F., App. C, loz. « Ibid.^ 203. "^ Ibid., 104.
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money for subsidising the archbishop, on the default of

Vivelin Rufus, of Strasburg. He thanked them for

their patience in not disposing of the crowns, stating

that he had supposed he had made sufficient provision

for redeeming them. He also spoke of Monte Florum.
February 20th, he wrote to Paul de Monte Florum,
requesting him to make the necessary payments. He
also wrote to Hugh de Ulseby, the mayor of the staple,

and to William de Kelleseye, the receiver of the king's

moneys.' From this time forth there follow a succes-

sion of assignments of wool to Monte Florum with

permission to export for the redemption of the crown.

May 28 th, the Portenarii were given an order on the

treasury for ;^2,o5o'' for the redemption of the two
crowns of Queen Philippa, and in part payment of back

debts." Their work seems to have been rapidly com-
pleted. August 15th, William de Cusance, the

treasurer, William de Edyngton, William de Stowe,

and Gervase de Wylford were ordered to audit the

account of the Portenarii.* November i8th this was
balanced, and their account closed.

Monte Florum, however, was not able to wind up his

affairs so quickly. The settlement of the account of

the Portenarii enabled him to get the crown out of the

hands of Bartholomew Burghersh, one of the council,

in whose safe-keeping it seems to have been entrusted

after August, 1340, when the Portenarii and Anthony
Bache paid the 22,000 florins. October I2th^

Burghersh received acquittance from the king for the

delivery of the crown. But in spite of large shipments

of wool, Monte Florum does not seem to have had

sufficient money on hand. September 5th, 1342, the

king contracted with the Bardi and Peruzzi to furnish

him ;^2,ooo sterling, or 12,000 florins de l'6cu,* but

very little of this was paid.

iC.C.R., 1341-43: 478. ^ Ibid., 29^' ^ Corrected, £2,500. Cf.ibid.^$29'

*7*tW., 429. Pipe Roll, No. 187, m. 45. * C.P.R., 1340-43 : 531.

•C.P.R., 1340-43: 507-
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The king was in debt to Simon de Hales to the extent

of ;^ 1 0,500/ In August, 1340, the Bardi and Peruzzi

had undertaken to pay off this with the proceeds of the

ninth assigned them, and on June 14th, 1341,^ an order

was given to William de Edyngton, general receiver

of the ninth south of the Trent, to deliver the amounts
contracted for. The attack on the Lombards by the

English, however, seems to have prevented the fulfil-

ment of this contract on their part; so that Monte
Florum was compelled to place the crown in the hands

of Hales as security for the payment of the moneys yet

due him.' Again there was a delay. Finally, in May,

1343, Edward was able to secure a loan of 45,000
florins with the shield from the Hanse for the release of

the crown, ;^2,ooo to be paid by midsummer, and

^4,000 during August, and the balance by Michaelmas.*

This was the loan made in the spring of 1343, when the

Hanse were endeavouring to keep the control of the

customs in their hands. In due time the sum total,

;^7,5oo, was received by Monte Florum, who seems

to have secured the crown from Simon de Hales. This

must have been made after the surrender of the crown

by Monte Florum, as it does not appear on his account.

At the same time the king made an attempt to get the

crown into his hands. July 9th,' Hugh de Ulseby and

Philip de Weston were appointed to secure the delivery

of the crown. But the Hanse apparently, though

Monte Florum makes no record of having given it to

them,* insisted on getting the crown into their hands as

security for the payment of their loans. December
26th,' the king gave the Hanse a receipt for the crown,

but it does not seem to have passed immediately to his

hands. The first intimation of this situation is the

appointment of Thomas de Melchburn and his brother

on March loth,' 1344, to receive the great crown from

iR.P., II., 121.26; C.C.R., 1339-41: 614. 2C.C.R., 1341-43: 171.
3 Ex. K.R. Accounts, 390/6. * C.P.R., 1343-46: 105.
° C.P.R., 1343-46: 57. ® Ex. K.R. Accounts, 390/6.
^ C.P.R., 1343-46: 154- « Ibid., 215.
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" Conrad Clippyng and his fellow merchants of

Almain "—the Hanse—in their custody for moneys due
them. April 24th,' the crown was ordered to be de-

livered to the treasury, and April 25 th, William de
Melchburn was given a life annuity of £^o on the

port of Boston for the safe delivery of the crown.'

February 5th/ and again March 5th/ a commission had
been appointed to examine the accounts of Monte
Florum, concerning the redemption of the crown and
the king's other jewels, and April 24th, the account was
turned over to the barons of the treasury to be audited.

April 26th,'' by a writ of Privy Seal, Edward ordered the

treasury to make such payments as were due him,

which seem to have amounted to ;^2,63i 13s. lod.,

advanced from his own resources either for direct pay-

ments on the loan, or for his expenses. Monte Florum
was not acquitted of his account until July loth, 13455*

but the payments due him on the balance apparently

dragged on long after that time.' The crown itself, in

spite of the order of April, 1344, does not seem to have

been actually deposited in the treasury until the 1 6th of

June, 1345, when the memoranda of the treasury con-

tain an entry of deposit, together with the " second "

crown.' The third crown mentioned in the contracts

of 1339 had been redeemed in September, 1342.'

April 30th,'° 1344, the treasury was ordered to account

with the Melchburns, and make them assignments for

their expenses.

The appointment of the English merchants as the

king's special emissaries to receive the crown and the

efficient discharge of duties on their part are indicative

oi the position to which they had arisen during the past

year. That they were beginning to undertake loans for

iC.C.R., 1343-45: 302- ^ Ibid., 2^2. 3C.P.R., 1343-46: 276.

*Ibid., 285. ^Ex. K.R. Accounts, 390/6.
«C.P.R., 1343-46: 527. 'Ex. K.R. Accounts, 390/6.
® Palgrave, Sir F., " Antient Kalendars and Inventories of the Treasury,"

I., 156.
» C.C.R., 1341-43: 583. '° C.C.R., 1343-46: 373.
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the king has already been mentioned. These loans,

though small at first,' soon increased in size. On
February ist, Thomas de Melchburn was given a writ

of aid to make scrutiny of all customable merchandise at

Ypres, Ghent, and Bruges.' March 3rd, the Hanse
were ordered to give all parts of the king's customs

seals in their possession to William de Melchburn.''

Apparently they had kept the seals as some kind of

security for the dues which the English merchants re-

fused to pay. March 20th,* the two Melchburns and

eleven others were given letters of protection to trade

in England for two years. April loth, there is a receipt

of the wardrobe for 1,000 marks from the English

merchants'—an instalment on their contract of the

previous year. June 4th, the collectors of the eight

ports and of Yarmouth, which seems to have been

opened to the export of wool during the year, were

ordered to account with the merchants by midsummer.'

The first parliament since the rise of the English

merchants to power met in the early summer of 1344.

April 20th, the king had sent out writs summoning
parliament to meet on the Octaves of Trinity.' It met

June 7th-28th.'' The first and most important business

was the general state of affairs with France. The king

recited the breaches of the truce on the part of France

that had occurred during the year, and requested an

aid.' After deliberation the parliament requested him
to make a lasting peace, or, if that was impossible, to

attack France with all his force." In preparation for the

latter, the Commons granted two-fifteenths from the

shires, and two-tenths from the towns, to be paid in two

years, while the grandees agreed to follow the king to

war. The clergy of Canterbury, who were meeting at

the same time, granted a triennial tenth. Parliament

requested that the money levied beyond the Trent

1 C.P.R., 1343-45: 156. 2 C.C.R., 1343-46: 339. ® I^id., 287.

*C.P.R., 1343-45: 225. 5F., 144, m. 21. «C.C.R., 1343-45: 376.
7 Ibid., 368. 8 Stubbs, II., 414.2. »R.P., II., 147.6, 7. ^^Ibid., 148.8.
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should be used for the prosecution of the Scottish war.*

The parliament petitioned' that the passage of the sea

should be open to all merchants, that the forced sale of

wool should be abolished, together with the statute

prices,' which the king granted.* They also complained
against the attempt of the Flemish cities to monopolise
the market of English wool by preventing the sale.'

As Edward had already protested against this mono-
poly,' he granted the request readily/ Parliament

also obtained the request to have money coined, and
that among other places a mint be established at York.

The chief importance of this parliament, aside from
the renewal of the war, is from the light that it throws

on the conduct of affairs under the ascendency of the

English merchants. Though there are the usual com-
plaints against the purveyance, maltoltes, and other

abuses, yet all seem contented with the management of

the finances. At the same time the government was
settling up past accounts. After the adjournment of

parliament there seems to have been a special meeting

of the council and of the justices of the realm on July

13th. One of the first acts of this body was to grant

a new trial to William de la Pole and Reginald de

Conductu, on the ground that the procedure of the

Exchequer had been too harsh and capricious.' Since

the return of Edward to England in November of

1340, and his attack on Stratford, de la Pole had been

more or less under a cloud. He seems to have been

formally accused of embezzlement before the king's

bench in the spring of 1341.' The chief matter in

question was the accounting for the wool seized at Dor-
drecht. Various commissions of audit were appointed.

In the fall of 1342 and the spring of 1343, when de la

Pole paid the crown ^63,000, and received large

grants of land, he was apparently back in good grace.

1 R.P., II., 148.8, 9, 10. ^Ibid.. 12. 3 Ibid., 1 5 1 . 1 6. * Ibid., 1 56.49.
^ Ibid., 148.12, 15. «C.P.R., 1343-45: 277. 'R.P., II., 150.5.

8 Ibid., 154.40: C.P.R., 1343-45: 405-
» Year Book, 1 5 Edward III., 188.
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De Conductu appears as one of the fermors of the

customs in 1343. The principals were therefore back

in royal favour for at least two years before the final

settlement was made in 1344. April 27th/ the last of

the lands taken away from de la Pole were restored to

him. As a result of the act of the council stated above,

a commission of investigaton was appointed July 28 th/

and on August 22nd/ 1344, the two merchants were
acquitted of their accounts. The principal charge

against them was the receipt of 2,500 sacks of smuggled
wool. From this they were acquitted. The second

charge was a naive attempt upon the part of the officers

to force the two merchants to account for double the

amount of wool, because they had acknowledged the

receipt of 10,000 sacks of wool in England, and then

10,000 sacks at Dordrecht. The Exchequer stub-

bornly refused to consider that this was the same 10,000
sacks that had been shipped from England to Dordrecht.

During the summer of 1344 some changes were
going on among the body of English merchants. De
la Pole seems to have formally retired from active life

with his acquittance in August, though he must have

been practically out of active business for some time

before that. The question was, who should succeed to

his place of leadership of the merchant class. Thomas
de Melchburn and Walter de Cheriton had forged

pretty well to the front since 1343, when they appeared

as the leaders of the English merchants in securing a

settlement ofthe Dordrecht claims, and finally in getting

control of the customs themselves. De Cheriton,

however, though active, does not seem to have been
able to equal Melchburn's position as leader of the

farmers of the customs. These new financiers were
in a better position to overcome the passive resistance

that had been common during the times of the contracts

with the foreign merchants. June 4th,* the collectors of

iC.C.R., 1343-46: 3". 2C.P.R., 1343-45:405.
3 C.C.R., 1343-46 : 423. Cf. also a vacated writ on 409. * Ibid.^ 376.
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customs were ordered to account with the Melch-
burns by midsummer—June 24th. August 12th/

William de Melchburn and de Cheriton were em-
powered to arrest all collectors who had not yet sent in

their accounts. This prompt action was sure to secure

a better handling of the receipts, and a more stable

income. Then on i^ugust 20th,'' Reginald de Conductu
and twenty other merchants were released from their

contract for the customs, the latter apparently remain-

ing in the hands of Thomas and William de Melch-
burn and of Walter de Cheriton and a few others.

Whether there was any connection between the two
events is hard to state. The increasing enterprise of

the company after this date, however, would seem to

show that it had got rid of a lot of dead wood. The
English association hitherto seems to have been com-
posed of men of importance from different localities,

many of them collectors of customs. Now, however,

affairs were consolidated into the hands of a few

capitalists. December 3rd, Conductu and Adam
Lucas, one of the merchants released on August 20th,

are addressed as collectors of the port of London, and

ordered to make an accounting for their receipts.'

One of the things for which parliament had asked in

1343 and 1344 was the establishment of a mint.* This

marks the entrance of another Italian company into the

field of English finance—the Asti, or merchants of Ast.

Their leader, Mathew Canaceon, or Canachon, had

been conspicuous in some previous work." May 20th,*

1344, he was given the contract for minting the new
coins for a loan of ;^40,ooo—^20,000 to be paid to the

Peruzzi and to other creditors of the king through

notes of the wardrobe, and ^'20,000 to the king's

creditors in Gascony. For this ;^40,ooo the king

granted three parts of the profits arising fi-om the king's

1 C.P.R., 1343-45: 336.
f
ibid., 340. 8 C.C.R., 1343-46: 481.

* For remark on insufficiency of money for trade cf. Polychronicon,

Ranulph Higden, R.S., 335.
5C.P.R., 1343-45: 211. «C.C.R., 1343-46: 389.
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stamps of the gold or silver, which might be taken in

bullion or plate to the said stamps, to the value of

;^40,ooo—the contracting merchants alone having the

privilege of bringing in the bullion. Payment was to

be made to the merchants as fast as they should turn

over the king's back notes. Apparently, their profits

were to be made in the differences between the value of

the bullion and the face value of their coins.' By June
20th,'' they had already bought up bills to ^"500, and

the keeper of the Tower was ordered to credit them
with the amount. This was renewed October 25th.'

July 9th,* the king provided for the new coinage by

engaging Percival de Porche, " of Luk," as master and

worker of the king's money. He was bonded by

Nicholas Berthelmeus, a merchant of Luk, for ^2,000.
The coins were to be of three kinds : a gold noble value

6s. 8d., with thirty-nine half pieces to the Tower
pound; a half piece at 4od., seventy-nine pieces to the

pound; and a quarter piece at 2od., 158 pieces to the

pound. Each pound weight of the money was to be

worth ;^I3 3s. 4d. sterling. The king was to have

5s. seignorage, the master workman 3s. 4d. for wages

and damages, while the merchants bringing the gold

were to have £\l 15s. per pound. Silver was also to

be coined at the value of 22s. 2d. per pound—the king

having 6d., the master 8d., and the merchants 21s.

Arrangements were made to guarantee honest coinage.

July 14th,'' the keeper of the Tower was ordered to

deliver the balances and weights into the hands of the

merchants. By July i4th° ;^2,ooo more of debts due
in Aquitaine were discharged. The receipts from the

mint were evidently not enough, for the king gave

Canaceon a draft on the proceeds of the courts. October

loth,' a formal contract was drawn up covering this

especial case—the ;^2,ooo being worth about ;^ 10,000

lApp. II. ^c.C.R,. 1343-46: 319. 3/ixW., 424.
« IhiL, 456. 5 Ihid., 327. « Ihid.
' Ihii.^ 476. C\. ibid., 424, for order on court.
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in money of Bordeaux. Canaceon had succeeded in

getting the English merchants to guarantee him to the

king. He seems to have succeeded, as Anthony Bache
had, in ingratiating himself with the English merchants,

and acting with them, for September 6th' he appears

with Henry Picard, Walter Prest, and Walter de
Cheriton as loaning the king ^5,000. They were also

granted the privilege of buying up Dordrecht claims to

the value of ;^ 10,000, for which they were to have an

allowance of one half mark per sack on the customs of

the realm until satisfied. This loan was made on
August 26th,' for which the king gave them a direct

draft of ;^4,ooo on the customs. It was renewed
December 24th.'*

Since the attack on the Lombard merchants in

1343, the commission appointed in January of that year

had been struggling with the accounts. The peculiarly

slipshod methods of the earlier years; the transfers of

assignments; the assignments given a third party on
assignments already made; the assignment of amounts
far beyond the income of the resource on which the

assignment was made; the interferences, peculations,*

and stubbornness of the English ofl&cials and merchants

—all these made the accounts of the two houses well-

nigh impossible of solution. July 20th, the commis-
sion was renewed," and four months later, November
3rd,'' Wodehous, the chairman, was ordered to send his

accounts before the barons of the Exchequer. A
month later, December 3rd,' this transaction took place.

Affairs began to look better for the Lombards. In

October they had succeeded in calling in two small

private loans," and with the new year the government
began making them assignments on past accounts. The

1 Ibid.^ 461. Cf. ibid. 410 for order on customs.
^ Ibid., ^zi. ^ Ibid., ^^o.
* The lee system at the Exchequer and other official places may be fairly

taken into account here as an important factor. Much stuck to the fingers

of the clerks in the official process of passing accounts.
^ Ibid., 1343-46: 160. * Ibid., 246. "^ Ibid., 199. ^ Ibid., 244.
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accounts sent in by Wodehous, however, do not seem
to have been satisfactory to the merchants. They com-
plained that after auditing the accounts, Wodehous
made excessive charges against them for the sale of

wool, and refused to make allowance for several private

drafts of the king, for which they had not been given

receipts. February 5th,' a new commission, consisting

of the archbishop of Canterbury, the earls of Derby,
Northampton, Huntingdon, and Suffolk, and five other

prominent men, was appointed to adjust the accounts.

The whole country seems to have been very hostile to

the Lombards. Apparently, there were several suits

brought against them by private persons during the

year. Each time the Lombards did not dare trust

themselves to local justice, and fled to London, where
they surrendered to the keeper of the Fleet prison.^

The main trouble seems to have been in the county of

Southampton. As a result of the new commission, the

Bardi and Peruzzi got another respite; for on March
24th' the sheriffs of London, who had been ordered to

take all the members of both companies before Robert
Parnyng, appointed to try them for special charges of

embezzlement in that county, where sentence had gone
against them, were ordered to release them until the

next term of the court. Shortly afterwards, April 8 th,*

they were permitted to export 200 sacks of wool, with
a rebate of forty shillings of the custom. This wool
represented the damages paid them by the ministers of

Southampton for the trespasses and excesses of which
they had been convicted before Robert Parnyng.
Apparently, this wool was shipped during the summer,
for on December loth the Melchburns were ordered
to allow the rebate in the accounts of the collectors of
the ports."

April 15th,* the treasury was ordered to deliver the

warrants and writs of the Bardi and Peruzzi in its

1 C.P.R., 1343-45: 274- * I^id., 265, 269. 3 C.C.R., 1343-46: 360.
* Ibid.^ 310. « Ibid.^ 433. 6 Ibid.^ 304.
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possession to Wodehous. There then follow a succes-

sion of writs, ordering the treasury to make allowance

for back accounts/ some dating from the third year

of the reign. Through all the settlement of accounts

the kindly feeling of the king is evident, not only in

securing justice to the Lombards at the time, but also

in cancelling previous unjust exactions made by his

ministers. A notable instance of this is the writ of

October i2th, cancelling a tax of ;^ 1,200 levied on the

Lombards as alien merchants. In June and July the

Lombards realised on two more private loans,'' and in

August they themselves acknowledged some debts to

the earl of Arundel.

Some time during January, 1345, or early in

February, a large grant on the new parliamentary sub-

sidy must have been made the Bardi. February 4th,'

they were given letters of protection for a year, in

which to collect the tenths and fifteenths granted them.

On the same date* the sheriffs of seventeen counties

were ordered to protect the Bardi when they were in

their counties receiving the money of the tenths and
fifteenths. The king threatened severe punishment in

case of disobedience. February 6th,'' the Bardi and
Peruzzi were given allowance for a claim of 225 sacks

ten cloves, seized from them in the year 1338, for

which no receipt had been given. Provision for the

king's debts to the Peruzzi had been made in the con-

tract of May 20th,* 1344, giving to Matthew Canaceon

and the merchants of Ast the farm of the mint on the

condition of their paying off ;,f40,ooo of the king's

debts—^"20,000 of which were to go to the Peruzzi.

April 20th,' 1345, a letter patent was issued to the

Bardi, which, after reciting a long list of claims and

^May 15th, tbid.y 320; July 12th, ibid., 330; July 25th, ibid., 324;
August 8th, ibid., 406 ; August 27th, ibid., 406 ; September 15th, ibid., 462 ;

October 6th, ibid., 421 ; October 6th, ibid., 438 ; October 12th, ibid., 421.
2 June 22nd, ibid., 396 ; July 6th, ibid., 385. ^ C.P.R., 1343-46: 434.
4 C.C.R., 1343-45: 551- ^ ^bid., 500. « Ibid., 389.
'C.P.R., 1343-45:467.
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counter-claims, promised to pay them ;^40,493 5s. 2|d.

July 5th, a transfer of ;^ 1,000, due the Peruzzi, was

made with their consent to Philip Hughet.' Affairs,

however, were not yet brought to a conclusion. July

1 8 th,' the sheriffs of London were ordered not to

release two of the Bardi, Gerard Bonenseigne and Dinus

Forcet, until they had paid their debts to the king.

July 26th,' there was a transfer of £35^ of the king's

debts to the Peruzzi to Raymond Pelegrini, a canon of

London, to whom the king owed money. November
1 2th,* Bonenseigne and Forcet, together with Ralph de

Bardes, acknowledged a debt of ;^ 18,000 to the king.

Two days later'' this was commuted to them on con-

dition that they repay ;^9,ooo; otherwise the note for

;^ 1 8,000 was to remain in force, and be allowed the

king on his debts to them.

But in spite of these assignments the Bardi and

Peruzzi were unable to maintain their credit, and in

January, 1346,' failed for 550,000 gold florins and

350,000 gold florins respectively. According to

Villani, Edward owed the one 900,000 gold florins, and

the other 600,000 gold florins. Allowing 4od. to the

florin of Florence,' these sums amount to ^i 50,000 and

;^ 1 00,000. The discrepancy between these amounts
and the ;^50,000 allowed the Bardi' at the Exchequer
is at once evident. Villani's figures must be taken as

representing the total of the claims of the two Italian

houses foe damages, commissions, bonuses, gifts, etc.

—

with no allowance for counter-claims, of unfulfilled con-

tracts, forfeits, etc.

The reason for the failure of the Bardi and Peruzzi

ic.CR., 1343-46: 541. 2 Ibid., 638. 3C.P.R., 1343-45: 528-
* C.C.R., 1343-46: 673. ^ Ibid.
* Giovanni Villani—himself a member of the Peruzzi until 1342, when he

joined the Bonaccorsi (C. Pitou, Les Lombards en France et a Paris, 97)

—

edition F. J. Dragomanni, IV., ch. xlv., p. 92. Bishop Stubbs, II., 416, in

assigning the date of the failure to January, 1345, failed to note that the
new year began in March.

'C.C.R.j 1343-46: 625; ibid., 1346-4^: 248.
8 There is no record of a settlement with the Peruzzi in the Calendars of

Patent and Close Rolls.
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cannot be fairly laid to a repudiation of debts by the

English king. The Patent and Close Rolls and the

extant accounts give no ground for the belief in the

existence of such a writ/ The debts of the crown to

the Lombards were not greater than those due many
English merchants. William de la Pole in 1339
loaned Edward ^76,000—^6,000 more than the com-
bined debt to the Bardi and Peruzzi—all of which was
apparently repaid. The cause of the failure is rather

to be laid to the enmity of the English nation towards
the Florentine houses that nullified every attempt of

the king to pay his debts, and also to a series of un-
fortunate events in Florence and in Italy. According
to Villani/ the Bardi and Peruzzi had already advanced
Edward 180,000 marks sterling, and 135,000 marks
sterling in 1339. These were really investments of

sums deposited with them by people all over Europe,
especially in Italy. To allow so much money to be-

come involved in one venture was bad business, and at

once affected their credit. Moreover, one of their chief

depositors—King Robert of Naples'—conceived an
enmity against them at this time, and induced the

barons and prelates of his court to withdraw their de-

posits. This crippled the houses further. Then came
another blow in the loss of Lucca, which further

affected the prestige of the Bardi as the leading nobles

1 The whole statement of repudiation rests solely on the authority of

S. T. Peruzzi, Storia del commercie e dei banchieri di Firenze. But the writ
which he quotes in support of his statement, p. 471, is of May 6th, 13 Edward
III., Patent Rolls 1 3 Edward III., pt. i., m. 1 1. Signor Peruzzi failed to note
a writ of May 15th expressly excepting the Bardi and Peruzzi from the
writ of May 6th (C.P.R., 1338-40: 385) and also a writ issued August 4th,

assuring the merchants of Edward's confidence in them and promising to

pay and solemnly enjoining his son to pay if he should fail all the debts
owed them by the crown (C.P.R., 1 338-40: 388). It is hardly necessary to

note in conclusion that this writ quoted hy Signor Peruzzi was issued seven
years before the actual failure took place. Indeed, Villani, whose chronicle

is the authority for the condition of the Florentine bankers in Italy, makes
no assertion of repudiation by the English. He simply states that Edward
failed to meet his obligations. The reasons for this failure and the actual

amounts due the two houses have been stated.
2 Villani, Vol. III., ch. Ixxxviii., pp. 311 //.

^ Ibid.^ ch. cxxxviii., pp. 375 //.
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of Florence. The bankers had been hardly beginning

to recover from this, when in 1343 occurred an uprising

of the commons in Florence.' After several days'

fighting the mercenaries employed by the nobles were
beaten, and the houses and buildings of the Bardi were

sacked. Villani estimates the loss at 70,000 gold

florins. This again must have contributed largely to

their downfall. Still, this would not have been fatal if

it had not come in conjunction with the state of affairs

in England.

Since the latter part of the thirteenth century the

Bardi and Peruzzi had made themselves indispensable

to the kings of England. Their services have been out-

lined. However, at the beginning of the Hundred
Years' War it seemed for a while as if Edward III.

would cut himself loose from them entirely. But the

fiasco of the English merchants at Dordrecht threw

Edward back upon his old friends. They came to his

aid with a timely loan in March, 1338. From then

until the peace of Esplechin in 1340 they rendered

Edward invaluable service in keeping up his credit on
the Continent by meeting his notes, lending him
money, and guaranteeing him to others who were
making loans to him. But in doing this their credit

was badly involved. Edward secured them by
enormous assignments on the customs and taxes, but

this very act proved their downfall in that it aroused the

jealousy of the native English merchants, and particu-

larly of the people who paid the taxes.

After the Dordrecht affair the English merchants, as

a class, did not recover for a year or more. De la Pole

alone does not seem to have been affected, and remained
in the confidence of the king. It must have been dur-

ing this period that the seeds of that intense animosity

later shown by the English towards the Florentines were
sown. Not only did the Italians receive all the hatred

naturally due a foreigner, but also all the hatred due a

1 Ibid., Vol. IV., ch. xxi., pp. 44 //.
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tax collector. A large part of the onus of the unpopular-
ity of Edward's expensive and wasteful foreign war was
thrown on them. The sight of the wealth of the

Italians increasing while the heaviest taxes remained
insufficient to finish the war must have been irritating

in the extreme. Moreover, the support rendered

Edward by the Florentines during the crisis with his

council in 1340-41 seems finally to have turned the

English against them. In 1340 there occurred a series

of popular uprisings that continued until the Bardi and
Peruzzi were out of the country. Edward apparently

did his best to preserve the position of the Italians, only

to have his efforts thwarted by the stubbornness of his

officials. As a result of this demonstration the English

merchants came back into influence, and the best that

the king could secure for the Florentines was a state-

ment of their account and equitable assignments. But
popular hostility prevented prompt payment. The
shock to the credit of the Bardi and Peruzzi seems to

have overthrown them. The Italians had been living

in a house of cards for years. Moreover, they never

had an organisation back of them, such as the Hanse
had, to compel a settlement when necessary, and as a

result, were constantly forced by the English to reloan

as soon as payments were made to them. The Hanse
merchants, who were quite prominent during this

period, had behind them all the force of the Hanseatic

League, which Edward dared not offend. Their other

rivals—the English merchants—were also in a strategic

position, in that they controlled the source of

Edward's supplies—the trade of the English. Either

of these could enforce repayment, and either could with-

hold loans if they deemed it wise. Not so with the

Lombards, they had to reloan constantly to secure the

payments of previous debts. As a result, assignments

on English wool rolled up in their hands until nearly

half of the counties of England were under tribute to

them. They tried to make the best of the situation by
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getting control of the English wool in the fall of 1340.

How far they succeeded is hard to tell. The desire of

the parliament of 1341 to keep the collecting of the

wool in native hands/ and the complaint of the parlia-

ment of 1343'' of the impoverishment of the English

merchants, because the Bardi and Peruzzi held most of

their goods in their hands, seem to point to some degree

of success in the attempt of the Lombards. The re-

sulting national opposition deprived the Italians of a

lucrative field of business, and compelled them to com-
promise with their creditors."*

Between April 20th, 1345, and March loth, 1346,
some payments must have been made on the account of

the Bardi. On that date the king issued a new writ,

promising to pay the Bardi ^23,028 3s. lo^d. due on
their account." Some suggestion as to an assignment

of the ;^27,364 is. 4^3. difference is offered in a

memorandum of the treasury of the Exchequer of the

24th of July, 1345, that on that date a letter of obliga-

tion of the Bardi for ;^30,oco was placed in the great

coffer of the chamber of receipt."" A plausible explana-

tion is that the Bardi released Edward from his gift of

;^30,000 of June, 1339. This could hardly have been
a repudiation of debts by Edward, because it does not

seem probable that the merchants would have signed

such a document. Possibly, they got some kind of
annuity from it. For a number of years direct pay-

ments of 500 marks or more a year to the Bardi are

entered in the Issue Rolls. The Peruzzi were still

living at the Tower under custody, probably having
been there since the trials of 1344, since it was the only

place where they could be secure from their private

3 Villani, IV., ch. xlv., p. 92.
The Italians had also made a practice of receiving deposits with which

they were to " traffic " to the benefit of their clients, charging, it may be
supposed, a brokerage or commission. Cf. Year Book, 20 Edward III.,

pt. ii., p. XXX. //,

*C.P.R., 1345-48: 60.
5 Palgrave, "Antient Kalendars and Inventories," Vol. I., 159.
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creditors/ Some of the chief merchants of the house
of Bardi came from Florence in the spring of 1346, for

the letters of protection issued on May nth contain

new names, evidently of some importance/ May
1 2th,' Paul de Monte Florum assumed ;^2,345 15s. of
the king's debts to the Bardi. July loth, the treasury

was ordered to account with thePeruzzi/ July 25th, the

letters of protection were given the Peruzzi against

their other creditors until the king should be paid/ At
the parliament which met September i ith to 20th,' the

only complaint against the Lombards was for intro-

ducing false money,' and depreciating the value of the

English florins. October 17th,* one of the Bardi, on
surrender of himself at the Flete prison, was released

from sentence of outlawry proscribed in the county of

York for non-appearance before the justices there on
the plea of an English merchant that he should render

account for the time he was receiver of wool in that

county. October 26th,' a new writ of protection was
issued to the Bardi until Whit-Sunday, on which day
they were to pay the king a sum of money. December
I Ith, 1346, the king gave his note for a loan of /"300,

raised by the Bardi from a merchant of Bruges."

March 8th," 1347, a new letter of protection against

their other creditors was issued to the Peruzzi, that the

crown might receive payments first. In a writ of April

20th" the Peruzzi are beneficiaries irom the profits of

the mint. May 2nd," the protection for the Bardi was
renewed until Michaelmas. As the result of their

activities during the year the Bardi were able to make
some arrangement for the settlement of their accounts.

September 3rd," ;^ 1,373 i^- ^^- niore was transferred

to Monte Florum as their creditor. September 30th,"

the letters of protection were renewed. December

iC.C.R., 1346-49: 53. 2 C.P.R., 1345-48: 87. ^ Ibid., 60.

* C.C.R., 1346-49: 143. *C.P.R., 1345-49: 151. *Stubbs, II., 415, n. i.

' R.P., II., 161, 29. 8 C.P.R., 1345-49= 193. * Ihid., 197.
10 Ibid., 515. 11 Ibid., 257. 12 C.C.R., 1^46-49: 204; ibid.. 260.
1
3 C.P.R., 1 345-49 : 28 1 . 1 * Ibid., 406. 1 * Ibid., 409.
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I3thj 14th, 15th, and January ist, 3rd, and 8th the

principal of the debt to the Bardi was reduced to

;^ 1 5,105 15s. 5^d. by transfer to creditors.' December

1 4th, the Peruzzi are again mentioned as receiving pay-

ment from the profits of the mint/

In the next year in four writs, on January 28 th,

March 24th, May 6th, and May 28 th, the debt to the

Bardi was reduced to ^13,454 2s. ii^d. Under the

date of November 7th, a later note adds that the letters

were vacated, because surrendered on the ground
that on October 24th, 15 Richard II., the Bardi re-

leased all demands upon the crown to Richard, and that

on January 13 th following, a letter procuratorial to that

effect, of Peter de Bardes of Florence, attorney of the

company, was filed in the treasury.'

February 3rd,* 1348, letters of protection were re-

issued to the Peruzzi. May 28th, the Peruzzi are

noted as being in debt to the heirs of Richard de la Pole

to the extent of 2,500 marks,' in a release of debts due
to the king by the said heirs. June 12th, the Peruzzi

again were being paid off from the profits of the

exchanges." October 3rd, the letters of protection to

the Bardi were renewed.' In the next year the Bardi

withdrew from England. May 6th, Richard de Flete

and Richard de Fifhid were made their attorneys.*

The merchants must have returned during the fall of

the year, for on November 3rd letters of protection

were again issued, for a year.' On the 9th the same was
done for the Peruzzi." October 8th and nth, 1350,
these were again renewed, and again a year later, on
October 13th." August 20th," 1352, the Peruzzi

gave a receipt for ;^ioo. October 6th," the Bardi were
again granted letters of protection, which were renewed

1 C.P.R., 1345-49= 441-443- ^CCR., 1346-49: 345-
^C.P.R., 1348-50: lo-ii. Cf. also note on writ of April 20th, 1345

C.P.R., 1343-46:468-469.
*C.P.R., 1348-50: 6. ^ Ibid., 119. 8C.C.R., 1346-49: 465.
' C.P.R., 1348-50: 94. 8 Ibid., 282. » Ibid., 418. 10 Ibid., 573.
11/^*^., 1350-54: 150. 12C.C.R., 1349-54: 505. 13C.P.R., 1350.54: 326.
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again a year from that date.' In the next few years the

company of the Bardi shows signs of dissension among
its members. Finally, February 7th, 1357, an agree-

ment was drawn up among the members of the com-
pany, providing for a division of profits, and author-

ising Peter de Bardes, or his administrators in case of

his death, to have the custody of the company's books,

and be its attorney.'' After this adjustment the com-
pany must have prospered somewhat, for on November
i5th,^ 1359? the earl of Arundel acknowledged the

payment of all debts due him by the Bardi. From this

time until the final settlement of accounts in the reign

of Richard II., there seem to have been a few members
of the company trading in England, but the company
itself never regained its former position.

In marked contrast to the catastrophe of the Lom-
bards was the slight change, apparently made from

within, that occurred in the personnel of the manage-

ment of the Hanse. Since the beginning of 1344,
there was a change in the leadership of the Hanse
merchants. After the surrender of the customs, and

the redemption of the great crown, Henry Mudpenny
and Conrad Clyppyng are no longer in evidence. How-
ever, two new names—Tydmannus or Tidemann de

Lymburgh and Adam de Wolde—come forward as

being in close alliance with the English merchants.

These two had been attorneys for the Hanse merchants

since 1340.* How closely de Lymburgh w^as related to

the English family of that name is hard to tell; an Adam
de Lymburgh had been constable of Bordeaux in the

reign of Edward II.
j"" and was made Baron of the

Exchequer in 1334." In February, 1344, de Lymburgh
and de Wolde had taken over an annuity on the port of

Kingston on Hull from Mathew Canaceon in payment

of debts. This they retained until 8 Richard II., when

1 C.P.R., 1350-54: 501. 2 C.C.R., 1354-60: 489. 3 Ibid., 658.

*C.C.R., 1339-41: 416. ^Ibid., 307. «C.P.R., 1334-38: 46.
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they transferred it to Michael de la Pole.' December
20th, 1344, the Hanse undertook to redeem the rest of

Edward's jewels pledged in Cologne, probably at the

same time as the crowns, in 1339, for a loan of 4,400
florins with the shield. In return for this the king

granted that the Hanse might buy up Dordrecht claims

to the amount of 4,000 marks, which they were to be

allowed in the rebate of wool shipped by them, at one
half mark per sack."" This meant a license to ship

8,000 sacks of wool. How good a bargain this was is

shown by the fact that the Hanse merchants agreed to

meet the cost of guarding and transporting the jewels

themselves. February ist,^ I345> the requisite orders

on the collectors of customs were issued. During the

year they seem to have been quietly doing business in

England on a far different basis from the Lombards.
March 3rd, they were excused from all sums " exacted

from them by reason of tallages, taxations, fines, or

amerciaments or debts, trespasses, or excesses."*

December 1 6th, Tydmannus de Lymburgh appeared in

company with John de Pulteney as attorneys of the

Melchburn company.' The Hanse, because of the ad-

vantage of their position as a power almost, if not quite,

as strong as England itself, were able to keep from
getting as deeply involved as the Lombards, and did not

permit the king to roll up accounts with them, though
they performed important services for him. As a

result, they were able to maintain a neutral position,

and could avoid being dragged into a struggle with
the patriotic party, and thus incurring the hatred of the

English. Their careful, conservative management
carried them safely through, when the more aggressive

Lombards, not discerning the trend of affairs, staked

their fortunes with the king, and lost.

i ^i.^;^-' '^^^tV. •
."V ' ^^'^'^ 373- ' C.C.R., 1343-46: 442. ~"

* Ibtd., 504. 8 Ibtd.^ 629.



CHAPTER VI

1345-48

THE ENGLISH MERCHANTS IN POWER. CRECY AND
CALAIS

Edward puts the nation under arms—the transfer of the farm of the

customs from Melchburn to Wesenham—the preparations

for the Crecy campaign—the parliament of September, 1 346

—

the transfer of the farm of the customs to the De Cheriton

partnership— the financing of the siege of Calais—the parlia-

ment of Hilary, i 348—the attack on De Cheriton and his

partners—the parliament of March, 1 348—the expenses of the

campaign and the siege.

The retirement of the Hanse merchants and the fall of

the Lombards left the English merchants in possession

of the field. But their ability to hold this position was
soon to be tested. Apparently, the English nation was
now thoroughly aroused over the conduct of the

French. The parliament of 1344 authorised Edward
either to make a lasting peace, or to renew the war. To
this end the Commons made a generous grant, and the

grandees promised their personal services. The situa-

tion had changed since 1337 and 1340. The expensive

Low German Alliance had proved valueless, and more-

over the Emperor had become neutral. In Flanders,

Van Arteveldt was losing power, and Edward could

not depend on him for support. He must fight

France singlehanded, save for his allies in Brittany.

But this time he would not be content with a single

expedition. He determined to put the whole nation

under arms. Taking advantage of the promise of the

grandees to follow him to war, he proceeded to issue a

series of ordinances intended to force every man having

land to the value of 100 shillings or over to arm himself

X16
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and serve, either for the defence of the northern border,

of the coast, or to join the army which he prepared to-

lead to France. On October 20th,' commissions were
sent out to every county in England " to find by in-

quisition the names of all persons other than religious

men, having loos., £10, ^25, £50, 100 marks, ;^ioo,

jCi^o, ;^2oo, and so on up to ;^ 1,000 yearly of land

and rent and upward, deducting all necessary services

and reprises." The commissions were to report by
Epiphany, January 6th. January 9th, the king pro-

claimed an " ordinance," made "with the advice and
assent of the prelates, nobles, and others of experience

assisting him," "that all men holding a lay fee (lands

of the fee of the church in the hands of prelates and

other religious men and ecclesiastics excepted) " should
" be assessed to serve." A schedule followed, provid-

ing that a person holding land to loos. yearly " shall be

an archer and mounted"; ^10, "a hobeler, armed at

least with a haquetin, a visor, a burnished palet, iron

gauntlets and a lance "; £2^, a man-at-arms; jCS^, to

have another man-at-arms with him; ;^ioo, to have

three men-at-arms with him. New commissions of the

grandees were appointed to determine the valuations,

and see that the ordinance should be carried out. The
king announced that " in view of the threatened in-

vasion of England " the king had made this ordinance
" to have the armed power of the realm in readiness."^

March ist, in changing the personnel of some of the

commissions, he stated that his desire was " to have the

armed force of the realm always ready when expedient

as well to repulse them " (the French and Scots), " as to

preserve his peace.""*

During the spring the preparations continued. April

24th, the earl of Northampton was appointed captain

in Brittany,* and May 17th, letters of protection were
issued."" On the 20th the king received the homage of

1 C.P.R., 1343-45: 414: cf. also A. Murimuth, 192.
2 Ibid., 427. 3 itid.^ 495. 4 R.F.^ iii.^ pt, i^ p, 37, 5 ji,id^^ 3g^
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the duke of Brittany, and gave letters of protection

to the earl of Derby/ and on the 26th" sent a letter

to the pope, denouncing the truce with France. On
June 15th he gave definite indication of his purpose by
ordering the clergy of England to pray for his success

against Philip of Valois/ In June, Derby's expedition

landed at Bayonne,* but there are no extant records of
Northampton's activities in Brittany, though it seems
fair to assume that he sailed/ Towards the middle of
summer, Edward apparently made an attempt to bring

the Flemings into line. July 3rd,'' he sailed for

Flanders, returning to England on the 26th.' It was
on this voyage that he had his last conference with Van
Arteveldt.* Flanders was in confusion. The three

large towns, Ghent, Bruges, and Ypres, were attempting

to monopolise the making of broad clothes,* and the

small towns were resisting. The short-sighted, greedy

policy of the Flemings had already been a subject of

complaint by the English themselves in parliament.

This had been settled by March 14th, 1345/" when the

king sent letters to assure the three towns that the staple

would be kept there. Now, to make matters worse, the

pro-French nobles were adding to the factional strife."

June 1 1 th, Edward had contracted with Alexander
Flamme and the society of Luk to furnish Van Arteveldt

with ;^i,ooo " gros Tournois."" The death of Van
Arteveldt," however, made any assistance from Flanders

impossible, and Edward returned to England to con-

tinue preparations.

The renewal of hostilities in the spring of 1345 at

once cut down the wool trade, and had a correspond-

ing effect upon the English finance. Throughout the

spring the collection of the customs went on regularly,

1 R.F., III., pt. i., p. 39. 2 73,-^.^ 41, 8 /^/j.^ 45. 4 Tout, 357!
5 Longmans, I., 232. * C.P.R., 1343-45: 517 and 572.
' R,F., 111.,'pt. i., p. 53. 8 Tout, 356. "Longmans, L, 234.
1® C.C.R., 1343-46: 555. ^1 Longmans, I., 229 and 235.
12 C.C.R., 1343-46: 583 ; Ex. K.R. Accounts, 128/2.
13 November 1 3th, Edward granted his widow Katilina an annuity of £100.

C.P.R., 1345-48: 9.
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and the funds came in through the hands of the farmers

as usual/ The loans of de Lymburgh and Flamm6>*

previously mentioned, were met by the usual assign-

ments on the customs. In April the bishop of Durham
died. The king permitted his executors to keep the

administration of the estate in their hands,^ but April

26th/ turned over the issues of the profits and tempor-

alities to the merchants of Lucca—probably to meet his

foreign creditors, since he had received no large loans

from that society.

There is no indication of any interference in the

normal course of business until after the king's passage

to Flanders. But nevertheless the subsequent events

indicate that a crisis of some kind must have occurred.

July 6th, the merchants of the realm, under the leader-

ship of Thomas Melchburn, were summoned to West-
minster. The veterans, de la Pole and de Pulteney,

were summoned by name.** These summons were

repeated on the nth and 12th for fifty-seven names.'

July nth,' the alien priors and beneficed aliens were
summoned to meet the council. September I5thj

eighty-three others were summoned.' The calling of

these assemblies and the results achieved are explained

by the writs that followed. August 24th, a compara-

tively new man, John de Wesenham, undertook to raise

20,000 marks for the king in sterling or in gold. He
was to have that sum at Bruges or Lescluse at Michael-

mas to meet any assignments of the king within eight

days of that date. If the king should not wish to make
assignments, Wesenham was to send the money to

London, at the king's risk, by the quinzain of Michael-

mas. For this money Wesenham was to have assign-

ments on the tenth and fifteenth, where they might be

most quickly delivered. In addition to this Wesenham
was to have the issues of the customs from midsummer

1 C.C.R., 1343-46: 5095 570, 572. * Ibid., 494, 537, 583.
3 C.P.R., 1343-45 ' 455- * Ibid., 457. 5 C.C.R., 1343-46: 637.
« Ihid., 638. ' Ibid., 636. 8 ihid 651.
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last, June 24th, to Michaelmas, and thereafter for a

year, with the exceptions of the assignments to de
Lymburgh, Canaceon, and Melchburn and the

English merchants. For this Wesenham was to deliver

1,000 marks a month to the treasury of the wardrobe,

or the household, and also any excess receipts of the

customs over that amount. He was to make his profit

on ^10,000 worth of the back debts of the king due
by bills of the wardrobe since 1338, or by letters patent

issued to the merchants whose wool was seized at Dor-
drecht, and for which he was to have assignment on the

customs and subsidies. To make his profit the more
sure, he was to have a monopoly of the export of wool,

excepting 2,000 sacks assigned to Thomas de Melch-
burn " and his fellows " for a loan.' At the same time

the necessary orders were issued to the collectors of the

customs'* and Melchburn and the English merchants

were ordered to surrender the part of the coket seal held

in their custody as surety for the customs.'

The contract explaining the whole change was not

enrolled until six days later, under the date of the 30th.*

The indenture of that date recites that Thomas de

Melchburn, Walter de Cheriton, Thomas de Swanland,

Hugh de Ulseby, and nine others—the men who on

June 24th, 17 Edward III., had taken over the customs

and subsidies for ^50,000 yearly—" have come before

the king and his council, and have shown how, because

the passage of wool has been closed by reason of the war

and by other losses, they can no longer hold the said

customs and subsidies, or answer for the said farm."

The merchants asked for their discharge from the con-

tract, and the king granted their request on condition

that they should answer for the /* 100,000 due for the

two years in which they had held the customs. The
merchants agreed to pay a bonus of 5,000 marks to

recover their letters. In recompense for the ^3,000
which the king had promised to allow the merchants

iC.C.R., 1343-46: 648. ^ Ibid., 603. 3 Ibid,, 600. * Ibid., 648-9.
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on their debts and for other demands, the king granted

them ^^jyOOOy or the third penny of the custom, to be

received from the issues of the customs. Moreover,

the merchants were to raise 10,000 marks, to be paid

at London within three weeks after Michaelmas. To
raise this money the merchants were to be allowed to

export 2,000 sacks of wool, and were also to have allow-

ance on the tenth and fifteenth. Orders were there-

fore issued to the collectors of customs.' The ports of

export at this time were London, Lynn, Boston,

Kingston on Hull, Bristol, and Newcastle on Tyne;
while Southampton, Chichester, Sandwich, Great Yar-

mouth, and Ipswich, were included in one writ. The
king thought it necessary to send out a second set of

writs, at the same time directing the collectors of

customs to permit no other wool than the 2,000 sacks to

be exported by anyone but de Wesenham."*

September 6th, de la Pole lent the king 2,000 marks,

for which he received assignments on the customs.* On
the 8 th Thomas de Melchburn was appointed to confer

with the three Flemish towns, Ghent, Bruges, and
Ypres, on the coinage of money at the same standard

as the English.* About October 8th or loth, Melch-
burn must have started, for on the former date he was
given general letters of protection, and on the latter

he was empowered to receive Flemings into the

obedience of the king " as king of France, overlord of

Flanders."

November 8 th, the contract with de Wesenham was
entirely remodelled.' The period of the contract was
not changed, but by the new arrangement Wesenham
was to pay a lump sum of ;^50,000 yearly, " without

further payment or rendering account." The pay-

ments were to be made as in the old contract, with an
additional 5,000 marks at stated intervals. The pre-

vious assignments were protected as before, though

1 C.C.R., 1343-46: 601. 2 Ibid., 611. 8C.P.R., 1343-45: 544.
* Ibid., 549.

fi C.C.R., 1343-46: 670.
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Melchburn gave up ^i,ooo of his ^7,000, the new
feature being that the payments were to go through the

hands of de Wesenham/ and not through those of the

collectors of customs alone. Wesenham agreed to lend

the king ;^ 10,000 for the war, and to take his payment
in the purchase of bills of the wardrobe since 1338.
The monopoly of the export was continued as before,

with the provision that the port of Berewick was to be
closed because of the smuggling done there. The
king undertook to protect the contracting merchants by
making allowance for losses by sea, or by disturbance of

the wool trade; and also agreed on their request to issue

commissions for inquisition into smuggling. A note-

worthy fact is that the contract speaks of the loan of

20,000 marks as being already paid. November 1 6th,''

the export of grain was forbidden. November 17th,*

Melchburn was released from the loan of 10,000 marks,

which he had contracted to raise in August. This was
obtained by the remission of the ^1,000 mentioned in

the contract of November 8 th with Wesenham.
Melchburn was able to close his accounts by December
4th,* when he received acquittance for the ;^ 100,000

due for the customs since 17 Edward III. December
16th,'' orders were issued to the collectors of the cus-

toms for collecting ;^4,ooo, still unpaid on the ;^6,ooo

assigned on the third penny of the customs. The
Hanse merchant, Tydemannus de Lymburgh, together

with John de Pulteney, was constituted attorney to

receive the money.
The new adjustment of the farm of the custom made

with Wesenham seems to have met the needs of the

situation. However, the activities of the French

forced the English to another step in the protection of

the wool trade. January loth,' the collectors of the

eleven ports open to the export of wool were ordered to

permit no ship ladened with wool to clear from port

1 Cf. ibid., 625, 627. « C.P.R., 1345-48 : 30- ^ ^^id'^ 19-

4 C.C.R., 1343-46: 630. 6 Ibid., 628. « Ibid., 632.
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unless it were adequately protected with archers and

men-at-arms. To meet this expense the collectors were

ordered to lay a custom of I2d. per sack, and id. per

pound of other merchandise. The collectors were to

pay wages of the troops themselves, in order that there

should be no question of the ships being adequately

protected. Apparently a previous effort had been made
to do this through Wesenham, and now it was taken

out of his hands.

In the latter part of January, Edward began active

preparations for a summer's campaign. On the 28th,'

Henry Picard contracted to loan the king 35,000
marks : 10,000 marks at London on the Sunday in Mid-
Lent; 10,000 marks at Bruges, three weeks from Easter

following; and ^10,000 to be paid by buying up bills

of the Exchequer and wardrobe. To pay for this the

king was compelled to break in on Wesenham's con-

tract. He assigned Picard 20s. per sack on the

customs. January 31st," the king sent out the orders

to the collectors of the ports with the amounts to be
paid at each. As a recompense to Wesenham, Walter

de Hay was appointed to hasten the payment by the

collectors of the assignments made to Wesenham on the

tenth and fifteenth of the second year.' February 8 th,

the treasury was ordered to inspect Melchburn's

accounts, and make payment for any balances due him.*

This was followed by a readjustment of the assignment

of the third penny of the customs made to Melchburn
and Pulteney.""

Edward now made a strong effort to organise the

revenues from alien priors and beneficed aliens—worth

about ;^4,ooo a year—more thoroughly than before.

Writs of summons had been sent out in July and
September, 1345. Now on February 12th the king

sent orders to all sheriffs to summon all alien priors and

1 C.C.R., 1346-49: 40. 2 Ibid., 5.

3 February 3rd, C.P.R., 1345-48: 100. * C.C.R., 1346-49: 4.
5 February loth, ibid., 7.
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beneficed aliens, whose benefices had not yet been
seized, to London, and to send a list of such to

chancery.' The dues of the alien priors and beneficed

aliens were now fixed at two-tenths—one-tenth beyond
clerical grants. The purpose of the king in this act was
shown in the new contract made with Wesenham on the

15th.' In recompense for giving up 20s. of the cus-

tom, the king agreed to allow Wesenham the 1,000
marks which he had contracted to pay monthly to the

wardrobe, and also the fees charged on the customs for

the Easter and Michaelmas terms following, except

those to Queen Isabella and Queen Philippa, the earl

of Northampton, and Sir John de Stryveley. February

26 th, the collectors of London were ordered to account

to Wesenham for their receipts since midsummer last.'

March i ith,* de la Pole was granted the proceeds of the

ancient custom, one half mark, in the port of Kingston
on Hull in return for loans. March 13 th," Edward
issued letters of protection to Melchburn to enable him
to conclude his accounts with the king. On March
31st the commissions sent out in accordance with the

king's ordinance of the fall of 1345 were ordered to

levy fines in lieu of service from men-at-arms, hobillers,

and archers.' By April, Picard had advanced a further

^2,000 to the king, as a reward for which he was
authorised on April 6th to receive 2,000 marks on the

customs, beyond the 35,000 marks assigned in January

—these to be paid in allowance of the king's debts to
*' men of the realm."' April 20th, Mathew Canaceon

agreed to redeem the king's debts to £'i^^oo. For
this, with Picard's consent, he was given an assign-

ment of 8d. per sack on the 20s. assigned Picard.' At
the same time Edward granted an extension in the

time of the custom to Picard."

On April 26th a new partnership—Walter de

1 Ibid.^ 46. C.P.R., 1345-48: 89. 2 C.C.R., 1346-49: 52. 3 Ibid., 8, 9.
* Ibid., 97. 5 C.P.R., 1345-48 : 55- " R-F-5 in., pt. i., 77.
' C.P.R., 1345-48 : 70. 8 C.C.R., 1346-49: 66. » C.P.R., 1345-48: 83.
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Cheriton and Gilbert de Wendlyngburgh—undertook to

lend the king 40,000 marks. They were to receive all

the customs and subsidies due in the ports of England,

and they were also allowed to buy up ;^20,000 of the

king's debts, for which assignments should be given

them on the tenth and fifteenth. One half of this money
—40,000 marks—was raised by a loan from Conrad
Fermol and John Conyngs, two Hanse merchants.

They were to have one mark of the custom and the

privilege of buying up 13,000 marks on the ;^2o,ooo

of the king's debts. The Hanse merchants were to

have a portion of the seal as security.' May 21st, the

king renewed the grant of the fines of alien priors

to Wesenham for a second year, to protect him against

losses for the customs taken out of his hands."" May
2 1 st, the king issued a letter patent, explaining and con-

firming the contract with Cheriton and Wendlyng-
burgh.' This contract, enrolled at the same date in

the Close Rolls,* provided that the two merchants were

to take over the customs, except the ancient one of one

half mark, the 2s. per tun on wine, and the assignments

made to de la Pole at Kingston on Hull, for the year

for the farm of ;^ 50,000. Iron-clad provisions were
made for the payment of the receipts to the king, and
protecting the merchants from overdrafts by him, and
from smuggling. The merchants were also to have the

privilege of redeeming a certain amount of old debts.

In addition the king agreed to give them ^1,000 as a

reward for their services. The merchants, however,
were to advance 6,000 marks immediately on the

;^5o,ooo.

With these preparations, Edward appointed his son,

Lionel, guardian of the realm on June 25th,'' and sailed

shortly afterwards. July 12th, he began disembark-

1 Ibid., ^jj. Cf. Palgrave's "Antient Kalendars," I., 162.
^ Ibid., 127. ^ Ibid., 133.
* C.C.R., 1346-49: 72. Cf. also Palgrave's "Antient Kalendars," I.. 162.
5 R.F., III., i., 84.

K
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ing at Saint-Vaast de la Hougue in the Cotentin/

Then followed the campaign of Crecy. The battle was

on August 26th, and on September 4th Edward began

the siege of Calais. July i st, a commission was issued

to the archbishop of Canterbury, the bishop of

Winchester, the Treasurer, and Master John de Offord,

Dean of Lincoln, the chancellor, to raise loans for the

king/ July 30th, four days after Edward was at Caen,

writs were sent out summoning parliament for the

Monday after the Nativity of the Virgin.' On August

3rd the clergy of England were ordered to pray for the

success of the king's expedition.*

The new parliament met on September nth. The
king tried to arouse the martial spirit of the members

by having a full report read of the plans for the invasion

and conquest of England, found at Caen. Parliament

granted an aid of two-fifteenths for two years.' The
king also demanded from the tenants in chief an aid of

40s. per fee for knighting the Black Prince. The
parliament complained of the recent levies of tenths and

a ninth, and especially of the commission of array, the

purveyances and the subsidy of 40s. per sack granted

by the merchants in 1344.' They stated that the fines

levied in place of the array and the purveyances were

taxation without their consent.' The whole proceeding

of the inquest to ascertain the value of lands in the fall

of 1345, and the levy of fines in the spring of 1346 on

those having an income of loos. and upwards was con-

demned.* The king replied that this was merely hold-

ing the grandees to their promise of the parliament of

1344 to follow him to war, and was levied upon those

who did not go themselves, and did not send sub-

stitutes. Parliament requested that the commission of

array and the levying of fines be stopped, and the people

1 Tout, 359 //. Cf. Wrottesley, Cressy and Calais^ Collections for a History

of Staffordshire, Vol. XVIII., for organisation of expedition.

2 C.P.R., 1345-48: 136. ^ C.C.R., 1346-49: 145.
4 Ibid. Stubbs II., 415, n. i. ^ R,p.^ n.^ 159^ No. 10.

« Ibid., 160, 12. ' Ibid., 13. 8 Ibid.
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be released from payment.' This was refused, but a

second request/ that all those living within six leagues

of the sea, and who were liable for service for coast

defence, should be exempted, was granted. Complaint

was made against false money brought in by the Lom-
bards, and against false money called Lushebournes,

worth 8s. to the pound. This was the money of

Luxemburg^,' against which the king had already made
provision. To the request for the abandonment of the

subsidy of 40s. per sack, granted in 1344 for three

years, Edward replied that that was impossible, because

of assignments made upon it to merchants for loans.*

Other points were raised against aliens." The speedy

trial of those held at Newgate was requested.' Parlia-

ment also requested that alien benefices be seized. A
memorandum of the accomplishment of this was
entered, and also that no alien was to send or receive

letters without exhibiting them to Chancery.'

October 5th,' on the lapse of the contract of Wesen-
ham, the outgoing collectors of customs were ordered to

account with Cheriton and Swanland according to the

contract of May 21st. October 8th' and 26th, orders

were issued for the payment of the assignments made
Picard on the customs by the contract of January 28th.

October 1 6th," the Convocation at Canterbury granted

two-tenths for two years, on the 17th the English won
the battle of Nevilles Cross, near Durham."
November i8th," fresh orders of assignment for

Picard were sent out. On the 23rd special orders were
sent out to the collectors of customs to guard against

smuggling. With the coming in of the Cheriton and
Swanland regime a new corps of collectors'' was

1 Ibid., 2 ihu^^ 14,

3C.C.R., 1346-49: 148. C.P.R., 1345-48: 99) 477, 479, 481, etc.

4R.P., II., 161.18. ^Ibid.,2g; 162.32. ^Ibid.,2j.
' Ibid., 163.46,47. ^C.C.R., 1346-49: 120, 122; cf. also 114.
9 Ibid., 108 and 109. 10 Stubbs, II., 415, n. i. ^ Tout, 365.
12C.C.R., 1346-49: 130.

i^C.P.R., 1345-48: 165.
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appointed, and several ports were reopened.' December
I4th5 orders to the new collectors to pay the proceeds of

the customs to Cheriton and Swanland were sent out/
The total receipts from September, 1345, to Easter,

1346, were ;^i03,ooo, of which ^31,000 were raised

in sixty-eight Mutuums.' From Easter to September,

1346, ;^5o,900 were received/ Of this ;^ 14,600 were
received in forty-one Mutuums. Also large loans

were received from Tydemannus de Lymburgh. A
noticeable fact is that from February 4th, 1346, to

December i8th, Walter de Cheriton and his company
raised ;^7,740 is. 2d. in ten loans from private

Englishmen.''

The history of the year 1347 centres on the siege of

Calais. Edward remained in person before the town
until its surrender on August 3rd.' After that he

stayed there two months, arranging for permanent
occupation. In England the most strenuous efforts

were made to keep up a constant flow of money, sup-

plies, and men. January 1 1 th, de Wesenham, who had
shown his ability in the handling of the customs in the

previous year, was appointed butler.' This gave him
control over the purveyances of wine made for the

king. January 26th,* Thomas de Melchburn and nine

others were summoned to come before the council at

Westminster on February 12th. February 8 th, special

protection against their creditors was issued to Thomas
de Melchburn, his brother, and John de Astwyk, to

attend the meeting.' Two days after this meeting, on

the 1 2th, an indenture was drawn up before Calais

between the king and Walter de Cheriton and Gilbert

de Wendlingburgh, in which the latter undertook for

themselves and their partners to lend the king 40,000
marks, to be delivered at Bruges in crowns escu at

1 C.C.R., 1346-49 : 123, etc. * Ibid.^ 132. ^ R.R.p. 294. * Ibid. 293.
» C.C.R., 1346-49 36, 38, 40, 51, 71, 86, 158, 170.
« Tout, 367. ' C.P.R., 1345-48 : 220. 8 C.C.R., 1346-49= 233.
•C.P.R., 1345-48: 248.
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4od. each. The king on his part granted them 20s.

per sack on all the ports of the realm until the principal

should be paid. This assignment, however, was not to

conflict with the previous contracts made to Henry
Picard; certain grandees; the king's household, for

which Tydemannus de Lymburgh was attorney;

Mathew Canaceon; and Walter de Cheriton and
Thomas de Swanland and their associate fermors of the

customs. Beyond this the merchants were to be
allowed to present ;^2o,ooo of obligations of the king,

for which they should have assignments on the tenth

and fifteenth. The merchants were to select their own
receivers for the counties. If the assignments should

not be sufl!icient, the king promised to redeem the

residue of the ;^2o,ooo by orders on the customs. As
security, the king promised that no other assignments

should be made on the customs until the merchants had
been paid, and, moreover, contracted to deliver the great

crown into the hands of Gilbert and Walter as a further

assurance of good faith. The king added a special

clause for the loan of 5,000 marks to Sir William Stury,

the king's agent in Flanders after the death of Van
Arteveld. March 20th,' the crown was delivered to

the merchants. The first instalment on the loans was
delivered at Bruges on April 23 rd, and thereafter the

payments follow regularly through the summer.^
The first negotiations for raising this money were

made with Nicholas Bertholmeu, a merchant of Lucca,

and Roger de Chastillon, of Florence, who undertook
obligations for one-third of the loan. February 28th,

they received assignment for one-third of the customs,
and one-third allotment of the tenth and fifteenth

granted de Cheriton and Wendlyngburgh. In addi-

tion they were granted 9,000 marks on the tenth and
fifteenth for a separate loan for that amount."*

February 19th, de la Pole was ordered to hasten to

1 Palgrave, " Antient Kalendars and Inventories," I., 163.9 J ^/- 162.4.
2 Ex. K.R. Accounts, 128/3. ^C.P.R., 1345-48: 519.
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"Westminster/ On March 3rd'' a council secured from
the merchants there summoned a loan of 20,000 sacks
" for the saving of the realm and the expedition of the

war with France."' Some difficulty was evidently ex-

perienced in organising a company to finance the project,

as the contract was not drawn up until April 2nd, and
then on terms very favourable to the merchants.* On
that date John de Wesenham and Walter de Cheriton

undertook to pay the king 100,000 marks—^40,000
before the quinzainof midsummer, July 9th; /" 10,000

between that and Michaelmas; ^16,666 13s. 46.. be-

tween that and Christmas; and any profits over the

100,000 marks before Purification, February 2nd,

following. The contract stated that the 20,000 sacks

had been granted by the " community of the realm "

at 23 s. 4d. less per sack than the price ordained at

Nottingham in 1336. This the merchants were to buy
up, though if the people wished to compound for their

wool in silver or gold the merchants were to accept such

payment—an ample opportunity for sharp practice.

The merchants were pretty well protected from loss.

They were to appoint their own collectors—and the

king was to guarantee the safe delivery of the wool at le

Swyn in Flanders. No wool was to be exported until

Easter, 1348, and if the 20,000 sacks should not be paid

by that time the merchants were to have assignments

on the customs, after Wendlyngburgh and de

Wesenham had been paid off. They were to have all

necessary writs free of charge. Also when the present

contracts for the ferm of the customs should run out,

Michaelmas, 1348, the merchants were to enjoy the

farm of the customs for three years at ;^50,000 a year,

for which they were to be allowed ;^4,ooo a year for re-

ducing the king's obligations. The next day, Richard

de Moresby, the keeper of the hanaper, was ordered to

deliver free of charge all writs which the merchants

might need for levying the 20,000 sacks.^

iC.C.R., 1346-49: 238. 2Stubb8,II.,4i6,n. i. ^C.P.R., 1 345-48 : 438.

*C.C.R., 1346-49: 290. « Ibid., 196.
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1

Meanwhile the government was doing its utmost to

raise money. The fines levied on landholders having

rentals of hundred shillings and over, for not accom-

panying the king to war, amounted on March 8 th to

over ;^3,ooo.' March 15th,'' a special custom of 2s.

per sack of wool, and 6d. per pound of merchandise,

was ordered to be collected on and after March i8th for

equipping a fleet of 120 ships. March 24th,' a special

loan of ;^ 1 5,000 was raised by two English merchants,

Simon de Gaston and Hugh de Kynesseye, for which

they received assignment on the customs. April 8 th,*

the regent sent out fifteen men with letters to the

bishops, chapters, and religious houses, reciting the

grants of the clergy, magnates and " other laity," and

requesting a loan of wool, for which he gave the king's

promise for repayment. April 20th' the fermors of the

customs were ordered to pay to Cheriton and Wend-
lyngburgh the customs contracted for on February

14th. On the same date Cheriton and Wendlyngburgh
took over the contract' for the fourth of the profit of the

mint, which had been previously held by Canaceon.

John de Wesenham also took over the farm of the

custom on clothes.' On the next day a great assemblage

of merchants met the council at Westminster.* April

26th' the two Hanse merchants, Conrad Fermol and

John Conyngs, undertook one half of the obligations

entered into by Cheriton and Wendlyngburgh on
February 14th. They were given allowance for 20,000
marks on the customs, and 13,000 marks on the

fifteenth and tenth for the purchase of the king's back

debts. Letters of assignment were issued June ist."

April 28 th" collectors were appointed to levy the

customs on clothes, and a schedule of rates was

iR.R.P.,297,m. 12.

2 C.P.R., 1345-48 : 264. Cf. also Treaty Rolls, 24, m. 25.
3C.P.R., 1345-48: 291.
*C.C.R., 1346-49: 262-270; Stubbs, II., 416, n. 3.

5 C.C.R., 1346-49: 204. * Ibid., 260 and 204. ' Fines, 147, m. 26.
8 Stubbs, II., 416, n. 3. Lds. Rpts., IV., 563. » C.P.R., 1345-48 : 277.
10C.C.R., 1346-49: 302- "C.P.R., 1345-48: 276.
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established. In May and June there were heavy ship-

ments of wheat to Bordeaux. Since November, 1345,
the export of wheat had been prohibited except to the

king's allies.' Commencing with May ist, twenty-two
licences to export wheat to Bordeaux, amounting to

11,151 quarters, were issued before June 14th/
On May 20th' the king granted Walter de Cheriton

and Gilbert de Wendlynburgh 5,000 marks as a gift to

recompense them for losses on a loan made the king of

10,000 marks, of which nothing had been repaid. The
5,000 marks was to come from the profits of the 20,000
sacks handled by Cheriton and Wesenham. May 25th*

the king ordered letters to be issued at the receipt of

the exchequer for the residue of the ;^2o,ooo which
were to be paid Cheriton and Wendlyngburgh for re-

deeming the king's obligations. This must have been
in the nature of an advance to the merchants, for they

were to be given the tallies whether they had presented

obligations or not, the same to be entered against them
on their account. May 26th'' a similar order was issued

for Walter de Cheriton and Thomas de Swanland for

j£jyOOO due for redeemed obligations, contracted for

May 20th, 1346, and a special loan of 6,000 marks.

The money was to be allowed them in their farm of the

customs.

The meeting of the merchants on April 21st is pro-

bably explained by the writs issued on May 28th. On
that date twenty-seven merchants were ordered to pay

up the loans which they had previously promised, by

June 20th. At the same time orders were sent out to

attach all merchants who had not responded to the sum-
mons to make a loan." Fresh summons were issued for

seventy-one merchants to meet the council on June
20th.' June 4th' the advances of the clergy began to

come in. Between that date and January 20th, 1348,

1 C.P.R., 1345-48 : 30. 2 7^;^.^ 281-3. 3 Ibid.,. 292.
* C.C.R., 1346-49 : 219. 5 jhid^^ 218. « R.F., III., pt. i., 121-2.

'Ibid. 8 C.P.R., 1345-48: 357.
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one hundred and forty-four receipts for ^1,949 15s.,

payable at Michaelmas, All Saints' Day, November i st,

and Christmas, 1348, and All Saints' Day, 1349, are

enrolled in the Close Rolls.

June 20th' orders were sent out for the levying of an

aid of 40s. on all knights' fees for the knighting of the

king's son. June 24th'' the export of wool was stopped

until the king should be satisfied for his 20,000 sacks

On July 1 2th provision was made for storing the wool.

Fourteen abbots, priors, and fermors of benefices were

ordered to provide strong houses.' A month later,

August 1st, licences to export from London, Newcastle,

Kingston on Hull, Boston, Sandwich, Ipswich, Bristol.

Chichester, Wynchelse, Great Yarmouth, Lynn, South-

ampton, and Exeter* were issued. August 8th the

sheriffs of eighteen counties were ordered to attach the

goods of all those whose names were delivered them
by the merchants as refusing to pay the wool assessed

upon them.^

On the Continent, Edward had met with success.

June 1 9th, Dagworth captured Charles, of Blois, and on
the 25th Le Crotoy was won.' August 3rd Calais sur-

rendered,' and on the I2th the sheriffs of England were
ordered to proclaim that all those desiring to live in

Calais would be assigned houses there.* September
28th a truce was declared.' October 8th sixty-eight

persons were granted houses and property in Calais.

Among these names are to be found those of most of
the prominent merchants of England—Melchburn,
Cheriton, Wendlyngburgh, Swanland, Picard, Gold-
beater, Conesson (Canaceon), and even one of the

Bardi, Gerard Bonenseigne." October 12th, Edward
returned to England, after an absence of over a year."

Little business of consequence was done during the

remainder of the year. August 25th the Prince of

iC.C.R., 1346-49: 356. 27^/^7283! 3 iii^^^ 293. 4 Ibid., 304.
5 Ibid., 374. « Tout, 367-368. ' Ibid. 8 R.F., IL, i., 130.
» Ibid., 136; Tout, 368. 10 C.P.R., 1345-48: 567, and 549, 561.
iiR.F., ni.,pt. i., 139. Tout, 368.
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Wales leased the coinage of the stannary of Cornwall,

assigned him March 1 8th, 1337,' to Tydemann de Lym-
burgh for three years for 3,500 marks per annum.'

September loth tjfie custom of 6d. per pound for mer-
chandise was raised from the export of tin from Corn-
wall for Lymburgh and the Prince of Wales/ October

1 8 th the Hanse were entirely relieved from this custom,

together with that of 2s. per sack, and the custom on
cloth, in the ports of Boston and Great Yarmouth, on
Lymburgh's undertaking to satisfy the king for all such

customs due.' October i6th the export of grain was
confined to Calais."* November 25th Lymburgh and
Picard were given letters for ^2,800 and ;^4,ooo each

on I OS. a sack of the custom of wool. These were in

part payment of the 40,000 marks raised by Cheriton.'

December loth Picard was given an assignment on the

tenth and fifteenth for ;^8,ooo.' December 14th new
letters were issued to Cheriton and Wendlyngburgh for

the farm of the mint.'

A month' after his return to England in October,

1347, Edward caused a parliament to be summoned for

the morrow after Hilary of 1348. Accordingly parlia-

ment met on January 14th."' The session lasted until

February 12th. Although Edward had just returned

from a successful foreign war, and had concluded an ad-

vantageous treaty with France, the temper of the people

was far from cordial. The enormous taxes and exactions

rankled too much in the minds of their representatives.

In response to the usual statement that parliament was
summoned to consider the peace of the realm, the Com-
mons replied by refusing to take any responsibility for

a grant, and requested the king to arrange matters with

his council, and submitted a long list of petitions."

These petitions are important as showing the reverse

side of the complicated arrangements made by Edward
iC.C.R., 1337-39: 420. aCP.R., 1345-48: 373. 8C.C.R., 1346-49= 328.
* Ibid., 334. 6 Ibi

'

8C.C.R., 1346-49:
11R.P., II., 165.5.

* Ibid., 234- ^ Ibid., ^02. 8 C.P.R., 1345-48: 433.
"^ Ibid., ^i.

8 C.C.R., 1346-49 : 345. 9 Ibid., 412. 10 Stubbs, II., 417, n. 1.
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for financing the war. The general schemes of finance;

the great contracts and farms; the general handling of

wool; the customs; the taxes and assessments; the fines

for array; the special customs for arming wool ships; the

counterfeiting of money; and the old question of pur-

veyance, were all recited in an imposing list of

grievances.

The contract for the sale of the 20,000 sacks under-

taken in April, 1347, seems to have aroused especial ire.'

The unwarranted reduction of the forced prices in Eng-
land by 23s. 4d. gave the contractors, so the Commons
stated, a profit far beyond their deserts, of which the

king received no part, and the burden of which rested

entirely upon the people. The Commons stated that

the profits derived by the merchants amounted to usury.

It seems also that the merchants were only paying 1 2d. tb

23. per pound sterling in redeeming the king's obliga-

tions. The monopoly of wool likewise gave offence.

The effect of this was said to be to make it impossible for

the people to sell their wool to pay their taxes. Then,
moreover, in levying the wool the deputies of the mer-
chants committed all kinds of petty frauds and extor-

tions, by false weights and seizures. In another article

it was stated that by pretext of this purchase of wool the

farmers of the customs were compelling everyone ex-

porting wool to make a special loan of two marks per

sack to the king.'' The Commons begged that a special

commission should be appointed to inquire into the

matter so that the king should have full profit from the

aids granted by the Commons. The latter also re-

quested that the council should take cognisance of the

matter. To these two requests Edward acceded.

So grave was this charge that Cheriton and Wesen-
ham thought fit to reply to it by a petition to the

council.' After 'making a general statement of good
will to the king, and alluding to losses and inconveni-

ences suffered by them, they requested that the com-
1 R.P., II., 170.49. ^ Ibid., 169.3S. ^Ibid.,i73M.
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plaining merchants should meet them before the council,

and make specific charges, in order that confidence might

be restored and that merchants should not hesitate in

future to make loans to the king when necessary. Here
the matter rested for the time being. However, it was

taken up in the subsequent parliament, and finally

amicably adjusted, though the king did not give up the

20,000 sacks.

In connection with the foregoing indictment of the

methods of the king's financiers the article on the Dor-

drecht claims should be noticed. According to the

Commons, only the claims of the few wealthy merchants

about the king were being redeemed. No others were

permitted to buy up the bills or to take advantage of the

allowance on the customs. The Commons asked that

the king should at least redeem a portion of these debts.

To this the king stated that if the merchants would pre-

sent their bills to the treasury allowance would be made
them.'

In considering the wool trade, the Commons com-
plained of the attempt of the three large towns of

Flanders, Bruges, Ghent, and Ypres, to monopolise the

market by forbidding foreign merchants to purchase

wool, and by their endeavour to stop the small towns

from manufacturing cloth. Edward was able to reply

that he had already sent an embassage to adjust the

situation.'

The mayor and commons of the merchants of the

staple at Calais also sent in a special request for the

allowance of a moiety of the forfeitures of wool that had

always hitherto been granted to the staple. The king

promised to have the charters in Chancery examined.'

Several articles were devoted to a rehearsal of the

complaints about the customs. As usual, the Commons
petitioned against the maltolte. Their statement that

the king had derived a greater revenue when the custom

was at two marks a sack is worth noticing. The king,

1 R.P., II,. 169.39. 2 ibid.^ 1657^7 3 Ibid7,^^.67.
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however, replied evasively that the grant was made for

a certain period, and that when that was over he would
consider the matter/ The new custom on the export of

cloth by aliens, levied without the consent of parliament,

was also petitioned against,^ but to no effect.

The question of the conveying of wool and the con-

dition of the shipping was considered in several articles.

The first complaint was against the levy of 2s. per tun,

and 6d. per pound of merchandise,' but the Commons
got no promises from the king on this. However, the

levy on the wool was a different matter. Twelve pence

per sack had been taken to arm each ship exporting wool.

Wesenham, according to a subsequent petition,* had
contracted to furnish the necessary men, for the farm of

this tax. However, the Commons stated, a great deal

of negligence had been shown, and ships and wool had
been lost to the value of 20,000 marks. An inquiry

was requested, which the king granted, on the petitions

of individuals submitted to the council.' There is one
individual petition directly against Wesenham, charg-

ing him with negligence, resulting in the loss of the

petitioners' wool by capture. However, the only reply

obtained was that relief could be found in the courts.'

A special complaint was made on the condition of the

English shipping, as the result of the king's neglecting

to pay damages for vessels pressed into service, and lost

or captured during that period.'

There were a great many complaints of extortion by
tax collectors, and requests for new assessments made
necessary by various causes. The collectors were ex-

torting sixteen pounds and eighteen pounds to the stone

in levying wool. Likewise, the collectors refused to

give writs of receipt or acquittance except on the pay-
ment of a fee of 6d. or 7d.' Special complaints were
also made of assessments beyond the true valuation of

1 R.P., II., 168.29. * i^id., 31. 3 7i,-j.^ 166. 1 1. 4 Ibid., 1 75. 1.

5 73/i., 171.58. ^ Ibid., ijK,.i. ' 7Z»iW., 172.59. 8 /iiJ., 171.54.
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property/ The clergy also were levying a tenth on pro-

perty that had never before been subject to their tax.'

The fines levied in lieu of foreign service in 1345 and

1346 had always excited a great deal of opposition. The
ordinary commissions of array and purveyance were
burdensome enough without having this extra due, and
were the subject of a good many complaints, both in this*

and in previous parliaments. The levy of the fines,

however, was peculiarly vexatious. The commissions
assessing the lands* at loos. and upwards had assessed at

double and treble the actual value, and had levied upon
a number of small towns, although they were neither
" burghs " nor cities. The king responded that the im-
position was made with the consent of the grandees and
of the Commons who were present. There were several

individual complaints on this score, notably of the in-

habitants of Lodebury, who stated that although
they were paying a tax of a fifteenth and wool to double
that amount, and were not within a burgh or a city,

yet they had been assessed twenty marks for hobelars.*

The communality (" comunaute ") of the county of Kent
petitioned for a like relief by reason of the services

rendered by that county in guarding the coast.*

Other miscellaneous petitions were made against the

importation of false money;' against the monopoly of

the tin of Cornwall by Tydemannus de Lymburgh, the

attorney of the Prince of Wales;' and against the exces-

sive fees levied for writs of the king's seal." The latter is

illustrative of the numerous petty exactions to which
the average citizen was subjected at this period. A
rather quaint request of parliament was that the king

should look into his income from Ireland" and see why
he didn't get more money from it, which he willingly

promised to do.

Edward showed his disappointment in the failure of theiidward showed his disappomtment ir

1 R.P., II., 175.3 ; cf- 184.41. 2 ibid,^ 170.48.
^ Ibid. ^ 166.16

', 168.23; ^7^-S7' * Ibid. ^ I JO. 4.4..

8 Ibid., 194.76. ' Ibid., 167.19. 8 7^,-^.^ 168.27.
® Ibid.^ 170.45- ^® Ibid., 169.41.

» Ibid., 182.28.
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parliament to make a grant by summoning a new one

within two days after the adjournment—February 14th/

In general, his attitude to the numerous complaints had

been conciliatory. Such concessions as could be made
were made at once, and with good grace. February 13 th

proclamation was issued to destroy the false money.'

February 14th,' Edward sent a special request to the

three cities of Flanders to permit Lombards to buy wool.

March I2th^ he appointed a commission to investigate

the charges of negligence in arming the wool ships, and
embezzling the custom of I2d. per sack levied for that

purpose. The writ states that the wool lost amounted
to ^20,000. However, the contracts for the farm of

the customs, and for the sale of wool and the various

loans he refused to interfere with.

The new parliament met March 31st, and sat until

April i3th.^ Though showing the same spirit as in the

previous parliament, the Commons proved more tract-

able, and made a grant of a fifteenth for three years.

The king stated that the causes'" for the summons of the

parliament were the failure of the pope to respond to

letters concerning the conclusion of a final peace between
England and France, and the renewed activities of

France. He therefore desired of the Commons' how
the king might best be aided at the smallest expense to

his people. The Commons replied' that the king was
making too great a demand, and submitted a list of taxes

and dues which they were compelled to meet, and pro-

ceeded to recount the complaints of the previous session.

They estimated the proceeds of the maltolte as ;^6o,ooo.

If this was so, the merchants farming the customs were
making a profit of ;^ 10,000 a year. However, the

Commons agreed to make a grant on thirteen conditions

which they listed. First, the aid was not to be turned

into wool; second, no wool was to be levied by special

^ C.C.R., 1 346-49 : 496. 2 R.F , III., pt. i., 1 5 1

.

^C.C.R., 1346-49: 494. 4C.P.R., 1348-50: 76.
6 Stubbs, II., 417, n. I. « R.P., II., 200.2. ' Ibid., 3. « Ibid., 4.
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loan; nor, thirdly, was it to be levied more quickly than

provided for in the form of the grant. Fourthly, the

itinerant justices were to cease. Fifthly, on the expira-

tion of the grant of the subsidy of 40s. custom per sack

of wool, it was not to be renewed, nor was any such grant

to be made by the merchants, as it was solely at the

expense of the Commons, and not at the expense of the

merchants, who only sold the wool for more or less (ac-

cording to the difference in price made by the customs).

Sixthly, no fresh imposition or tallage was to be levied

by the king's council; and seventhly, commissions were
to be appointed to hear the pleas of the Commons in the

presence of their representatives. Eighth, the merchants

levying the 20,000 sacks were to come before a special

commission to answer for extortions. Ninth, the false

money was to be dealt with. Tenth, David Bruce and
the other Scotch princes were on no account to be given

up for ransom. Eleventh, the king was to restore the

20,000 sacks. Twelfth, the aid for the marriage of the

king's daughter, Joan, was to cease; and thirteenth, there

was to be no marshalsey in England, saving the king's,

and in his absence that of the guardian. On these con-

ditions, which they stipulated should be entered in the

Rolls of Parliament, and not otherwise, would the Com-
mons make the grant. The grant was for three years,

and at a fifteenth and no more a year, to be received at

two times, Michaelmas and Easter. Moreover, the

grant was to be used only for prosecuting the war, and
not to pay off the king's debts. If at any time a per-

manent peace or a long truce should be made, the aid

was to cease; but if war should occur with Scotland, the

levies north of the Trent should be reserved for

prosecuting that war.

Parliament then submitted a number of petitions to

the king, who requested in turn that the petitions of

individuals should come before the chancellor, and those

touching the common good should come before the

clerk of parliament. When the separate petitions were
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submitted the king refused to bind himself on the

question of the great contracts. He avoided a direct

answer to the complaint against the levy of the 20,000

sacks/ and the request to discontinue the inquests on the

levy of the ninth," some parts of which were evidently

still unpaid. The old questions of the customs, of the

interference of the Flemings with the Lombard mer-

chants at the staples, and the special loan levied by the

merchants, were repeated. Some petitions, especially

the latter, the king granted, and others he refused. In

the main he succeeded in avoiding the most important

issues raised by the Commons, and yet secured the

necessary grants. He seems to have been willing to

give relief for the petty oppressions of the tax collectors

and other administrative reforms requested, but he

would make no alteration in the general methods which

he had adopted for financing the war. The Commons
were in despair. Eight years before, with the aid of the

English merchants, they had succeeded in breaking the

power of the foreign merchants, and finally driving them
from the realm; but now their allies had turned against

them, and now that they had come into the position of

the foreigners they were committing all the old abuses.

The very exactness of the details of the conditions im-

posed show in a way the realisation by the Commons of

the weakness of their position. However, in the main,

the king lived up to most of his promises, and granted

redress for a good many of their complaints, though he

did not give up the loan of 20,000 sacks and the

maltolte. However, in the former case he was able to

satisfy the Commons by the readiness of Cheriton and
his fellows to submit their accounts and explain the

conditions of the loans to the Commons, who were

apparently in ignorance of them.

The revenues received during the year 21 Edward
III. were again very large—amounting to ^142,548
7s. i-|d.' Of these ^30,528 3s. 3-|d. came from

1 R.P., II., 201.5. 2 ii,id,^ 202.14. 3 Cf, App. I.
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feudal sources. About ;^ 10,000 was received from the

levy of the fines in commutation of military service, and
from the aid for knighting the Prince of Wales. The
incidents of government yielded £^^S9'^ ^s- ^^-j while

the parliamentary grants amounted to £"]^fiSS ^^' ^2^-

Of this, however, ^"50,747 17s. 7|-d. was received from
the sale of the 20,000 sacks. The loans on the credit of

the crown amounted to ;^27,574 is. 7^d. These totals

represent pretty clearly the actual revenue received by
the crown. The wardrobe was in the hands of Walter
de Wetewang from April loth, 18 Edward III. to

November 24th, 26 Edward III. Of a total of

;^242,686 17s. ofd.,' all but ;^3 8,940 4s. 9d. were
received through the treasury. Wetewang accounted

for an expenditure of ;^242,686 17s. ojd. The issue

rolls for 26 Edward III. amount to ;^225,478 5s. 8d.

War was cheaper now that Edward had given up his

expensive German and Flemish mercenaries.

With the adjournment of the spring parliament of

1348 there closes a period of the financial history of the

war and a new one begins. Since 1343 the English

merchants had been in control of the English finances.

They had ousted the Lombards and the Hanse, and had

met the strain of two vigorous years of war. English

enterprise, founded on English capital, financed the

campaign of Crecy and the siege of Calais. At the

close of hostilities the credit of the merchants was un-

shaken, and their ability by meeting the strain success-

fully was proved. They were stronger than ever. But
now came a succession of circumstances that finally

wrecked the fortunes built up in the prosperous years of

the '40's, and compelled Edward to devise new means
for carrying on his struggle with France.

1 L.T.R. Enrolled Accts. Wardrobe, No. 2, Rot. 41.
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CHAPTER VII

THE FALL OF THE FERMORS

1348-53

The position of the Cheriton partners in the spring of 1 348

—

the

events of the summer of i 348—the Flemings—the war—the

Black Death—the Cheriton partnership reorganised—the wool
trade 1349-50—the fall of de Cheriton—the king takes the

custom of wool into his own hands and administers it through

royal officers—the situation in 1351.

The history of the next three years is that of the

struggle of the English merchants against the economic
crisis caused by the Black Death. At the opening of

the period a group of half a dozen or more men had suc-

ceeded in getting the ferms of most of the important

sources of income of the crown into their hands. The
period opened with the merchants in a prosperous con-

dition, and with their credit stronger than ever, as a

result of the successful struggle of the king with the

Commons in the beginning of 1348. While granting

the minor reforms demanded, Edward had escaped

binding himself in more than a general way to change

the methods by which the customs and the loan of wool
were handled. The system of finance built up by the

English in the struggle of the last eight years had
proved itself, and only the shock of a great economic
disaster was able to overturn it.

The year 1348 opened with the merchants in high

favour with the king. The financing of the campaign
of 1346 and 1347 had been conducted far differently

than in 1339 and 1340. The royal crown was still in

England, and there was no swarm of foreign creditors

flocking to eat up the parliamentary grants. Money
had been raised abroad by the English merchants, but

H5
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on satisfactory terms, and was promptly repaid, for there

are no records of debts hanging over the crown as in the

earlier years. The payments contracted by the mer-

chants to the crown had been lived up to. The money
was delivered on the required dates, as the long list of

receipts signed before Calais shows. Indeed, it seems

probable that the siege could never have reached a suc-

cessful termination if it had not been for the efficiency

of Cheriton and his fellows.

There is, indeed, evidence that de Cheriton and his

partners endeavoured to meet the unpopularity caused

by the exigencies of the war in a broad and statesman-

like manner. During the session of the January

parliament, by giving up the monopoly of the export of

wool he took a step that merited far better consideration

of parliament than it received. In a writ issued January

17 th' the king granted de Cheriton and Wendlyng-
burgh the privilege of shipping 5,000 sacks of wool on

payment of the custom at any time during the next

three years, " because they of their free will have

granted that the passage of wool in all ports of England
shall be free to all, notwithstanding that the king

lately granted to them that no one besides them should

in any wise carry without the realm any wool up to a

certain number " of sacks. This must have contri-

buted to a certain extent towards mollifying the opposi-

tion in the Commons. But this was not enough. The
people only accepted the favours, and bided their time.

It only needed the shock of a catastrophe that would

shake the credit of de Cheriton with the king to enable

his enemies to overwhelm him.

Meanwhile things went smoothly for the company.

There were few debts hanging over from the previous

year that had to be settled. February 14th the king

granted the rebate of the custom to the value of 23,000

marks on all goods and merchandise which they might

ship, to six merchants of Genoa." Assignments were

iC.P.R., i345-48:T53- * ^**'^-j 1348-50= ^3-
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made to the Hanse merchants on the customs of

Lynn, Kingston on Hull, and Boston, on March ist,'

in instalment on the 20,000 marks which they had ad-

vanced de Cheriton and Wendlyngburgh on April 26th,

1347. De la Pole had made some small loans to the

king, for which he was given assignment on the custom
of Kingston on Hull on March 2nd.'

The trouble with the Flemish towns was rapidly

coming to a head. For several years, since the death of

Van Artveldt, parliament had complained of the attempt

of the three large towns, Ghent, Ypres, and Bruges, to

monopolise the English wool by keeping out foreign

merchants from the market, and by prohibiting the

small towns of Flanders from the manufacture of

certain cloths. The commission sent to Flanders on
February 14th has been mentioned. June 5th Edward
sent another embassy."* At the same time he was try-

ing to build up Calais. April 5th he established a

staple for tin, lead, feathers, and cloth, to be continued

for seven years. During the summer relations were

still kept up with the Flemish towns;* but in the early

fall signs of an impending rupture were not lacking.

September 2nd another writ was issued placing the

staple for cloth in particular at Calais,'' though it was
abandoned on October 21st.' Some time during the fall

the export of wool was temporarily stopped pending the

establishment of a new staple. Finally on October
20th' the king issued a proclamation, transferring the

staple of wool from Bruges to Middleburgh in Zealand,

and permissions to export to that point were thereupon

issued.* The king, however, was not above turning an

honest penny on the transaction by compelling the mer-
chants exporting wool to advance two marks per sack

beyond the custom, the same to be repaid them at a

1 C.C.R., 1346-49: 436. 2C.P.R., 1348-50: 35. 3C.C.R., 1346-49: 523.
* July 6th, receipt for loocr. on subs, of zoocr. from Ghent. Diplomatic

Documents, 50/1420.
«C.C.R., 1346-49: 560. ^ Ibid., ^66. ^ Ibid., S97- ^ Ibid., s^^-
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future date by allowance on their customs. The staple

could not have been exclusively maintained at Middle-
burgh, for on December ist^ the king issued a writ

ordering the person who had obtained from him the

establishment of a staple of wool at Calais to appear be-

fore the council to answer complaints. Relations with

Flanders were patched up a few days later by a treaty

concluded with the count of Flanders on December
lOth."

A shadow is thrown on the sincerity of the com-
plaints of the Commons about the extortion practised

by the wealthy merchants in buying up the king's notes

by the events of the summer. From some sources the

merchants contracting to buy up the ;^2o,ooo of the

king's debts in the spring of 1347 had been "loaded
up " with a lot of forged notes of the wardrobe. May
1st' the king granted these merchants, Cheriton,

Wendlyngburgh, Swanland, Causton, and John Male-
wayn, the privilege of turning other notes over to the

exchequer in place of the forged notes. At the same
time* he gave them respite for three years in their con-

tract for redeeming the back notes.^ However, this is

not a matter of great importance, and is chiefly valuable

as throwing light on the commercial honesty of the

times.

In spite of the good management of the English

merchants in 1346 and 1347, affairs were in some con-

fusion. The loan of the 20,000 sacks of wool in parti-

cular needed readjustment. This was accomplished by
a series of new contracts. May ist' the partners,

Cheriton, Swanland, and Wendlyngburgh, undertook

to lend the king ;^2o,ooo, to be paid in instalments be-

fore Michaelmas, " for his great needs." In return for

this loan the merchants were to have the gift of one

half mark of the custom of 12,000 sacks of wool, which

it was planned to ship after Michaelmas. The rest of

1 R.F., III., pt. i., 178. 2 iiid,^ 178, 179. 3 c.C.R., 1346-49: 451.

*Ibid.,sS7' ^ Cf.ibid.,^6i. ^ Ibid., $57-
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the custom was to be used in repaying the

loan. May 2nd' the king renewed the grant of the

farm of the custom to Cheriton and Swanland, associat-

ing with them de Wendlyngburgh, for a period of three

years, the custom to be 46s. 8d. on every sack. Since

these were the same men who had undertaken to lend

the king ;^2o,ooo in return for the rebate of the

custom on 1 2,000 sacks of wool which they were about

to ship, they were to have allowance for this custom on

^50,000 due for the farm of the customs. A writ

issued May 17th clears up the whole dispute over the

loan of the 20,000 sacks, and in a way hints at the re-

lation of the above contracts to that loan.'' The writ

states that the king had sold the merchants the 20,000
sacks in return for advances made by them for the

furtherance of the war. After recounting the com-
plaints of the Commons it says that the justices were

sent out as requested to inquire into the oppression

complained of; but that since those who made the com-
plaint in parliament had no knowledge of the conditions

of the contract and the sale of the wool, and since the

contracting merchants offered to answer any and all

complaints in the matter and exhibit their accounts and
otherwise explain matters, before the council, the king

granted these merchants immunity from suits arising

from the petitions of the Commons, and from summons
of justices or other ministers to answer for the matter.

This then explains the source of the 12,000 sacks of

wool that were to be exported after Michaelmas, and
also the writs that follow during the summer. A writ

of July 1 2th' shows that the collection of the 20,000
sacks was still going on. Other writs on the carrying

out of the collection of the wool or the money assessed

in place of it follow during the summer.*

Other important loans were raised during the year.

These, however, were raised by de Cheriton and his

1 C.P.R., 1348-50 : 145. 2 Ibid.^ 104. 3 C.C.R., 1346-49 : 470.
* Ibid., 482.
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partners, Swanland and Wendlyngburgh, for the king.

May 2oth' Simon de Garton and Hugh de Kynardeseye
were given 20s. on the customs of England until they

should be satisfied for a loan of ;^2o,ooo. On the 23rd^

a similar assignment was made to Hermann Muneter
and Thomas de Notyngham for a like sum. September
iSth"* orders were issued to the collectors of custom in

favour of Muneter and Notyngham. The orders for

Garton and Kynardesey were issued September 25th,*

November 28 th Cheriton's contract for the customs,

which on the old terms ran out at Michaelmas, was
renewed.^

The ferm of the mint was still in the hands of the

Cheriton company. On June I2th* it was renewed.

The strength and eminence of this company is worthy
of note. Starting in as one of the merchants of lesser

importance, Cheriton had gradually forged to the head

of affairs by building up a series of partnerships, in

which he associated with himself the strongest men of

the merchant body. He first appeared as the leader of

the Dordrecht claimants in 1343. For a time he was
overshadowed by Melchburn, but succeeded in

getting the contract for the customs away from him.

His position was comparable to that of de la Pole in

the earlier period of the war. Moreover, he showed a

genius for organisation, such as de la Pole does not seem
to have had. In 1348 the ferm of the customs and the

mint, and most of the great loans of the last two years,

were in his hands. Wesenham seems to have been

discredited as the result of his embezzlement of the

custom levied for arming the wool fleet, and drops into

insignificance. There was only one rival company

—

that with Picard at its head. But that had been

shouldered out of the wool trade, and only had the

handling of a minor loan of ^"8,000, dating from 1347,
secured chiefiy by the tenths and fifteenths. However,

iC.P.R., 1348-50: 99. ^Ibid. 3C.C.R., 1346-49: 561.
* Ibid., 559. 5 Fines, 150, m. 16. * C.C.R., 1346-49 : 465.
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in October' Picard got an assignment of 26s. per sack

on the customs of three ports in payment of ;^5,900
still due on the loan.

After the fall of Calais there was a lull in hostilities

until the following August. At that time Edward took

measures to organise the war in Brittany on a perman-

ent, self-supporting basis. Thomas Dagworth had

for some time been the chief in command of the forces

in Brittany. August loth'' he was assigned the re-

venues of the duchy, and preparations were made to

send over an expedition to support him. This was in

spite of the fact that on August 6th' the truce with

France had been prolonged for another year, and that

Dagworth had been specially ordered to keep the

terms with Charles le Blois. In October the king

seems to have planned to go to the Continent in

person.* Active hostilities, however, were checked by
the common catastrophe that overtook England and
France alike. Early in 1348^ the plague appeared in

the Mediterranean ports of France, and spread rapidly

over the country. In August it crossed the Channel,

appearing at Weymouth. From this point the plague

spread northward and westward to Bristol and beyond.

London was attacked early in November. Then the

plague raged until Whitsuntide, when it seems almost

to have died out, but in the spring of 1349 it appeared

again in East Anglia, breaking out at other points on
subsequent dates. Ireland was reached on August of

that year, and in 1350, Scotland, hitherto immune, fell a

victim. The effect of the plague was to stop every

kind of intercourse and paralyse business.* January
26th' the courts meeting at the quinzain of Hilary

were ordered to adjourn all pleas until the quinzain of

Easter following. May 12th,'' 1349, this was continued

until the octaves of Michaelmas. November 20th,'

1 October i6th, C.P.R., 1348-50: 197. 2 r,f.^ m^^ pt. j.^ 169.
3 Ibid., 166. * Ibid., 175. 5 Tout, 370//. « Ci. C.P.R., 1348-50: 295.
' C.C.R., 1349-54 : I. 8 Ibid., 28. » Ibid., 1346-49 : 607.
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1348, a Parliament was summoned for the Monday
after Hilary, 1349, but on January ist' this was pro-

rogued until the quinzain of Easter following. The
plague, however, continued to rage, and on March loth'

the king finally prorogued Parliament without setting

another date for meeting. May 2nd,* the truce was con-

tinued until Whitsuntide of 1350. During the summer
the plague apparently slacked up, but on December ist*

the king thought it necessary to forbid people to leave

England on account of it. A writ of December 29th,*

however, mentions the pestilence as being " stayed," so

that the prohibition of December ist was probably a

precautionary measure.

The plague brought disaster to the Cheriton Com-
pany in spite of efforts to reorganise. The unsettled

condition of the staple, coupled with the paralysis of

business caused by the plague, seems first to have

brought about the lifting of the restrictions on trade.

January 23rd,' the collectors of Lynn were ordered

to permit all merchants to export woollen cloth made
in England, tin, lead, and feathers, to any port, not-

withstanding the establishment of the staple at Calais.

The first indication of the diminution of the credit of

the Cheriton partnership was the grant of the ferm of

the mint to a new company on January 27th,' 1349.

This may have been because the whole contract for the

payment of debts of the king to ;^40,ooo had run

out, but subsequent events seem to indicate that the

Cheriton partnership was losing prestige. As early as

February 24th* there is evidence of interference of

Edward in the contract of the farm of the customs in

the fact that writs were issued directly to collectors on

that date, instead of to the farmers. March 15th,' the

general export of wool was stopped, and the coket put

under seal. On the same date the sheriffs of London,

1 C.C.R., 1346-49 : 613. 2 Ibid., 66. » R.F., III., pt. i., 184.

^Ibid., 191. 6C.P.R., 1348-50: 459- ''C.C.R., 1346-49: 583-
' Ibid., 1349-54: 62. 8 Fines, 151, m. 48. » C.C.R., 1 349-54 ^ 59-
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Surrey, Buckingham, Warwick, and Northampton were

ordered to seize the goods of Cheriton and his partners

Swanland and Wendlyngburgh as security for debts due
the king/ Edward then took steps to reorganise the

company of the farmers. March 26th,^ de la Pole and

seventy-five others were ordered to meet the council

at Westminster on Monday after the morrow of the

close of Easter, and on April ist' the weighers of wool

in fifteen ports were ordered to be at London on the

same day. As a result of this meeting on the Tuesday
following, April 21st,* a complete reorganisation took

place, and a new contract was drawn up. In this con-

tract the king stated that although on May 2nd last he

had entered into a contract with the merchants for the

farm of the customs for three years, yet in consequence

of the plague the merchants were unable to meet their

obligations to the king. As a result he had been com-
pelled to protect himself, and though without hostility

to them, had taken the customs out of their hands.

Now upon the formation of a company of thirty-three

merchants, who agreed to guarantee Cheriton and his

partners, the king regranted the customs as before, and

added to it the little custom of 3d. per pound on mer-

chandise, though the prest of two marks the sack was
to cease. The assignments made de la Pole at Kingston

on the custom on wool were reserved. The guarantee-

ing merchants were to elect four representatives, who
were to hold a portion of the coket as security. The
contract was to last for two and a half years, for the

total farm of ^125,000, also ;^38,i 66 13s. 4d. of the

king's debts, if so much was outstanding, were to be

redeemed. The first receipts of the custom were to be

used in meeting the contract to the king, and then the

three merchants might have the residue for meeting

their debts. These merchants were also to have the

privilege of appointing new weighers of wool. Four
appointments" were immediately made, and two others

1 Ibid., 61. ^Jbid,, 64. ^Jbid., 67. * Ibid., 98. ^c.p.R., 1348-50: 289.
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later in the year. At the same time those who had
seized the coket at the king's command were ordered'

to deliver it as per contract to Cheriton, Swanland, and
Wendlyngburgh, and to Hugh de Ulseby, John Male-
wayn, Thomas Gisors, and Richard Barry, the four re-

presentatives of the guaranteeing merchants. It is

noticeable, however, that the king protected himself by
ordering the individual collectors to account directly to

the treasury.
""

Under these circumstances, and with the dying out

of the plague, trade seems to have revived somewhat.

June loth,' the embargo was lifted from twelve ports

from which the shipment of wool was permitted, and to

further stimulate trade shipment to Bruges was allowed

in spite of previous prohibitions growing out of the

bad feeding toward the Flemish. But apparently the

same stubborn spirit of insubordination and of petty

pilfering that wrecked the Lombards was again rife

among the English customs officials. June 2nd*

Edward had repeated his orders to the collectors of the

new custom at the port of London to deliver the pro-

ceeds of the custom to Cheriton and the four merchants

chosen by the " mainpernors," or guaranteeing mer-

chants. June loth,'' however, he was compelled to take

further steps to compel the surrender of the customs

seals. Richard de Melchburn was appointed to take

all parts of the seal, in all ports, arresting anyone who
should resist him, and bring the cokets to the Tower
of London. June 26th,' Hugh de Ulseby, William

Potter, and Alexander Tusk were given like appoint-

ments. Even this measure was unsuccessful, for on

June 24th,' Edward had to repeat his orders to five ports

for the surrender of a leaf of the coket to the deputies

of the " mainpernors." July 30th collectors from six

ports were ordered to meet Cheriton and his partners

and Malewayn and Ulseby, the representatives of the

1 C.C.R., 1349-54 : 30- ^ Fines, 147, m. 8. ^ C.C.R., 1349-54: 34-
* Ihid., 33. ^ C.P.R., 1348-50 : 323. « Ibid. ' C.C.R., 1349-54: 46.
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guaranteeing merchants, at London on August 5th with

all rolls and memoranda of the receipt of the customs

of those ports. As a result of this meeting, the col-

lectors, being thus brought to time, advanced a curious

excuse. During the spring Gisors had died, and Barry

had left the country. The collectors gave this as their

reason for refusing to give up a leaf of the coket to

Ulseby and Malewayn. Accordingly, on the next day,

August 6th,' writs of summons were sent out to four-

teen of the original thirty-three merchants to elect two

to take the place of Gisors and Barry. This objection

having been removed to the satisfaction of the col-

lectors, trade went on smoothly for a while.

In August Edward tried to put the war in Aquitaine

on the same footing as in Brittany. August 28 th the

earl of Lancaster was appointed the king's " lieutenant

and captain " in Aquitaine.' Full powers were granted

him. In October—the i8th'—Poitou was added to his

rule, and on November 6th* he was given a monopoly
of the salt trade at Le Bay for a revenue. Earlier, on
May 28th,^ the king had also made some further pro-

visions for the administering of Calais, granting the

captain and council leave to mint such coins as they

should see fit.

The wool trade in the meanwhile was improving,

even though the probabilities of early hostilities were
increasing. September 24th Edward levied a special

tax of 4s. per sack for the arming of the wool fleet.

^

December 20th' provision was made for the payment of

;^5,900 still due Henry Picard and Simon de Garton
on the loan of ;^ 12,000 made October i6th, 1348, by
four drafts for ^1,475, payable at Christmas, Easter,

midsummer, and Michaelmas following. Two drafts

were accordingly issued on the fermors of the customs
and their "mainpernors" on December 20th, 1349,* and

1 C.C.R., 1349-54 : loi. 2 ^jp., III., pt. i., 189. 3 jl,i^^^ igo.
* Ibid. 5 73/^.^ ig^. 6 Fines, 151, m. 20. ' C.P.R., 1348-50: 441.
8 C.C.R., 1349-54: 128.
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April I St, 1350/ in accordance with the above, but after

the latter date there are no further entries in the Patent

and Close Rolls. February 6th, 1350,' the collectors

of eleven ports were ordered to permit the export of

wool to Flanders on condition that only money neces-

sary for expenses should be taken in the ships, and no
passengers should be carried. Smuggling was again

becoming rife, for the king found it necessary to pass

special ordinances against it in the council that met on
the Friday before Ascension."* After providing penal-

ties for frauds of the customs, the memorandum of the

ordinance states that no sarplar was to contain more
than a sack and half of wool; also that, because of the

increase in the custom, each merchant was to be allowed

four cloves extra to the sack beyond the true weight of

the wool, until Michaelmas. May nth* notices were

sent to the collectors of customs.

At this time the fermors of the customs and their

guarantors, or " mainpernors," seem to have tided over

the year 1349 successfully. February 24th,'' 1350,
Edward gave de Cheriton and his partners an order on

the treasury for one mark on the custom of each sack

of wool which they might ship in accordance with the

contract of May ist, 1348, permitting them to export

12,000 sacks in return for an advance of ^20,000.
April loth* an adjustment was made on the account of

the loan advanced by Notyngham, Garton, Muneter,

and Kynardeseye to Cheriton and Swanland in return

for an assignment of 20s. per sack on the customs of

England. A new partnership—Lymburgh, Brandon,

Causton, and Notyngham—agreed to lend the king

20,000 marks by the quinzain of Trinity; the king re-

ceipted the original note of the old firm for ;^ 10,000,

and promised to pay the remaining ;^ 10,000, together

with the 20,000 marks of the new contract, by an allow-

ance of 20s. per sack on the customs of England. For

1 C.C.R., 1349-54 : 179. 2 Ibid.^ 158. 3 Ibid., 222.
* Ibid., 228. ^Ibid., 159. « C.P.R., 1348-50 : 505.
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the ;^ 10,000 cancelled by the king, Cheriton and Swan-
land were to resume responsibility.

In spite of this temporary turn of the fortunes of de

Cheriton and his partners, which for a time bade fair to

restore them to the position occupied before the plague,

some time before June i6th the company failed. Their

debts to the king seem to have been about ;^ 13,000.'

In the spring the king ordered the seizure of their

goods, and the goods of the thirty-three guaranteeing

merchants. On June i6th^ the king granted all the

lands and rents of Cheriton, Swanland, and Wendlyng-
burgh, which had been seized for the arrears of the ferm
of the customs, to John de Wesenham, because he had
delivered to the king without charge the great crown,'

given him by Cheriton as security for a loan of ^4,000
which the latter was unable to repay.

The cause for the failure of de Cheriton and his

partners must be mainly laid to the economic conditions

resulting from the pestilence. The last writ quoted
might possibly be construed as indicating some bad
faith on the part of Wesenham, who had been ejected

from the ferm of the customs since the scandal over the

embezzlement of the special custom for arming the

wool fleet, in the spring of 1348. Subsequent writs

also mention a debt of ^13,643 13s. yd.' due the king
by the fermors beyond the ferm of the customs, but no
mention is made of any accusation of embezzlement of
any kind, though parliament made complaint of the

neglect of the merchants to make assignments for the

many extraordinary grants that were levied during this

time on wool. No conclusions can be drawn from this,

however, as de Cheriton was not allowed to continue in

1 C.C.R., 1354-60 : 248. 2 C.P.R., 1348-50 : 548.
^ There is an entry in the memoranda of the exchequer, dated November

19th, 29 Edward III., of the receipt of the great crown, though the name of
the person from whom it was received is illegible. Pal. Ant. Kalendars, III.,

170. It seems curious that this writ should have been issued in June, for the
period for which the merchants were called to account extended till Michael-
mas, 1350. (C.C.R., 1354-60: 465.)

«C.C.R., 1354-60: 248. Cf. ibid., 465.

M
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office until better times would have permitted a pay-

ment, which, it is fair to assume from his previous con-

duct in office, he would have made. The fact that the

merchants successfully refuted the charges of the Com-
mons in 1348 would further strengthen this conclusion.

The disastrous effect of the plague upon the wool trade,

the mainstay of the finance or the period, is only too

evident from the writs prohibiting exportation, while

the plague was at its worst, and the granting complete

freedom of export as soon as the plague had somewhat
abated. The licences to export fell off proportionately.'

The Receipt Rolls do not contain the accounts of the

farm of the customs. This was apparently kept

separate, and drawn on separately.'' The other totals

for the year 23 Edward III., October, 1347—October,

1349, show a corresponding diminution in other re-

sources as compared with the totals of 21 Edward III.,

already quoted. Here again the main indications are

in the national taxes and the loans. Curiously enough,

the feudal revenues remain about the same. The
difference between the ;^23,7i3 5s. 3d. of 23 Edward
III.^ as against the ^30,528 3s. 3-|d. of 23 Edward III.

is accounted for by the special levies of the fines "ne

transportent " and the aid for knighting the Black

Prince in 1346-47. The incidents of government even

increase—;^ 13,3 93 7s. 5d. in 23 Edward III., as

against ^'7,591 is. id. in 21 Edward III., the differ-

ence being accounted for by the calling in of prests

from government officials; the profits on the mint,

which apparently were now being turned into the

treasury; and especial taxes that were levied on the pro-

curators of the two cardinals, Anibaldus de Ceccana* and

Stephen, Cardinal priest of St. John and St. Paul. The
national taxes show a total of £\%^'-|^^ in 23 Edward
III., as against ;f76,855 is. oW- in 21 Edward III.

1 C/. Index of Calendar Close Rolls, 1346-49 and 1349-54.
* C/. Account of J. de Wesenham, App. III. ^ App. I.

* C/. C.C.R., 1349-54: 139; C.P.R., 1348-50: 28, 132, 137, etc. C/. Index.
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The Easter term in particular of 23 Edward III. gives

a total of ^17,798 14s. 9d., as against ^53,902 os. 3^d.

of the Easter term of 21 Edward III. The loans also

of 23 Edward III. amount to only ;^ 15,453 5s. 2-|d.,

as against the ;^27,574 is. 7-|d. of 21 Edward III.

Altogether the receipts of the year of the plague are

about ;^4i,ooo less than those of 1346-7, the totals for

the years being ^101,281 7s. i^d. in 23 Edward III.,

as opposed to ^142,548 7s. i^d. in 21 Edward III.

It is little wonder then that the strain was too much for

the English financiers.

Apparently both the merchants and their " main-
pernors " were thrown into prison, where they stayed

for about a year before anything was done. February
30th,' 135 1, there is an order for the release of William
de Melchburn, one of the mainpernors, from Flete

prison, where he had been confined " for a debt due
the king." May 25th' Swanland was released until

Michaelmas to make his accounts to the king. October
12 th'' Melchburn was arrested again, to be released the

next day. At the same date there is an order on
Cheriton in favour of the customs, though the customs
had been out of his hand for over a year. This is,

however, to be explained as possibly being an arrear.

Cheriton had evidently made some effort to meet his

private creditors, for on May 26th, 1352,* there is an
order for the release from Flete prison of John Pret,

one of Cheriton's creditors, who had been imprisoned
because he had received 4,100 marks, borrowed from
him by Cheriton, before the king had been satisfied for

his debts. By the middle of the year it is apparent that

an effort was being made to reach a settlement. The
parliament that met in January of 1352 petitioned*

against the protection issued to the king's debtors against

private suits, so that no one was able to get judgment
for debts. The king granted that private judgments

iC.C.R., 1349-54- 150- ^C.P.R., 1350-54: 98. ^Ibid., 148.
* Ibid., 265. » R.P., II., 242.49.
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might be obtained, but all executions must be stayed

until the king should be satisfied. Nevertheless, writs

of protection were issued. July 8 th' letters of protec-

tion were issued to Cheriton and his partners, and to

several of the mainpernors, including Melchburn,

against private suits until they should have made their

accounts with the king. From the nature of the writ

there seems to have been much popular feeling against

them, and they were in some danger of bodily harm.

Similar letters follow for the next year.' On November
17th, 1352,' several pardons were issued to de Cheriton

and his partners for non-appearance at suits in several

county courts. This was probably as the result of the

petitions of parliament of January. March nth,*

1355, there is an order for the release of Cheriton from

prison, and July 28th^ there is an order to deliver to him
the proceeds of several lands formerly in his possession,

to meet his needs and those of his children. In the

next three years something was done to relieve the con-

dition of the mainpernors, and their property was

slowly restored." The most of them seem to have been

in rather severe straits. Finally on October 12th,'

1358, an order was issued to the treasurer and barons of

the exchequer to discharge the surviving mainpernors

from their contract. The writ states that between April

ist, 1348, and Michaelmas, 1350, ^13,643 14s. yd,

was defaulted beyond the ferm of the customs. It was

not, however, until 1376' that on the petition of parlia-

ment Edward III. cancelled his claim against de

Cheriton and his partners, Swanland and Wendlyng-
burgh.

Even before the issue of the writs of June loth to

Wesenham there are evidences of a coming change in

the management of the customs. April i6th,' the col-

lectors of customs and the weighers of wool of the

1 R.P., II., 303. 2C.P.R., 1350-54: 433,496. 3/itW., 360, 361.
4 C.C.R., 1354-60: 183. ^Jbid.,1^0. 6 /^«V., 248, 284, 291,339,380,484.
' Ibid., 465. 8 R.P., II., 365, No. 6. » C.C.R., 1349-54: 213.
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ports were ordered to come before the council at West-
minster on Friday of SS. Philip and James next. At
the same time the mayors and bailiffs of these ports

were ordered to choose substitutes to fill the places thus

vacated. On May 25th' Edward proceeded to carry out

the contracts of April loth, by which he secured an ad-

vance of 20,000 marks and the assumption of debts to

;^ 1 0,000 from Tydemannus de Lymburgh and his

partners. Various drafts were issued on the customs,

but the noticeable thing is that they were directed to

the collectors of the ports. Orders, however, issued on

June 3rd' are directed to the fermors of the customs;

but the drafts issued November 8 th' are on the collectors

of customs.

The failure of de Cheriton, therefore, occurred some
time between June 3rd and June i6th. At any rate on

July 20th* the collectors of customs were ordered to de-

liver the proceeds of the customs to John Malwayn and
Nicholas de Wandelesworth, who, by the common
consent of the fermors and the mainpernors before the

council, were to receive the customs, pay the sums due
the kin^ from the proceeds, and render account therefor

to the fermors and their mainpernors. October 15 th*

Richard de Melchburn was appointed overseer of the

weighing of wool in five ports. The order was re-

peated on October 20th.' In this manner the receipt

of the customs was reorganised for the remaining period

of the grant by the merchants. The fact that no new body
of merchants came forward to take up the farm as in past

years is a thing to be noticed. Since the first general

ferm of the customs to English merchants it had always

been possible for Edward to find merchants willing to

undertake the contract. But now there is no evidence

of any attempt to form a new company of fermors. It

is possible that Edward was unwilling again to let out

the customs at farm; but on the other hand the sum-

1 Ibid., 180. 2 7^,-^.^ ig6, 3 /3,-j,^ 256.
* C.P.R., 1348-50: 557- ^ I^id., 579. « Ibid., 1350-54: 2-
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mary treatment received by de Cheriton and his main-
pernors would be enough to cause any merchant to

think twice before bidding for the royal favour.

The military activities of the year centre around the

defeat of the Spanish fleet on August 29th, at the battle

known as L'Espagnols sur mere.' News was had of

the intended expedition by the Spaniards early in the

year. March 20th'' Edward caused proclamation to be

made that all men willing to serve the king should be at

Sandwich by June 6th. The advance of 20,000 marks
by Tydmannus de Lymburgh and his English partners

on April loth has been mentioned. It was probably

used to finance this expedition. June 13 th the truce

with France was prolonged until August ist.^ This,

however, did not seem to have affected the Spanish

situation. August loth* Edward informed the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury that the Spaniards, with whom he

had arranged to renew the former alliance, had attacked

English merchants, and were preparing a great fleet in

the ports of Flanders, " and they boast that they will

totally destroy the English shipping, and dominate the

English sea, and threaten to invade and subdue the

realm," writes Edward. August 29th the battle

occurred off Winchelsea, where the Spaniards were
totally defeated.

What share the Flemings had in the Spanish enter-

prise is hard to determine. If there were any serious

differences with the English they were soon patched

up. There is, indeed, evidence of an embassy of some
sort from the Flemings in the spring of 1350.'' How-
ever, August 28 th,* the day before the battle, Edward
caused proclamation to be made that all those having

claims to damages against the Flemings were to be at

Calais before the Nativity of the Virgin, September

7th, to submit them to an arbitration commission.

In Brittany, Edward sustained a loss in the death of

1 Tout, 384. * R.F., III., i., 194. 3 Ibid., 197.

«C.C.R., 1349-54: 266. SC.C.R., 1349-54: 220. ^ Ibid., 267.
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Sir Thomas Dagworth.' September 8th' Walter de

Bentele was appointed to succeed him. A little later

in the year, October i8th, Edward won a diplomatic

victory of some importance in concluding a treaty with

Genoa. This was one of the many attempts to

cut off the mercenaries of that fickle town from French

service.

There was some shifting of the rate of customs dur-

ing the year. June 28 th' the maltolte of 40s. per sack

levied for some time past was cut in half, because of the

truce with France. Also at the same date the special

custom of 2s. the sack, I2d. the tun, and 6d. the pound
for arming the merchants' fleets was given up.* It is

noticeable that the latter customs were levied at nine-

teen ports, while the former only in eleven, showing that

the wool trade as the more valuable of the two was

somewhat more concentrated. July 22nd' the col-

lectors of the special customs were ordered to submit

their accounts to John de Buckyngham, Keeper of the

wardrobe. These accounts could not have been im-

mediately adjusted, for on October 24th* the same col-

lectors were ordered to make a fresh accounting on

March 15th following.

There were several other miscellaneous transactions

during the year that are of interest. September 24th

the customs of Berewick on Tweed were farmed out to

Malewayn, Wandlesworth, Richard Melchburn, and
two others, for ;^i,2oo a year.' April 12th,' Anthony
Bache and Nicholas Chone undertook to coin money
for the king. This contract differs from the previous

ones in that Bache and Chone were master workers, and
received only the customary allowances for wages and
expenses. All the profits of seignorage were to go to

the king. There is no evidence of any farm of the

mint as during former years. This type of contract

1 Tout, 382. 2 R.F., III., i., 204. 3 C.C.R., 1349-54 : 237.
*Ibtd., 24.1. ^Ibid.y 1^2. « Fines, 152, m. 9. '' C.C.R., 1349-54 : 274.
* Ibid., 217.
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prevails during the next eight years, until December,

1358, when Picard secured the contract at a farm of

200 marks,' in whose hands it evidently continued till

the end of the period under consideration.

The general income of the crown in the year 13 51

seems to have gotten back to something near its normal

amount. The Receipt Roll of the Michaelmas term,

gives a total of ^57,779 is. o-a-d.""—the Easter term,

£^1'>111 13s- ^^'^ ^^ ^^^ latter amount ;^2o,ooo*

came from the loan advanced by Lymburgh in April and
May. There is also a record of the final payment of

the loans of Picard on April loth, 20 Edward III.,

amounting to ^13,336 6s. 8d. in an entry dated

January^ 25th.

^

Summons for a parliament to meet on the Octaves of

the Purification of the Virgin were sent out November
25th,' 1350. Accordingly on February 9th,' 135 1, the

first parliament since the plague assembled at West-
minster. Edward at the time was absent on the Con-
tinent,* and parliament was opened by Lionel as

Guardian of the Realm. After stating the causes of

the adjournment of the meetings in 1349 and 1350, the

king made known the cause of the summons. This

seems chiefly to have been to pass legislation rendered

necessary by the unsettled condition of the country.

No grant was requested. The fifteenth of 1348, granted

for three years, and the grant of the maltolte by the

merchants in 1348 had still some time to run, and were

at the time sufl!icient for the needs of the crown. More-
over, Edward, it seems probable, did not care to submit

that question of the maltolte to the Commons. So he

simply requested them to send in their petitions, and

thanked them for their previous aids in the prosecution

of the war.' The usual series of petitions against pur-

veyances, the maltolte, and bad money were made by

1 C.C.R., 1354-60: 530. 2 R.R.p.j 309. 3 R.R.A., 308. * Ibid., m. 4.

5 I.R.P., 206. « C.C.R., 1349-54 : 278. ' Stubbs, II., 424, n. i.

8 R.P., II., 225.2. 9 Ibid., 4.
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the Commons, and were answered much as in former

years. More significant was the complaint against the

extraordinary prest of two marks per sack/ levied by

the fermors of the customs as a prest for the king. The
king refused to take any responsibility in the matter,

and stated briefly that the affair would be settled in the

account of de Cheriton. This may be a solution of the

cause of the later intense hostility of the English mer-

chants to Cheriton's share in the letters of protection,

and of the source of the ;^ 13,000, for which the farm

was taken away from him. Beyond this no petitions

were made or actions taken that in any way explain the

crisis in the affairs of the farm during the preceding two
years.

The important legislation of this Parliament was the

Statute of Laborers and, more interesting to this study,

the Statute of Cloths."* This was little more than a for-

mulation by statute of the customs that had grown up
since the foundation of the cloth trade by Edward III.,

by inducing Flemish exiles to settle in England. It

marks the rapid growth of the trade. Indeed, so im-

portant did it become that in a few years its custom was
let out to farm as that of wool had been.

The adjournment of the February parliament of

13 5 1 marks the end of another period in English

financial history. The significant silence of the

Commons and the merchants over the fall of Cheriton

and his partners shows how unpopular they had become.

Ten years before the land was groaning under the

exactions of Edward's foreign creditors. There was a

popular uprising led by the new class of English

capitalists that resulted in the ousting of the foreigners

and the placing of the English merchants in power.

But no sooner were the latter in control than they too

became as burdensome as the foreign competitors whom
they had displaced. A period of centralisation followed,

^ Ibid., 230.33.
2 C/.R.P., II., 230.40, and S.R., I., 314, 25 Edward III., Stat. 3, Ch. i.
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in which a few of the richest and ablest merchants

crowded out their less fortunate rivals, and secured a

complete monopoly of the wool farms. The Parlia-

ment of 1348 was fully as bitter against the English

capitalists as those of 1340, 1341, and 1343 had been
against the Bardi and Peruzzi. It was only the Black

Death, however, that was able to shatter the power of

the English merchants. The men who without doubt
had been the silent partners of the Cheriton company
came forward to guarantee the farms to the king, but

even with this help de Cheriton was unable to weather

the crisis. The king took the custom entirely out of

the hands of the English merchants, and proceeded to

administer it himself through the supervision of

Malewayn and Wandelsworth, two trusted merchants.

This management of the custom by royal control,

however, lasted only three years, when a number of cir-

cumstances forced Edward to try yet a new scheme for

handling the wool trade. But from July, 1350, to

October, 1353, the system of royal control through the

management of Malewayn continued. Customs offi-

cers were appointed and removed at his instance.'

November iSth," 135 1, Malewayn was given full

control of the receipt of the customs, the weighing of

the wool, and the other details of handling the wool at

the ports. This, however, was too much work for one

man, and on April loth,"* 1352, Edward relieved him
from the burden of the receipt of the moneys. This

situation continued even after the new adjustment of

the wool trade in 1353.

1 C.P.R., 1350-54: 33. ^ Ibid., 266. ^ Ibid.



CHAPTER VIII

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE STAPLE

^353-^354

The relation of England to the wool-trade—the relations of England

and Flanders, 1339-135 3—the economic situation of England

in 1353—the Ordinance of the Staple.

From the summer of 1350, events began to look for-

ward to the establishment of the staple for wool in

England. Even before that time there were occur-

rences which, interpreted in the light of subsequent

events, show that the action of the great council in the

fall of 1353 was the result of a complex of causes

of no very recent origin. What these causes were;

the adjustments of the English to meet the situation;

and the immediately resulting methods of handling

trade, it is the purpose of this chapter to describe. The
causes themselves may be summarised under two heads :

The peculiar relations of England and Flanders, and the

state of the wool trade as a result of the crisis of 1349-

50, and the fall of the English monopolists.

If the position of England as the sole source of

supply of the mediaeval wool market was one of peculiar

strength, yet the Flemings on the other hand were not

without their advantage, for they in the main were the

market. Probably nearly two-thirds of the wool
actually exported from England was made up into cloth

in Flanders. This natural market was further

strengthened by the artificial device of the staple,' which

^ For fuller treatises on the origin and organisation of the staple, the
managing of the wool, etc., cf. Stubbs, W., ** The Constitutional History of

England," II., 431 ; Cunningham, W., "Growth of English History and
Commerce," I., 287 ; Hall, Hubert, " The Customs Revenue of England,"
I., 29 // ; Adeline J. Jenckes, " The Origin, the Organisation, and the
Location of the Staple of England."
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compelled all merchants to come to the favoured town
to obtain their wool. During the time of the ascen-

dancy of the Bardi and Peruzzi, possibly a third of the

wool exported was shipped by special license direct

by sea to Italy, but after their fall in 1343 the Lombard
market was compelled to supply itself from the conti-

nental staple. For various diplomatic reasons that have

been more fully treated in preceding chapters, Edward
in 1339-40 established the staple at the largest centres

of demand for wool—Bruges, Ghent, and Ypres. Here
the merchants of Spain, France, the Empire, Lombardy,
and the Hanse towns, had to come for their wool. But
this move, while useful for winning the alliance of the

Flemings, nevertheless had two drawbacks—it sub-

jected the market, to a certain degree, to the influence

of the Flemings, and also placed upon the English the

burden of shipping the wool across the channel. The
concrete result of the latter was the special tax of two

shillings per sack levied since the outbreak of hostilities

in 1345 to arm the wool fleets. While the English

probably recouped this loss by a corresponding raise of

prices at the staple, yet the duty itself was cumbersome,

and the risk of loss at sea, by capture or wreck, great.

Added to this came the famous case of embezzlement

by Wesenham, resulting, according to the charge of

parliament, in the loss of 20,000 marks. Even before

the renewal of war in 1345 the Commons had realised

this situation and petitioned the king for the establish-

ment of the staple in England,' their chief reason being

that it would prevent loss at sea. However, the point

was not seriously pressed, and was not again raised until

the fall of 1353, in spite of subsequent disasters to the

wool trade.

The effect of Flemish politics and the greed of

Flemish merchants upon the market of English wool,

however, was a much more serious question. From

1339 to about 1343, during the height of his power,

iR.P., IL, 143.58.
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Van Artveldt was able to put a curb upon his fellow

citizens and maintain an open market for the English.

But a party soon made itself felt that desired to mono-
polise the wool for the benefit of the three great towns,

Bruges, Ghent, Ypres. The same parliament that re-

quested the establishment of the staple in England, re-

quested in another place that the small towns of

Flanders might be permitted to buy the English wool,

and complained of the interference of the three large

towns.' The next year complaint was made that the

Flemings were excluding foreign merchants from the

privilege of purchase at the staple.'' This effort at the

exclusion of the small towns of Flanders and of the

foreign merchants from the purchase of English wool

became more vexatious after the death of Van
Arteveldt. The details of the controversy have been

traced down to 135 1. In 1348 and 1349 the English

had even gone so far as to move the staple to Middle-

burgh, while at the same time there are evidences of

sales of wool at Calais. But the centripetal force of

the natural market was too strong, and Edward was
compelled to permit the export of wool direct to

Flanders. The immediate result of the removal of the

staple seems to have been to bring the Flemings to

time for a while, notwithstanding that they permitted

the Spanish fleet, defeated off Winchelsea, to ren-

dezvous in their harbours. The export trade drifted

back to its natural channels, and by 1352 the definite

staple organisation was again in existence in Flanders.

The Flemings, however, do not seem to have learned

much by the events of 1348 and 1349, and complaints

of their rapacity became more and more frequent. The
hostility of the reigning house to the English further

complicated matters.

The military events of 1351 to 1353 were of com-
parative insignificance, and were confined to the partisan

struggle in Brittany and the gradual expansion of the

1 R.P., II., 143.58. iIbid.,Hg.s.
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Pale of Calais. The increasing bad spirit between the

English and the Flemings, however, is a matter of

great interest, as affording one of the causes for the re-

moval of the staple to England. April 8th, 135 1,' the

export of wool was stopped, only wool already in cargo

being allowed to leave the harbour. June loth' the

king issued orders that all merchants who wished to

complain for injuries done them by the Flemings should

do so by the octaves of Trinity next at Bruges before

the commissioners appointed by the count of Flanders.

By July following affairs were patched up, and on the

loth" merchants were allowed to voyage to Flanders to

trade there, in spite of the orders of the king forbidding

his subjects to leave the realm. In Flanders the count

was steadily ousting the pro-English party. September

25th* Edward issued general protection " for men of

Flanders, who have been banished from their country

because they adhered to the king's party." The staple

for wool, however, was re-established in Flanders some-

time during the winter, at least before February loth.*

Writs of March 7th and loth* speak of the staple as

being at Bruges.

The summer of 1352 must have been a very stormy

one, judging from the number of wrecks that occurred

on the English coast. The inhabitants, following the

lawless customs of the time, murdered the unfortunate

sailors, and seized such goods as were cast ashore.

Several of these vessels were Flemish.' Commissions

were appointed to bring the offenders to justice, and to

make adequate compensation to the Flemings. These

cases give some justice to the hostility of the Flemings.

But unfortunately the situation was further complicated

by the attitude of the duke of Brabant and the count of

Flanders. Since 1344' the duke of Brabant had been

in rivalry with Edward to secure the alliance of

iC.C.R., 1349-54: 34. 2/^/^.^369. ^ Ibid., 2^0.
* C.P.R., 1350-54: 147. C/. Rymer for other similar writs.

5 C.P.R., 1350-54: 227. « C.C.R., 1349-54: 470- Cf. also ibid., 338.
' Cf. Index P. and C.R., " Flanders." » Longmans, I., 228, 277.
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Flanders, through the marriage of the young count

Louis le Mai. In 1350' he had succeeded in bringing

about this event, thus joining the count definitely to

the enemies of England. Taking advantage of the in-

cidents of the summer of 1352, in accordance with his

schemes, the duke seems to have succeeded in making
a breach between the English and the Flemings.

September 3rd' Edward issued an order forbidding the

export of goods to Flanders, " because the king has

learned that the mariners of Flanders, by order of their

superiors, are preparing to set out to sea to inflict what
damage they can on the king and his subjects until they

recover the damages which they pretend they have re-

ceived from the king's subjects." The embargo was
continued through the winter months and until June of

1353.' Between June loth and July 30th, however,

friendly relations were resumed, for on that date a per-

mit was issued to a Flemish merchant" to ship cloth to

Flanders. Again, another factor entered in to prevent

the re-establishment of the old relations. Although
actual hostilities between England and France were
postponed for two years more, yet in the summer of

1353 a war seemed imminent,^ the frequent renewals of

the truce for short intervals* showing the strained re-

lations between the two countries.

Apparently the English were determined not to sub-

mit their most important source of national wealth any
longer to the dangers of capture by sea or to the enmity
of the count of Flanders. June loth a large number of
merchants were summoned to meet the king on the

Octaves of Midsummer at Westminster. Writs were
issued to seventy-one English merchants, seven Lom-
bards, four Hanse, and one merchant of Genoa. There
are no writs extant to explain what action was taken by
this body, but it is pretty safe to assume that the scheme
adopted by the great council in October was here de-

1 Longmans, I., 335. 2C.C.R., 1349-54: 506. ^ Ibid.,^S4-S, 508,530, 536.
* Ibid., 551. 5 Longmans, I., 353. « R.F., III., i., 254, 262, 268.
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bated and drawn up. The business was completed in

about a month, for July 15th' summons were issued for

a " parliament " at Westminster on the Monday after

St. Matthew next.

The problem that confronted the English in the fall

of 1353 was a serious one. The existence of the wool
trade, upon which the king and the nation had chiefly

relied in prosecuting the war, was in question. The
chief market to which wool was shipped had turned

against them. For a year and a quarter, according to

the statement of Burghersh in the council,* the wool
trade had been harassed and the custom stopped.

Within the realm the situation was even more serious.

The wool subsidies, beyond the ordinary custom, more
or less irregularly granted, would run out by Michael-

mas.^ This in itself was not so much, but the popular

hostility to the subsidy would now in some way have to

be placated. Since the first levy of the maltolte in

1337 the Commons had been bitterly opposed to it.

Their objection was that it beat down the price in Eng-
land, and was only levied at the expense of the Com-
mons.'' Edward replied more than once that the maltolte

was no concern of the Common^, as it was paid by the

merchants; but the Commons would not be persuaded;

the facts were too plain. Theoretically, Edward might
be right, but practically the merchants were making a

double profit, at home and abroad, on the pretext of the

maltolte. Supported by the growing wealth of the

English merchants, for a long while Edward had dared

to disregard this attitude of the Commons. The
grant was generally obtained from the merchants for

two or three years, except on rare occasions, when a

crisis enabled the king to make a strong appeal to the

patriotism of the Commons. But the English mer-

chants rapidly made themselves as unpopular as the

foreigners whom they had ousted, and the " squeezing

out " of the smaller merchants by the de Cheriton

1 C.C.R., 1349-54: 610. aR.P., II., 251.32. ^Ibid. * Ibid., 140.28.
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partners only helped to recruit the discontented class.

All had gone well, however, until the Black Death

shattered the power of the great monopolists, and

Edward was compelled to collect the funds of the cus-

toms through his own officers.

The next five years matters in the main moved peace-

fully enough. There was no sudden crisis to cause an

immediate need for a large sum of money, except the

menace of the Spanish fleet in the year 1350, and this

emergency had been met by an advance secured from

the Hanse merchant, Tydmann de Lymburgh. In

135 1 an advance of 20,000 marks was secured from the

citizens of London, which was repaid by allowances on

the customs.' Parliament assembled in January,'

1352, and made liberal grants of a tenth and a fifteenth

for three years. They, however, had not forgotten the

regime of the farmers, and complaints were still numer-
ous. In particular, the prest of two shillings' per sack

levied since 22 Edward III., which had not been re-

paid, called for comment. The king replied that this

complaint had been answered in the previous parlia-

ment. Request was also made for the remission of the

prosecution against the merchants who had smuggled
wool to Dordrecht in 1337/ However, the conduct of

finances met with no criticism.

In June,* 1352, Edward made arrangements for pay-

ing ;^8,5ii 8s. ofd., which was in arrears on the loan

of 140,000 little florins of Florence, and 16,000
florins de I'ecu received from the merchants of Lucca.

July 2oth° a large number of merchants were sum-
moned to a council to meet on the morrow of Assump-
tion—August 26th. This must have been the body
that laid the embargo on English exports, that lasted

until July 7th, 1353. On the whole, however, until

1353 affairs were quiet. No great undertaking was

1 Fines, 152, m. 121 •, C.C.R., 1349-54: 394; Report on R.F., App. E., p. 5.
a R.P., II., 236. 8 /3zi., 241.46. ^ Ibid., 36.
* C.C.R., 1349-54 : 490. « Ibid., 498.
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entered upon, except in 1350, and there was no sudden
demand that the ordinary flow of the revenue was not

able to meet. The receipts and expenditures average

between ;^5 5,000 and ^70,000 per term/ But in

1353 a new crisis presented itself. The existence of

the wool trade was in danger; the machinery of raising

funds on the customs had broken down; the grants of

the customs themselves had run out; and war was
imminent.

September 23rd the great council came together and

held session until October 12th." This council, though
acting much as a parliament, was confessedly an

irregular body. There were no clergy, and the sheriffs

returned but one knight, and the mayors and bailiffs

of thirty-seven towns two members each."* After the

usual preliminaries the crown stated that the purposes*

of the session was to consider the condition of the staple

of wool, hitherto held without the realm. The crown
recommended that the staple be situated at certain

places within the kingdom, and submitted its scheme

—

probably drawn up at the meeting of the merchants in

June and July—to the Commons and Peers. After de-

bate the ordinance was adopted—according to one of

the minutes, on the very Monday after the feast of St.

Matthew on which the council convened.'' The details

of this measure may be passed over, and only the

general effect of the ordinance on the wool trade, and its

relation to previous financial devices, need here be

considered.

In brief, the market of wool was to be limited to the

towns of Newcastle,' York, Lincoln, Norwich, West-
minster, Canterbury, Cicester, Wynchester, Exeter,

Bristol, " Kumudym " (Carmarthen), Dublin, Water-

ford, and Cork.

Since six of these towns were not sea-ports, the

following points of shipment were established : King-

1 R.R.P., 308-10. 2 Stubbs, II., 425. n. I. ^ Ibid.y 429.
* R.P., II., 246.2. ^ Ibid.^ 251.31. * Ibid.^ 246.4.
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ston on Hull, for York ; St. Botholf, for Lincoln ; Great

Yarmouth, for Norwich; London, for Westminster;

Sandwich, for Canterbury; and Southampton, for Win-
chester. As the ten ports so authorised for the ship-

ment of wool were the ones through which the trade

had gone for a number of years, the scheme compelled

no readjustment of the trade from its natural channels,

but brought the market much closer to the small pro-

ducer of wool.

The old customs were re-established.' The king

made every effort to secure justice, protection, and

free trade to all merchants alike, English and foreign.

He even provided that in the event of the declaration

of war the merchants of the hostile power should have

sufficient time in which to leave the realm with their

goods, before being liable to seizure. This solicitude

of the English to establish confidence and to bring the

market of wool to the island, may be explained by the

desire to shift the risk of loss at sea to the shoulders of

foreign merchants. But there are other clauses in the

ordinance that can only be regarded in the light of a

victory for that party which had so long opposed the

monopolistic system built up by Edward and his great

merchants, and which had desired to obtain the fullest

protection and freedom of trade to the small merchants

and producers—that party which, in brief, had struggled

for the commercial rights of the individual as over

against the mediaeval ideas of royal prerogative in re-

lation to trade. After regulating purveyance and
revamping the old Statute Merchant to suit the needs

of the new situation, and after having provided regula-

tions for the coinage and circulation of money, the

council proceeded to pass a measure that was a distinct

departure from Edward's previous financial expedients.

In the chapter on " forestalling ""^ the council sought to

make impossible a repetition of the methods by which

» R.P., II., 246.5 //. Cf. also S.R., I., 332 //, 27 Edward III., 2.

2R.P., II., 249.15. C/. also 247.7.
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the Lombards and the English monopolists had at times

practically " cornered " the wool market, and sold at

their own price. This was done by the comparatively

simple device of forbidding any merchant to buy up
wool ahead of delivery. Furthermore, no English

merchants might ship goods without the realm, or enter

into collusion with foreign merchants to ship without

the realm or receive pay in advance on any produce. In

brief, trade was to be free; all merchants were to buy
and sell in the open market, so that there should be no

such combination in the restraint of trade, whether by

royal prerogative or by a private speculation, as those

that had brought such profits in times past.

One other significant fact further bears out the

assumption that the Ordinance of the Staple of 1353
was a victory for a reform party. Immediately on the

passage of the ordinance, the king secured a continu-

ance of the grant of the subsidies on wool for three

years,' the last two years being conditioned on the dura-

tion of the war. No complaints were made whatsoever

as in former years; the only thing that could at all be

construed into a criticism of the financial arrangements

of the government was the request that the tenths and

fifteenths granted for the prosecution of the war be re-

served for that purpose only. In the two subsequent

parliaments before 1360, of which the records are ex-

tant—those of 1354 and 1355—no further complaints

were made of the maltolte, and in the parliament of

1355 the subsidy on wool was continued for six years.*

Such was the readjustment of the wool trade that

took place in the fall of 1353. There was no great

shock, no breakdown of commercial houses. The Eng-
lish brought the wool to the staples, instead of to

Flanders. There the foreign merchants bought it and

shipped it as they pleased. Moreover, the crown was

able to secure advances upon the customs in much the

same manner as before—though there were no huge

1 R.P., II., 251.32. 2 Ibid., 265.1 K
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loans to crowd out the small merchant. Customs were
prepaid, and allowances were made on customs, for debts,

services, and loans, much as in the earlier period of the

war, but there were no monopolies or forced loans. On
the whole, the effects of the ordinance were immediate

and far-reaching, and it accomplished all that Edward
and his councillors hoped for. The wool trade was saved.

The danger of loss at sea was thrown on foreign mer-

chants. The staple was independent of Flemish

intrigue, and the Flemings were compelled to come to

England for their wool. A system was provided for

the regular collection of the wool subsidies; the regular

flow of the proceeds from the customs was assured. War
might come, but the English were prepared.



CHAPTER IX

THE WAR TO THE PEACE OF BRETIGNY

1353-60

The campaign of 1355-57—the campaign of 1359-60.

In spite of the apprehensions of the English in the fall

of 1353 war did not occur for a year and a half. It was
not until Easter, 1355, that Edward determined upon
a rupture of his relations with France. There followed

a period of hostilities, lasting about a year, that resulted

in a complete victory for the English. During this

time the most important events were centred about the

person of the Prince of Wales, ending in the battle of

Poictiers and the capture of John. In March, 1357, a

truce was concluded for two years—until Easter, 1359.
Then war broke out. Edward invaded France in per-

son. With an army enormous for the times he be-

sieged Rheims. After six weeks of futile effort he

retired upon Puis, only to be again repulsed. On May
8 th a truce was made at Bretigny. The moral victory

was with the French, for though Edward had ravaged

the country, he had captured no cities, and held no

territory. Nevertheless, he was able to secure an ad-

vantageous peace in the fall at Calais, that for a time

ended the struggle between England and France, and

concluded the first period of the Hundred Years' War.
The main interest of these seven years from 1353 to

1360, from the point of view of the financial history of

the period, centres about the two campaigns. The
methods of finance employed illustrate the working of

the system perfected by 1353. There were no startling

departures. The wool trade flowed quietly and re-

gularly through the channels provided by the Ordinance
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of the Staple, and yielded a steady and sufficient return

to the crown. The taxes were levied as before. When
the crisis came they were met by advances on the cus-

toms, and this was done in a regular and orderly

manner. No new financial genius arose with vast

schemes of consolidation and aggrandisement. On the

whole, the period of great finance was passed. The
people were as prosperous as before, but the profits were

not concentrated in the hands of a few men. More than

that, the general financial condition of the people is

worthy of notice. The returns from the taxes levied

on the nation, as compared with the feudal resources of

the crown, indicate the increasing prosperity of the

country and the gradual awakening of the crown to the

fact that its true means of support lay in the nation it-

self, and not in its feudal rights, or in the tributes paid

by a privileged few for the opportunity of exploiting

the mass of the subjects of the crown.

The great council that met in the fall of 1353, it

will be remembered, was not a regular parliament.

After the passage of the Ordinance of the Staple, the

Commons petitioned that the laws should go into effect

before Easter,' and that they should be approved by a

regular parliament."* Edward does not seem to have

waited for that date. Before the end of the month
important treaties were entered into with foreign coun-

tries for the protection of their merchants in England.'

By November 20th the staples seem to have been

established,* while five days later new collectors of cus-

toms were appointed with the advice of Malwayn,' who
seems to have continued in charge of the customs^ until

the end of this period. With the new reorganisation

the crown proceeded to clear off a horde of petty

creditors having claims for loans and advances of wool

and money' by numerous grants of assignments on the

1 R.P., IL, 253.39. * Ibid., 42. 3 R.F., III., i., 264.
^ C.P.R., 1350-54 : 530, 536. ^ Ihid,, 532. « C.C.R., 1349-54= 574-
' ^3tJ., 570-576 ; tbid., 1354-60: 5, 14.
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customs. The same peaceful prosperity is characteristic

of the next year and a half. March 15th' the parlia-

ment was summoned for the Monday after St. Mark's.

When parliament met, the Commons for the first time

in a long while seemed contented with the general

financial management of the crown. There were the

usual complaints against purveyances, extortions, and

false money, but the state of the wool trade and the

customs apparently met with approval. The only busi-

ness of importance transacted was the ratification of the

Ordinance of the Staple, and the request that the staple

laws be published.

As the year 1355 approached relations with France

became once more strained. During 1354 an alliance

was made with the king of Navarre,' but nothing came
of it, for contrary winds held back the expedition pre-

pared at London so long that the king of Navarre made
his peace with the court of France. In April,'' 1355,
an embargo was laid on all vessels, so that they might

be at hand for a possible expedition. June ist Edward
informed the bishops and archbishops of England that

war was imminent, and asked for their prayers for his

success." July loth'' the Prince of Wales was ap-

pointed the king's lieutenant in Gascony with suitable

powers, and on the i6th preparations were begun for

fitting out an expedition. September 20th' a parlia-

ment was summoned for the morrow of Martinmas.

According to a writ of October 22nd' this parliament

was prorogued until the morrow of St. Edmund's, but

the entries in the Rolls of Parliament are dated the

morrow of St. Martyn's. At this parliament the king

briefly informed the members of the incident of the

king of Navarre,' and after explaining the present situa-

tion, asked for an aid. The Commons renewed the

subsidy on wool for six years.'

1 C.C.R., 1354-60 : 64. 2 Lavisse, IV., 95. » R.F., III., i., 298.
* Ibid., 30-?. 5 ibid^^ ^07. « C.C.R., 1354-60: 233. ' Ibid., 234.
8 R.P., II., 264.3-7. * Ibid., 21 5.1 1.
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In the latter part of October arrangements were made
for securing a loan in the shape of an advance by foreign

merchants on the customs of their wool—though there

was no attempt to let the customs out to farm. Be-
ginning with October 23rd/ and running to January
24th5 13565 fifteen drafts were issued upon the collectors

of customs, amounting to ;^5,377 los. These were
chiefly issued to foreign merchants who contracted to

pay the sums to the king upon allowance being made
them on the custom of their wool and lead, for which
they deposited bonds with two English merchants, John
Piel and Henry Picard, for double the amount of the

advance. ;^3,388 i6s. 8d.' was similarly advanced
during the spring and summer of 1356. In September
Edward succeeded in raising a large loan from the mer-
chants of Turin, who were engaged in the wool trade in

England. He issued them a receipt on September
28th,' for ;^i 8,395 9^- ^^-y o^ which ^8,395 9^- ^^•

was paid to the merchants of Ast for debts of the king,

and ^10,000 was paid directly to the king. The
transaction must have taken place earlier in the month,
for on September loth* a general acquittance of the Asti

for all debts due them by the king is enrolled. Beyond
these loans amounting to ^"27,000 the expenses of the

year 1355-56 seem to have been met by the regular re-

venues of the crown. Of the ;^ 18,000, only ^10,000
was a direct loan; the other ;^8,ooo was an advance on
the customs, and is to be deducted from the total income
of the customs of the year.

The English activities in France thus financed need
only be mentioned in outline. Landing in Acquitaine
during the summer of 1355 the Prince of Wales first

set himself to organise his income, and then with the

opening of the new year he made a raid east and south-

east into the heart of Languedoc, burning and pillag-

ing.' In the spring he was back in Gascony, and by the

^CCR., 1354-60: 160. ^ Ibid., 2^2. ^Ibid.j236.
* Ibid., 326. 5 Tout, 385 //.
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middle of summer was advancing northward through
the western provinces. September 19th occurred the

battle of Poictiers, and on October 2nd the Prince was
back at Libourne with John as his captive. The news
of the victory reached England early in October, and

on the loth' Edward ordered thanksgiving to be made.

March 23rd,' 1357, a truce was concluded with France

until Easter, 1359. The Black Prince arrived at

London with the captured king on May 24th,' 1357.
There were some hostilities in Brittany during the sum-
mer of 1356, but of no very great importance. On the

Scottish border, also, war broke out again, to end in a

victory for the English. In October, 1357, peace was

made at Berewick."

The result of the activities of the English from 1355
to 1357 ended in victory on every hand. France and

her Scottish ally were thoroughly beaten. The two

terms of the Receipt Rolls of Easter 29 Edward III.

and Michaelmas 30 Edward III. give the receipts of the

year beginning with Easter, 1355, when war was de-

clared, and running to Easter, 1356, when all the

activities of the English were financed and well under

way. The total receipts were about half of what they

were in the year 1337-38. In that year the crown

raised ;^258,879 17s. ii^d.,' while in the year 1355-56
the receipts amounted to only ^124,184 9s. lod.

Again, in 1346-47 the receipts amounted only to some

^18,000 more than this. The money thus received

seems to have fully sufl&ced for the needs of the

occasion. The feudal receipts of this year shrank to

;^9,662 1 8s. i^d., the decrease being due to the falling

off of the receipts from the estates of the crown. The
incidents of government mount upito ;^34,i5i 14s. 2d.

This was brought about by the repayment of advances

from officers, and the settling up of back accounts to

the amount of ;^2 8,000. The national resources are

again at normal—;^78,455 9s. 4-|d., almost double that

1R.F., IIL,i., 341. ^Ibid./s^S. » Tout, 292'"*^*^. » App. I.
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of the year of the plague, and ;^2,ooo more than the

year of the Crecy campaign. ;^74,000 indicate the

value of the new arrangements of the customs to the

crown—an increase of ;^24,000 over the old ferming

system, whereby the crown only got ;^50,000 per year.

The loans for this year as entered in the Receipt Roll

are moderate—;^ 1,8 14 8s. 2d. These represent small

advances from private persons. The advances on the

customs were entered under the receipt of the customs,

and the loan of the merchants of Turin was too late to

come in under the items of that fiscal year. The main
interest of the receipts centres in the conclusions that

may be drawn from the item of ;^74,000 entered under
the receipt of the customs. It not only proves the

greater administrative economy of the staple system,

with a supervisor of customs, over the old farming

system, but it also goes to show the amount of the gains

made by the farmers during the period in which the

customs were in their hands. The device of the staple

had stood the strain of the war. The income from the

wool subsidies thus administered was sufficient to meet
the expenses of large expeditions without a heavy tax

on the people, for the receipts of the Lay and Clerical

Grants amounted only to about ;^3,5oo.

After the truce of March, 1357, war did not break
out again until 1359. The two years intervening

seem to have been of an even tenor without any great

crisis that would deserve special attention. The
machinery of finance, devised as the result of the experi-

ence of previous years, worked smoothly and well.

During this period Edward secured some increases

in revenue. In 1357 parliament met from April loth
to May 1 6th, and again granted a tenth and a fifteenth.'

The custom was increased to 50s. per sack, etc., from
the 5th of May on, and English, as well as alien mer-
chants, were to be allowed to export."" A duty on food
stuffs seems to have been in existence at this time, for

1 Stubbs, II., 424 n. 1 . 2 S.R., I., p. 351, 37Edward 11177,^ 8^
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on February I2th a merchant paid loos. for the privi-

lege of exporting 229 quarters of wheat, eighty-eight

quarters of oats, and fifteen and a half quarters of peas/

In 1359 Edward secured a grant of 6d. per pound of

merchandise on exports and imports. This was shortly

changed to 2s. per tun of wine and per sack of wool.

After the truce with France the custom was entirely

remitted/

Early in January,' 1359, Edward began preparations

for active hostilities, but according to his usual methods

he kept up negotiations as long as possible. In March
King John made a treaty, yielding Normandy, Brittany,

Anjou, Maine, Acquitaine, Ponthieu, and Calais to

Edward in full sovereignty, and promised a ransom of

400,000 crowns, but the Dauphin and the French re-

fused to accept such terms. This was on the 24th.*

On the 1 8th the truce was extended until June 24th.'

Although preparations were begun in June' for an

expedition which was to sail in July, it was not until

August that the actual breaking of the truce was decided

upon, when on the 12th' of that month Edward in-

formed the clergy of his intended renewal of the war.

The only advance of money recorded during the fall

is one of ;^ 10,000 by Hugh de Wychingham,* who had

been prominent during the last five years in handling

the mint. October 28th,' Edward sailed, and in

November'" marched from Calais. By December 4th he

sat down before Rheims, intending to capture the place

and have himself crowned there as King of France. For

six weeks Edward continued the siege, but was finally

forced chiefly because of the exhaustion of the supplies

which he had brought with him, to withdraw. This

took place on January nth, 1360. The king then

marched through Champagne and Burgundy, and

forced a treaty of neutrality upon the duke, after which

^ C.C.R., 1354-60: 337. 2 Stubbs, II., 426. »R.F., III., i., 415.
4 Tout, 395. « R.F., III., i., 422. « Ibid., 428. ' Ibid., 442.

«C.C.R., 1354-60:591- » R.F., III., i., 452. ^^ Tout, 395//.
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he turned upon Paris. There his army was so nearly-

ruined by the spring storms and by famine that he was

as glad to come to terms as the French. On May 8 th

preliminaries were signed near Bretigny, and on October

24th peace was finally made at Calais.'

The peace thus concluded ended the first period of

the Hundred Years' War. Since the beginning of the

war in 1337 twenty-three years had elapsed, resulting

in the complete victory of the English. The war had

been brought on by the aggressions of the French in

Acquitaine and in Flanders, and by stirring up the

Scots on the northern border of England. In 1360,
Scotland was paying to the English a tribute of 10,000

marks a year as ransom for her king; the wool trade of

England was secured; and the English power in Acqui-

taine was stronger than it had been for over 160 years;

since the reign of Richard I. In France all was confu-

sion. Not only did the English hold Acquitaine

securely, but Brittany, Normandy, Anjou, Maine, and
Ponthieu, as well as Burgundy had been detached from
the French. The country was desolated, trade was
ruined, the finances were in chaos. To cap the situa-

tion, the king had been a prisoner of war for four

years, and the country had to pay an enormous ransom
as one of the terms of peace.

The English themselves were even stronger than

they had been before the war. Trade had increased,

most classes were prospering. The financial system of

the Government had been improved as the result of a

generation of experience in raising money. The king

was a national sovereign, with the nation at his back,

upon whose wealth he could depend for any further

prosecution of the war. Edward himself was the fore-

most sovereign of Europe, and his court the most
brilliant. During this time England was growing, her

policy was constructive, and her affairs were successful.

The period is rightly to be separated from the years of

disaster and retrogression that followed.

^ Tout, 397.
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The phenomenal growth of England during the

period just described cannot be too strongly dwelt upon.

At the beginning of the war England was a second-rate

power, or little reputation on the continent; her king
was a tributary vassal of the Papal See. The reign of

Edward I. was counterbalanced by the reign of his

father and of his son. England was apparently disor-

ganised and weak, though the quiet that ensued after

the fall of Mortimer might have warned a watchful

observer of the coming change. As it was, Philip IV.

did not hesitate to push the French policy of aggran-

disement in Acquitaine and Flanders, for he confidently

hoped to round out on the south-west and the north-east,

the task entrusted him by his fathers. But at the end
of twenty-three years the situation of the two countries

was reversed. England had become the first power of

Europe, and France was degraded to the second rank,

her policy of expansion indefinitely postponed.

The cause of this phenomenal success on the part of

England, and the attendant growth and development,

is not difficult to find. The English were the first to

attain national consciousness. A sense of common
unity, a feeling of common destiny, and the realisation

of a national purpose seem to have awakened within the

English some time during the first eight years of the

war. Thus while the kings of France were vainly striv-

ing to lead a vast unwieldy feudal host into the field,

Edward was organising a compact, well equipped,

though small, army, efficiently armed and financed, and

inspired by a high morale that came only from an in-

tense devotion to their king and the purpose of the

war. But this was not accomplished at once. It took

Edward eight years, and cost the nation over a million

pounds sterling, to learn that a small army of well-

drilled citizen soldiers—even allowing the superiority of

the long-bow—was a far more effective fighting machine

than the hordes of expensive feudal or mercenary levies

of the Continent.
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But if this new vitality of the English nation was

shown in the field by the efficiency of her citizen armies,

it was no less evident in the increased wealth and pros-

perity at home. Here it showed itself in the rise to

power of a native English capitalist class. The very

fact that simultaneously with the advance of this class,

the English began to find, before the war was six years

old, that their old coinage was insufficient for the needs

of exchange, reflects the quickening business life and

the increasing wealth of the nation. At the same time,

the steady increase in the value of the taxes levied on

the wealth of the people showed the growing recogni-

tion of the king of the insufficiency of his old resources

as feudal lord and chief land holder of the realm. More-
over, with the growing dependence of the crown upon
the wealth of the people came the gradual recognition

and establishment of their rights and liberties. Such

advances are impossible without corresponding progress

in the details and forms of administration. In England
this showed itself in the improvement in the methods of

handling loans, and in a greater economy in the collec-

tion of taxes and revenues. English history during

these years was many sided, and progress was not con-

fined to one phase. But the rise of the English mer-
chant class; the development of the means of drawing
more directly upon the wealth of the people; and the

perfection of the system thus established, form the

secret of the success of the English during the first

period of the Hundred Years' War.
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APPENDIX II

Coins and Exchange

An indication of the increasing prosperity of the English is the

beginning of gold coinage in 1344. Though the issue of 1344
was recalled on account of a mistake in weight/ a new issue

was made at the same valuation, which remained the standard.

This coin was the gold florin, valued at six shiUings, with one

half and one quarter pieces. By this fixed value it was made
to fit into the old system of the pound, mark, shilling, and

penny.

Too great emphasis cannot be laid upon the value to the

EngHsh of an unfluctuating coinage. It is one of the chief

causes of their success. This fact is thrown into higher relief

when the monetary system of England is compared with the

constant fluctuations and debasement of the French coinage

and the ensuing commercial disasters.

The foreign coins with which the English came in contact

during this period were the "black money of Tours," the money
of Bordeaux, and the Italian and French coinage. The black

money of Tours was worth about one fourth of its face value

in EngHsh sterling money,^ while the money of Bordeaux was
worth about one fifth.^ The Italian coins were in four values :

the small florin ; the gold florin of Florence, and the florin

d'escu or florin with the shield ; and the crown. The small

florin was worth twelve pence sterling,* while the crown was
worth eighteen pence. ^ The gold florin of Florence was worth
three shillings,^ while the florin d'escu varied from three

shillings, four pence, to three shillings, seven pence.' Five

pence current on the Continent were worth about four pence

sterhng.®

1 Archjeologialll. 316. C.C.R. 1341-43: 261. 2 c.P.R. 1297: 232.
3 Ex. K. R. Accts. 173/4 and 168/16. C.C.R. 1346-48 : 345.
* C.R.R. 1338-40: 385. 5 jhj^^ 6 Ex. K.R. Accts., 390/6.
' 4od. Ibid-^ 4id. C.C.R., 1341-43: 286; 42-|d. I.R.A., 131 entry May

15th, C.P.R., 1343-45: 105-

«C.C.R., 1341-43= 286.
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It is almost impossible to find a ratio between modem and

mediaeval money values. Too many factors enter into the

problem to make any conclusion absolutely trustworthy. An
aid to the imagination may be found, however, in Dr. Pauli*s

statement that money in the time of Edward III. had about

twenty times its present purchasing power.^

1 Pauli, Reinhold. Bilder aus Alt-England.



APPENDIX III

The accompanying is taken from the unpublished Pipe Roll,

No. 192, Rot. 12 Dorse. It gives an extract from the accounts

of John de Wesenham, farmer of the customs for the year 21

Edward III., and illustrates the manner in which much of the

revenue of the crown was expended.

£ s. d.

Receipts . . . . . . . . . . . . 62,500 o o

Expenditures

—

Paid into the treasury in twelve Tallies .. 20,224 ^5 ^

„ for the privy expenses of the king 750 mks.

„ Robert de Burton, treasurer of

the chamberlain .

.

,

.

1,000 „

„ Queen Isabelle assignments on St. Bartholf

and Kingston on Hull . . . . . . 2,446 3 4
„ Queen PhiHppa . . . . . . . . 891 8 9

„ WilHam de Bohun 1,500 o o

„ Marquis of Juliers .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 600 o o

„ Tydemannus de Lymburgh . . .

.

75 o o

„ WilHam de la Pole 43^ 8 7J
„ Thomas de Melchebourne (on jf7,ooo) .. 1,552 1 1 6

„ ditto 4,400 o o

„ Matthew Canaceon, Walter de Cherleton,

and others on
^f
10,000 of which £5,767

15s. lod. is owing . . . . . . . . *

„ Thomas de Melchebourne on account of

former loans, etc., etc. (other similar en-

tries to balance) . . . . . . . . *

Et habet superpHcium 3(^2,788 8s. 8d.

• Illegible.
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